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to Huddleston .
There are also a record number of first-time-in-college (FfIC)
students of African-American and
Asian descent. More minority students h we registered this fall than
last, wi\h the biggest representation being Hispanic students.
With this large increase in
student population comes concerns of classroom space, housing
and the ever sought-after parking.
However, with new buildings
such as Engineering II, the new
College of Health and Public
Affairs and new biology annex,
the burgeoning student population
probably won't compromise class
sizes.
"Some class sizes may be
increased, but more faculty have
been added to offset student
growth,"
said
Huddleston.
''Traditionally small classes like
English will remain the same."
The housing dilemma may be
at least placated with the comple-

Recordsizefreshtnan
class contributes to
increase in student
population
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

UCF opens its doors Aug. 22
to the biggest freshman class in
the school's history. An estimated
4,018 freshman are enrolled this
fall, jumping enrollment from
33,453 last fall to an expected
36,000 this year.
"We had a significant growth
in freshmen (this year) and cut
back in other transfers like from
other four-year universities, outof-state universities, etc.," said Dr.
Thomas
Huddleston,
Vice
President oi S'tu~ ~'{P..lp~1 1ept
and Enrollment Servic s.
This year's class of freshmen
is not only the largest; it is also the
strongest academically, according

UCF welcomed back a record number of students Monday for the beginning
of the fall 2001 semester.
.,_ "' "-·
'

PARKING, Page A-12
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Internet infiltrates
UCF classrooms
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

The use of Internet tools is
becoming a standard in more
than just computer science
classrooms. Internet technology
such as Web CT and Internet
resources is being introduced
into political science, health
care, history and humanities
courses at UCF.
Drew Lanier, a political science professor at UCF, uses
Internet resources such as FBI
web sites to search for criminal
offense data in his Judicial
Process course. Lanier, also
uses a program known as Web

CT, a password protected
domain that allows students to
access tools that allow asynchronous communication with
each other and the professor.
The program also allows students to access course materials
such as bulletin boards, syllabus
or web assignments at their convenience.
"I use Internet tools in the
classroom for several reasons,"
Lanier explained. "First, it
allows me to introduce the students to material in a way that is
not feasible through traditional
classroom delivery. Second,

New buildings open on campus
ADA LAM
STAFF WRITER

The question of whether UCF stands for
"Under Construction Forever" has been a running joke among many UCF students.
However with the opening this fall and
upcoming year of new buildings, dorms and_

parking garages, students will have more space
for classes, habitation and their vehicles.
One of the new buildings that will help with
the addition of classrooms is the Engineering
Building Il, which opened on August 15.
The $14.4 million and 100,000 sq. ft. buildHYDRAULICS, Page A-17

PROFESSORS, Page A-16
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UCF students spread their faith

Men's basketball in Europe

Several students took part in a missionary trip to
Frankfurt, Germany to visit with refugees in the
"gateway city." For more, see story on pg. A-4.

The UCF men's basketball team went 5-1 on its
2001 European Tour. For more, see pg. B-3.

Restaurant Review

Stem cell research
Should stem cell research continue? Find out what
one student has to say about the recent controversy
over recent announcements by scientists.
For more, see pg. A-18.

Hungry but don't know what to eat? One
student staff writer recommends you give this
place a try.

Academic advisors guide
freshmen, pg. A· 12.

Ghost World movie
review, pg C•1.

For more, see pg. C-3.
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UCF professor says
good-bye to swimming
pool and hello to East
Central African village

'
•

Parking garage clo~es
for routine maintenance

•

EILEEN MARIN
SIAFF WRITER

•
•

•

Rumors flooded campus this
summer deeming the West
Parking Garage structurally
unsafe. However, despite reports,
this was not the case.
While the West Garage, also
known as the Education Garage,
is the oldest on campus, it is not
an unsafe structure. Instead it was
undergoing "routine maintenance."
According to John Clark,
Manager of Parking Services, the
upper level of the garage is the
most exposed level to heat and
moisture. This explains the clos-

ing of the garage's fourth, third,
and part of the second level during the summer ternis, when traffic is lighter on campus
"Like anything that is
exposed to the elements, the surface tends to wear," said Clark.
While the garage was closed,
local contractors replaced the
caulking and sealer due to cracks
that appeared on the fourth level.
These cracks could create leakage
on cars parked on lower levels. To
ensure absolute safety, the sealer
over the Parking Services Office
had to be replaced as well.
Parking Services employee,
Karen Flotkoe.tter explains,
"While the closing of the garage

was somewhat of a hassle and
inconvenience for some, it's a
relief to know that UCF takes
their maintenance seriously."
To avoid any type of harm to
the garages, UCF follows their
maintenance routines strictly.
Currently, UCF has a five-year
warranty on the garage. In the
event that the university should
fail to preserve the garage conditions, it will then pay for its own
general contractors.
However, if the university
routinely checks the garages
every four years, the warranty
covers the costs. Currently the .

PARKING, Page A-17

Assistant Professor
Jannie Gichia and
husband Frank
establish health
center in Wanjengi
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

In the community of
Wanjengi, a village with close to
35,000 people, resources are
extremely limited.
UCF assistant professor of
nursing, Jannie Gichia and her
husband Frank Mwangi Gichia
were quite familiar with this east
central African village. Frank
Gichia left the village and his
family in 1961. So several years
ago, when the decision for a
family swimming pool in their
home in Florida was to be made,
the Gichias took action, donating
the funds for the pool to instead
renovate the local school of

Gichia
Wanjengi.
Still, Jannie Gichia was not
satisfied. Gichia could see a
severe lack of adequate medical
care, "The closest place for
health care was 15 miles away
and the roads are very difficult to
traverse by car. This barrier prevents people from seeking preventative services, and when
GICHIA, Page A-8

UCF's Small Business
Development C_enter names
new directors, analyst
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

•

•

-- Eunice Choi and
Pauline Davis,
Benjamin Dobson have been named Assistant
Director, Associate Director and Business
Analyst, respectively, for UCF's Small
Business Development Center (UCF SBDC.)
Davis, who has been with the UCF SBDC
since 1999, had the position of part-time
Business Analyst and was promoted to
Assistant Director. She was also the coordinator for the City of Orlando's Micro Loan
Program, was a Financial Manag~ment
Consultant and Business Management
Coordinator with the U.S. Department of
Commerce and is also an Owner/Manager of
Pace Accounting & Tax Services and a
Financial Analyst & Corporate Accountant
with Sullair Corporation.
Choi, who . has become the Associate
Director for the UCF SBDC, joined in 1998 as
a Business Analyst, whose responsibilities
included but were not limited to; loan preparation, business acquisition, accounting, taxes
and financial analysis. Part of her new position includes her former responsibilities as
well as assisting clients with import/export
questions.
Dobson is new to the UCF SBDC staff
who has begun as a Business Analyst in the
office. His duties include assisting small business clients with business planning, market
planning, project management, competitive
analysis and market development. Dobson
formerly worked at AT&T and also spent six
years as a volunteer in the Pinellas County
Florida School Volunteer Program: Mentor
for Troubled Children and Learning Disabled.

Choi

Davis

Dobson
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Internet privacy an issue for students
Is it safe to have
personal information
floating around on the
internet?
CHRISTIE ZIZO
STAFF WRITER

With half the world's
population online, the
internet is the place to
be. Dot corns offer
places
to
post
resumes, search for
scholarships based on
personal preferences.
Places like Geocities
and Angelfire offer free
webspace, and will even
help you customize your little corner of the World Wide
Web. Even UCF has a few megabytes
of space for each student. Anything and
everything a college student needs to
succeed, they can find and post on the
internet.
But is it safe?
With the number of identity theft

cases increasing every year, students
should be wary of what information
they place on personal websites.
"That would have to be a personal
decision," said Tad Simmons, a manager for the Pegasus server. "I would
never put my social security number in
such a visible place. Also, be careful
with home phone numbers and addresses. Finally, be sure that nothing
ends up on your webpage that you don't
want
openly
published."
Of the 14,194 ·
web pages
the

'

,,

is a trivial matter to get it - .$35 from
numerous web "services", if I remember correctly."
While some students are concerned
over the lack Of privacy online, others
think of the internet as a way to market
and express themselves.
Junior Jimmie Hannaman' s web
page is on a personal server, and keeps
little personal information on his site,
which is dedicated to his drawings just his city and state and e-mail
address. "I'd never put a picture or

j#tone n ml1er
Wt'1!$S

where
good number of ti.. '®,...., ~~ ~e by students as a rtquu~tHL-u. i...;~ .11elf I live on the internet."
Introduction to Computer Science
"People can track you down
courses. While the pegasus server has online just as easily as in real life,"
never been cracked, Simmons says that said junior Lisa Romano, whose web
individual accounts have been compro- site at Geocities is full of photos from
mised. "If someone wants your data, it concerts she's been to and close friends

and family, and a weekly journal called
"Daily Babble." "I say go ahead and
post your name, photos, hobbies, age,
etc, but be reasonable! I would never
post my address or phone number."
D.espite the dangers, Hannaman
and Romano feel people should have
web pages. "If you have a
reason for one,"
Hannaman
said.
"Like keeping fampy and
friends updated on your
life or like me - shameless
self-promotion. Is there another reason?"
"Everyone should [have a web
page] even if it's just to learn more
computer skills, which are very important to have now-a-days," Romano
said. "Maybe someday, people won't
need resumes or business cards.
Everyone will just have a web site with
all their information on it."
As for safety, Simmons says there
really isn't much one

Ure

'·

c~:n ~~· ~·: ::~~
11

against such misuse
is to be alert for it and act at the earliest signs."

UCF students serve as missionaries in Germany
secution they faced in their be easy for anyone_. The groups ing and valuable experiences the mISs1onary trips. Any stucountry for serving Christ," said of missionaries s.ought to ease that will stay with them for dents seriously interested in·
Fink. "It helped me to realize the anguish of the refugees by years to come. As Fink said, "It becoming missionaries should
Going abroad to study is how much more grateful I performing puppet shows for the was an experience I will always contact the College Ministries at
an appealing idea for many should be."
children, handing out Bibles, be grateful for."
First Baptist Church of Oviedo
students. Going abroad to
It may be hard to imagine visiting families, listening to
Ragsdale agreed that the at 407-365-3484. Students can
spread the word of God is the travesties that the refugees stories and sharing experiences. trip was unforgettable. "It was a also contact UCF's College
altogether a different matter. in Germany suffered and continIn sharing their lives with truly great trip and an awesome Ministries and Daniela Ragsdale
For several UCF students, ue to suffer through. Having to those of the refugees and experience," she said ..
at the Baptist Collegiate
spending the time from June leave one's country seeking asy- spreading their message, the
Ministries
on-campus at 407The trip to Germany was
26 to July 5 as part of a mis- lum in a foreign country cannot missionaries gained understand- neither the first nor the last of 823-5336.
sionary group in Frankfurt,
Germany was thought provoking and valuable.
Senior Daniela Ragsdale
· and junior Michele Fink took
part in a trip as missionaries
to
Frankfurt,
Germany.
Twenty-four members of the
First Baptist Church of
Oviedo were divided into four
. groups that ministered to the
refugees in Frankfurt. The
groups spent time in refugee
camps, homes, and local
churches. It was an experience
Ragsdale and Fink will not
forget.
"The refugee camps conCareer Advising
crc@mail.ucf.edu
Career Planning
sisted of refugees from
Turkey,
Pakistan,
and Exploration
Workshops
Afghanistan, Russia, Africa
and other countries," said
Ragsdale. "Many were fleeing
Resume
Internship
their countries because of reliAssistance
and lob Listings
gious persecution or because
their land was being invaded
and they feared for their
On-Campus
lob Fairs
lives."
Frankfurt is a gateway
Interviewing .
and Career Expos
city. In the city, refugee camps
are set up 'and it is a place
where people flee to for variCareer Library
www.crc.ud.edu
Mock Interviews
ous reasons, primarily religious persecution. For Fink,
the experience was humbling.
Win a $50 Gift Certificate to Target at our Main Office Open House on August 24th between 10 AM to 2 PM!
"It was so humbling to
hear the stories about the perDARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER
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Center 185
(407) 823-2361
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Different campus activities can ~nrich a student's college experience
ANDREA KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

•

Campus involvement is an integral
part of your collegiate experience and it is
never too early or too late to get involved.
Involvement complements the academic experience by allowing students to
meet new people or spend time with
already good friends, grow as a person and
professionally, and gain leadership, organization and communication skills. Some
organizations parallel the academic experience and help develop as a student as well.
Involvement contributes to enrollment
growth on campus and helps keep retention rates high. Involvement enhances student life and helps make the student wellrounded. It is necessary to be eligible for
most scholarships and for membersliip
into many honors organizations. Also,
many employers look for well-rounded
people to fill available positions.
So now that you know why you
should get involved you are probably wondering where to go and how to get
involved. These are some suggestions of
offices for students looking to get involved
on campus to be familiar with some activities that are housed in these offices.
Students who are athletically inclined
might try their luck on the field, the court,
on the course or even in the water with
UCF Athletics. The UCF Athletic
Department is locate_d in the Wayne
Densch Sports Center and can be reached
by phone at 407-823-2256 or by web at
http://www.athletics.ucf.edu.
Students who love to play sports but

not ready for the big leagues, can try
Want to be president someday? UCF's
Intramurals. There are over 40 intramural Student Government Association is one
sports available, anything from Ping-Pong politically correct place. SGA is the
to softball to billiards, for all skill levels, administrative voice of the students. SGA
through
Recreational
Services. is responsible for funding of campus facilRecreational Services.They can be
ities, organizations and departments,
reached by phone at 407-823-2408 ~ ~ssisting in campus event planning,
or on the web at http://~ implementing new programs and
ucf.edu/-rec.
fl.-~~ services • and much more.
Sports not your thing? No
Students who are interested can
worries, there are plenty of other~ call 407-823-2191 or look for
organizations out there. For exam-~SGA on the web athttp://www. ucfple, what about Greek Life? UCF offers
sga. com.
35 fraternities and sororities including hisIf faith is important to you check out
torically Hispanic, Jewish and African- the United Campus Ministries. Many
American organizations. Fall recruitment denominations are represented and there
is a great way to find out if one of these are plenty of opportunities for leadership
groups is the place for you while meeting and service through mission trips, prayer
a great deal of people.
meetings, Bible studies, meetings and reliFor ladies, although 2001 sorority gious services. United Campus Ministries
recruitment has passed there still may be is located in the Student Resource Center
membership opportunities throughout the 171 and can be reached by phone at 407year so if you are interested keep an eye 823-5336 or by e-mail at ucm@ ucf.edu.
out. The Interfraternity Council welcomes
Students living on campus can get
the gentlemen of UCF to participate in fra- involved without ever leaving their room.
~ They can become a member of the
ternity recruitment. Forum will be
on Aug. 27-31 from 10-2 at the C l l e s i d e n c e Hall Association and
Student Union and recruit- A
'
! ~have many opportunities to
, tV""'" gain leadership positions and
ment will begin on Sept. 4. ~ .
The
National
Pan-Hellenic
lliiiiiii nelp plan housing events. Contact
Council will also be holding ~,. the Housing and Residence Life
recruitment starting with a Greek Expo on office at 407-823-4663 or ask your RA.
Sept. 5 from 7-10 p.m. in the Student
Looking for that perfect club but your
Union Pegasus Ballroom. For more infor- not sure if UCF has it? .UCF has over 200
mation about these recruitments and about clubs and organizations including honors
the Diversified Greek Council's Latin societies, academic and pre-professional
sororities, students can call the Greek Life organizations, religious organizations,
office at 407-823-2072 or check them out minority and international groups, as well
on the web athttp://ucf.edu/-gogreek/.
as sports clubs. Students are sure to find a

.a

club that is right for them, there is everything from Business to Sushi, but if you
just can't find that perfect one for you then
gather up 12 friends, elect some officers,
get an advisor and ask about how to get
registered and you've got your very own
club. Students can stop by the Office of
Student Activities in Student Union 208 or
check out the web site at http:// www.
osa.ucf.edu for a complete listing of clubs
and organizations. The Office of Student
Activities will be hosting an Activity Expo
on Aug. 29 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Student Union.
Also available through the Office of
Student Activities are four agencies that
offer many simple ways to get involved.
Consultants for Effective Leadership is a
group of select students who are trained to
present workshops on leadership topics to
members of organizations. They are hosts
to major events on campus such as,_
Ballroom Knights and Etiquette Dinner.
Volunteer UCF (VUCF) is an infor-·
mation and referral source dedicated to
community service. VUCF links students
with more than 200 community service
agencies and projects. They are also hosts
to major events on campus such as,
Volunteer Expo, Hunger Banquet, Get
Carded: Organ and Tissue Donation
Awareness, SPARK and Alternative
Spring Break.
Emerging Knights' main focus and
mission is to discover new leaders and to
motivate their interest in the various areas
of campus life while encouraging them to

INTRAMURALS, Page A~16

We at Knight's Corner Bookstore
take our book prices very
s·eriously.

Wanted:
Your money!
..
•

(but less of it)

We meet or beat all bookstore
prices
on textbooks!
We may be ·small, but as they say
sometimes
,
the best things come in small
packages.

Try us on for sizeJ
"

•

You just might like what you find.

Knight's Corner Bookstore
12209 University Blvd .
(across from UCF,
opposite McDonald's)
Phone: 4.07-658-7979
E-mail: manager@knightscorner.com
www.knightscorner.com
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GicWa trained villagers as local health care providers
FROM PAGE

A-3

they do seek care they are in
advanced stages with severe complications." Added Gichia, "many
people die before they can get
health care."
With this in mind, the couple
donated the family house in
Wanjengi to the village. The
house, once belonging to Frank
Gichia's mother, sat unused until
recently when Jannie Gichia started pursuing the idea of a local
health clinic. "The house we
donated had been empty for 12
years and it is a stone four bedroom house. We realized it was a
sin_ to allow such resources go
unused in Africa when so many
people are living in very poor circumstances and had no place to
go for health care,'' said Gichia.
The house alone was not
enough to fund the clinic. The village would need a paid staff, supplies and training for its volunteers. Thanks to an organization
of Candle makers in California
and a grant of $7,500, the
Gichia's were able to . hire a
licensed nurse practitioner for the
clinic. Along with a nurse, the

clinic will house ten other indi- who was in the area which is my additional health care," said .gency care is very precarious and
viduals trained by Gichia to spot requirement was a problem. I Gichia. "I was able to talk with private vehicles are scarce and
signs of high blood pressure or wanted a nurse from the area many of the community residents those available are unreliable.
diabetes, with the help of medical because that would increase the because they would come to the Many are held together with wire
kits arranged by Gichia. These community connectedness. I also clinic and wait on the porch for and hope."
Gichia and her husband also
emergency "kits" filled with com- had to be sure the nurse was me to come out and just talk with
them. They also advised me on took away many new friends
mon medical aids such as blood accepted by the community."
In May, the couple traveled future projects they believed were from the trip as well as new perpressure cuff, stethoscope, digital
sonal insight.
thermometer, penlight, watch and at their own expense to the village needed in the area."
'We also realized how little
And what are some of the
notebook, will greatly improve of Wanjengi. Frank Gichia acting
many
people have to live with
the chances of disease detection as her interpreter, Jannie Gichia future goals for the newly opened
and yet they consider themselves
and survival for the villagers of planned to train twelve missionar- clinic?
"Several older men.requested lucky. The people in this commuies as local health care providers,
Wanjengi.
However, the difficulties did using the medical kits she pur- that I provide maternity services nity were very happy to have a
not end with the money struggles. chased. However, when she for the area and these should health clinic in the area and
Jannie Gichia pointed out a large arrived, Gichia found far more include a clean place to deliver thanked us many times over," she
problem was, "determining where than she had bargained for with babies. I believe these men have said.
In fact the villagers were so
to go for official sanction of the fourteen villagers eagerly waiting lost wives, sisters or daughters in
project as there are no clear d~ec to be trained the first morning. By childbirth and are concerned grateful, explained Gichia, that
they "tried to offer something in
tions about who approves what," late afternoon, twenty-four vil- about the matter," Gichia said.
Also, villagers noted the exchange in the form of vegetaand added that "obtaining licen- lagers sought training, and by the .
following morning, fifty-four need for a four-wheel drive bles and fruits from their gardens .
sure and permits is difficult. .......
The specifications for the clinic waited patiently for Jannie ambulance for emergency trans- I realized they were offering the
portation, as the nearest hospital best they had available because
were never clearly spelled out and Gichia's expert instruction.
The Gichia's trip to Wanjengi is fifteen miles away.
money is not readi~y available to
we just had to keep changing
"The roads are very rough them with per capita income for
things until the health officer was an overwhelming succe.ss.
"The community was very recep- and there is NO public transporta- Kenya at $231." Gichia added,
finally said it was OK."
Still another problem found tive to the clinic and took a great tion in the area. The private trans- "The experience has certainly
by Jannie .was "finding a nurse deal of interest in the training pro- port only comes through on made me realize that I do not
with the skills we needed in a gram I conducted to provide some Wednesday and Saturday with have to have excess for a good
rural community clinic. Most , la,y-people with skills and equip- outbound at 6 a.m. and inbound life."
nurses work for the government ment to monitor community returning at 7 p.m. on those
or mission clinics and finding one healt~ and advise people to seek days," said Gichia. "All emer-
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7 piece bedroom set includes: Headboard,
Dresser, 2 Nightstands, Boxspring,
Mattress and Box Frame.

Full - $99

King - $139
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Pictures
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from $5

QUEEN

KING

$49 ,$49 $49

Lamps
·from $10

Mirrors

New Sets Availa-le
Regar '10 Year Warranty
· Twin - $140
Queen - $206
Full - $174
King - $298

from $10

Store Hours
Tues-Sat
10 am to 6 pm
Sunday
12 to 6 pm
Closed Monda s
868 S. Hwy. 17-92 •Longwood Lakes Plaza

•

(407) 830-8383

Loveseats
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Sofas
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Knightcast.org: log on and listen in

)

ffEISSAM JEBAILEY
STAFF WRITER

For months now, Knightcast, a
student-run radio station on UCF's
campus, has been meeting with
various members of the administration, faculty and Student
Government in order to address
issues such as bandwidth, becoming a registered club organization
and receiving permission to play
copyrighted music.

· Now there are no more meetings, because Knightcast recently
received permission and funding to
purchase the licenses it needed to
be webcasting over the Internet.
"Although it was a long and
difficult process to get things done,
it was also an educational and
hands-on experience and well
worth the time and effort it took to
get this site up and running," said
Knightcast station manager Sean
Rugge.

Knightcast plays music and
live shows on the Internet. Music is
not downloaded from the web site,
www.Knightcast.org, however,
anyone can stream music to the
Knightcast server allowing any
web surfer to listen to genres ranging from electronic, drum and bass,
dance and music from local and
non-local independent artists.
In addition, UCF student produced talk shows such as
Snapdragon Live, Fryday Fire and

Student Leaders Wanted!

One Knight Stand are broadcasted
during certain time slots
throughout the week. Apart
from listening
to music, log- WKNT
ging
onto
Knightcast.org
will also allow students · to
search club/organization listings as well as upcoming events
on campus.
"Our purpose is to provide a
service that allows students to get
various messages out to the student
population and surrounding community and a place for people to

KNI
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listen to those messages," said
Knightcast systems administrator Alex Harris.
Knightcast.org is located in
the Student Resource
Center, which also
holds the soon-to-becompleted Wrred Cafe, formerly known as the Old
Wild Pizza Place. The club
meets every Wednesday at 4
p.m. in the Wired Cafe and
meetings are open to the public.
UCF club and organization events
can receive live webcasts by
e-mailing info@knightcast.org.
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....------- _Did you know?

Global perspective. Open-minded, Friendly, Diplomatic

Do you like International Travel?

BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

Languages? Other Cultures? Ethnic Foods?

Interested in International Business?
International Law? Communications?
then .....

Every year more people
are killed by donkeys than
in aircraft crashes.
An iguana can stay
under water for 28 minutes.

Lead Conversation Hour
Facilitate small group discussion
with international students
· ~ Volunteer 1 hour each week for the semester
,..... Wednesdays or Thursdays 12-1 or 1- 2
~

Donald
Duck
comics were nearly
banned years ago in
Finland because he
didn't wear pants.

•Learn about other countries & cultures
•Try new ethnic foods at picnic
•Add an international element to your resume

Sign up for Conversation Hour

407 .823.5515
Orientation Thursday August 301h- 12-1:00
Center for Multi-Lingual Multi-Cultural Studies
Trailer #547 (Next to water tower & Creative School)

The sound heard by a
listener when holding a
seashell to his ear does not
come from the shell itself. It
is the echo of the blood
pulsing in the listener's own
ear.
The king of hearts fs the
only king without a moustache on a standard playing
card.
The patron saint of
Students/Schools
is
St. Thomas Aquinas. ·

August 23
10am -2pm

Water polo players
swim up to one and a half
miles during the course of a
w~ter polo game.
An acre of corn gives
off nearly 4,000 gallons of
water per day in evaporation.
To drink, a cat laps liquid from the underside of its
tongue, rather than the top. ·

.,

While

coke
keUoggs.
frito-lay
kraft
campbells
nestle

in most countries the penalty for driving while intoxicated is severe, in Uruguay
intoxication is a legal
excuse for having an accident while driving.

Birthdays
August
22,
1893,
Dorothy
Parker
[Rothschild],
author d: 1967
August 23, 1978,
Kobe Bryant, basketball
player
August 24, 1960, Cal
[Calvin Edwin] Ripken, Jr.,
baseball player
August
25,
1930,
[Thomas] Sean Connery,
Academy Award-winning
actor
August 26, 1921, Ben
Bradlee, journalist, editor
August
27,
1910,
Mother Teresa
[Agnes
Gonxha Bojaxhiu], Nobel
Peace Prize-winner [ 1979]:
missionary, humanitarian
d: 1997
August
28,
1982,
LeAnn . Rimes, country
singer

Quote of the week
"When we blindly adopt
a religion, a political system, a literary dogma, we
become automatons. We
cease to grow."
- Anais Nin

Latino step, summer of conventions, more
NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Latino Step
Manuel Velez, a brother of Lambda
Theta Phi Latin Fraternity Inc. and a UCF
student, received an incredible opportunity to experience Latino culture outside of
Orlando this summer, as he was flown to
New York to host the third
Annual Latino Greek Summer Step and
Stroll Show at Club Amazura on Saturday,
July 14.
Stepping and step-shows have long
been a tradition of Latin, AfricanAmerican and other multicultural collegiate Greek-lettered organizations. Step
has evolved throughout the years on different college campuses since the 1940's,
and today has become an art form as
expressive and rhythmic as dancing or
singing. The art of stepping involves
many .different choreographed movements, from stomping and clapping and
dancing, and combines them with many
other artistic expressions, like chanting or
singing.
Velez hosted the 2000-person event
in Queens, New York, representing both
his fraternity and the University of
Central Florida. The Summer Step and
Stroll Show gave participants the opportunity to perform different step styles on
stage at the club, and seven teams - comprised exclusively of Latino fraternity and
sorority members -competed in the
show.

Summer of Conventions
the Sound Learning Award
and
the
While many
of the houses
Community
around Greek
Service
Park
have
Citation.
Lambda Theta
remained empty
Alpha Latin Sorority Inc.
during the summer months,
also sent four sisters north to
the leaders of some of the
University of Central Florida'-s fraterni' their National Convention in College
ties and sororities have been busy attend- Park, Maryland, home of their University
ing national conferences and conventions of Maryland-College Park sorority chapacross the country.
ter. The convention, which ran from June
Six Beta Theta Pi fraternity brothers 22-24, acted as a means to enhance and
traveled to the national fraternity's 162nd promote leadership development, as well
annual General Convention in Oxford, as to create a broader social awareness to
Ohio, for a five-day conference that fea- empower sisters academically and profestured Beta barbecues, learning sessions, sionally. Topics featured at the leadership
legislative sessipns and a keynote ban- convention included "Political Advocacy
and Leadership" and "Political Activism
quet,
"It was an awe-inspiring event that Among Latirios."
.
While many of the national fraternity
made me truly understand what Beta is
about," said brother and conference repre- and sorority conferences this summer
brought thousands of students into tradisentative Matt Kokidko.
tional, northern collegiate towns, some of
~eta Theta Pi frat.ernity, a "colony"
here at UCF - a newly formed fraternity the conferences were held closer to home.
chapter working to earn a charter from the Four brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon franational organization has made ternity crammed into a black Maxima and
tremendous progress on campus, and with he~ded to the Fairmont Hotel in New
41 active brothers, the year-old colony Orleans, where 750 "Tekes" from over
has made a commitment to charter next 280 international chapters had gathered.
summer at the 163rd convention in The fraternity was honored to win the
National Recruitment Award for their
Kansas City, Missouri.
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity sent seven efforts here at UCF, increasing their
members to its leadership school, which recruitment numbers 412 percent over the
was also held in Oxford, Ohio. The frater- past year.
Having perhaps one of their most
nity picked up four awards for the 20002001 school year: the Biggers Ritual _successful summers ever, Kappa Delta
Trophy, the General Headquarters Trophy, sorority was recognized at their 2001

National Convention at the Coronado
Springs Resort in Orlando for several
awards. The sorority won the Merit Award
(recognizing the top 10 percent of chapters in the nation, and only 15 chapters
nation-wide receive the award), the
Quota/Total Award for membership
recruitment, the CAB Award of
Excellence and was recognized for excellence in new member education. The
sorority was also an honorable mention
for the Angelos Award and for the
Recruitment Excellence Award. Sister
Kelly Krumeich, winner of Greek Sister
of the. Year for 2000-2001 at UCF, won
the Stegall Leadership Award and the M.
Amanda Gordon Scholarship Award, both
highly competitive national Kappa Delta
honors.
Six Pi Kappa Phi fraternity brothers
drove to Furman University in South
Carolina for their annual leadership convention, "Pi Kapp College," where the
fraternity was actually a finalist for the
coveted Fogarty Award that honors the
best chapter in the nation. Though UCF Pi
Kapps came short of winning that prestigious award, they did lay claim to the
Silver Star Award for their fund-raising
efforts for the service organization, Push
America. Pi Kapps at UCF raised over
$5,000 during the past year for Push
America, a national service organization
that services people with disabilities. The
fraternity also won the Red Rose award
for doubling their fund-raising efforts

NEW, Page A-15

SEPTEMBER4, 2001
STUDENT UNION
PEGASUS BALLROOM
7:00PM
For more information, please contact Greek Council at (407) 823-2072, SU 208
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enterprise.com/ careers
Enterprising applicants, please send resume
to: Christine Todd, Recruiting Supervisor,
130 University Park Dr., Ste. 235,
Winter Park, Fl 32792.
phone: {407) 670-1733 ext. 201
fax: (407) 670-1744

e-mail: ctodd@eroc.com

EOE

Student Academic Resource Center
has many useful tools for students

your

DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

As students wonder the busy
Student Union and vast outdoor
walkways, they will probably
hear the word SARC.
SARC is the abbreviation
commonly used to symbolize the
Student Academic Resource
Center, located on campus. The
student academic resource center
is an immense asset to all students
at the University of Central
Florida. SARC is best defined as
an academic support program that ·
contains a plethora of subprograms including academic advising, tutoring and retention.
The founding director of the
program, Dr. Mary Helen
Callerman, established SARC in
1987. SARC's main headquarters
are in Phillips Hall, room 113.
SARC offers convenient hours, to
remain available to students when
needed. The hours of operation
for the fall of 2001 are Monday
through Thursday 8 a.m. to 12
a.m., Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 12
a.m.
Free tutoring for individuals
and small groups is offered in subjects such as chemistry, economics, biology, foreign language,
reading, physics and statistics.
In the fall of 1996, SARC
also began offering weekly study
sessions,. labeled Supplemental
Instruction, or better known as
simply SI. These study sessions
are for students enrolled in challenging courses. Students that
have already completed the specific course and have received an
"A" in the course head the .sessions. These SI sessions are valuable to students in that they possess the ability to create a difference in the student's understanding of the material being presented, as well as the ove~all grade
earned in the course.
CLAST review classes and
workshops are also a part of the
useful services offered by SARC.
In addition to this, SARC provides computer tutorials for
LSAT, GRE, MCAT and GMAT.
These test preparation programs

education
onlinewith
courses,
certificates
and degrees
offered
through the
UCFVirtual
Campus.

(407) 823-4910
online@ucf.edu

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

Academic advisor Christy Sidhu guides incoming freshmen through the
registration process in the SARC.
can·often boost a test score up by
several. points.
SARC also provides a learning skills specialist for one-on-one
sessions, to educate students on
college level learning. The learning skills specialist is available by
appointment only, and can educ~te students on a variety of learning skills.
Academic advising and guidance is very valuable asset to all
that receive it. SARC supplies
academic support and guidance to
freshman that are a part of the
College Achievement Program,
Pegasus program, .and those
referred by their professors.
SARC counsels students and
works with them to set them in the
right direction, concentrating on
increasing academic performance.

So how many students actu- ·
ally make use of SARC and it's
many programs? The total number of student visits to SARC for
the_ 2001 to 2001 school year
totaled 11, 922, and usage hours
totaled 16, 066 hours. This indicates a 17 percent increase over
the previous school year. More
.and more students are making use
of SARC and it's many programs
each year, and the results are quite
substantial.
Directed by Ms. DeLaine
Priest, the Student Academic
Resource Center serves as an
helpful center for all students. For
more information about SARC
and it's many subprograms, visit
Phillips Hall 113, call 407-8235130 or visit their web site at
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~sarc.

Parking once again an expected problem
Freshman Grace
Rub waits for her
set of dorm keys
for the new
Academic
Village. The
Academic Village
will relieve some
of the housing
crunch and
house some of
the 3,800 freshmen enrolled for
the fall term.

PHOTO BY
JOE KALEITA

Continue
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tion of Phase I of the $64 million Academic
Village, which houses an additional 634 beds
available for the beginning of the fall semester,
with another. 176 to be available in October.
Another relief to the housing shortage is the
availability of Knight's Krossing and Knight's
Court as UCF-run, off-campus housing.
The only real concern is parking. With the
increase in students, the parking crunch will be
more evident until the two additional planned
parking garages are built.
"Parking will be a problem, with construction that is on-going and the expectation of more
students, parking will probably be an issue," said
Huddleston. "But we are working to resolve this
with a new garage, and it is something we are
going to try to deal with."

For more information, visit the website of the Golden Rule:
http://www.ucf.edu/goldenrule

UNIVERSITY of CENTRAL FLORIDA's

DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
SERVICES
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT
CALL 823-3477 OR STOP BY THE
STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER ROOM 153
MONDAY - FRIDAY BAM - 5PM

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-mediate
Mediation is a private, voluntary, decision-making
process in which one or more impartial persons, the
mediator(s), assist people, organizations, and
communities in conflict to work toward a variety
of goals. This service is available to the University
community and is encouraged for those who have
been unsuccessful in resolving their differrences.

Focus on
Resolution-.

\iucF

$42,158 tuition...
153 exams and 66 projects... ·

•••
Hnd· then what? The next 30
gears In a career you d nl Uke.
Career maze is a SmH-RT .
inuestment. $19.95 and
onlg 10 minutes
to complete.

·,

Invest your money, time and talent 'Wisely. Find the major,
career and future that's best for you.. Career aze wil1

point you in the right directi~n for nty $19.95~
Career Mu - an onti e career planning ·cot. jµst describe .

yourself and yoor results -11 be availabl .

ediateJY.

You'H discover what makes up your ideal career: This
knowledge wiH help yOu make the right cho"ces - fot the
rest of your lifa

Find Your Future"-

1.

Requirements and Electives
Coll

Prep

0

)Jattery Pack ,with BQtterles

0
0

Dorm Electrical Combo Pa~k (Surge Protector)
Crattsmap® Padlock/Security Cable Lock

0

Security Chest

0
0
'0

Scooter

0
0
0
0

Towels

0

Electric Curlers

0
0

Getting A's

MeQ's Shaver

0

Alarm Clock

0

Hotpot

245 Load Detergent

Q - Compµter/Laptop

0

Toaster Oven

0

Rolling Hamper

Compact Refrigerator

Iron/Board

-0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0

Cook.war~

Electric Toothbrush
HairDryer
Curling Iron

Ho e

or

Printer
Electronic Organizer
Coffee Maker

0

R~ody-to-Assemble Desk

DeskLamp

0
0

Accent Rugs

0

Decorator Vellux Pillows

0

DeskChair

0

Quad Chairs

0
0
0
0
0

Maraton CFL Bulbs (5 yr. guarantee)

0

0
0

Bubbletwist Light
Fan (Must Have!)
Portab1e Vacuum

Backpack
~pc Luggage Set

0
0

Mini Cordless Drill Driver

0

18 pc. Co'!'panion Tool Set

Un · i

0

12' Craftsrpan® Ta~e/Easy Fire Stae.ler

Q : Television

0

Utility Tool :Bag

Q

0
0

Duct Tape

0

Rechargeable

Upright Vacuum

LQntern/Fl91shlight Vqlu~ ('ack

er

VCR/QVD

0~ -VCR T(!pes

0
Bafferi~s

Paper Shredder

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

Savings off regular, sale and clearance prices apply to men:handise only. Not valid on Exceptional Values; sears.com; outlet store
pun:hases; HomeLife Furniture; catalog orders; fragrances; Calphalon; JA. Henckels; Bose; Maytag Gemini and Neptune;
Steams & Foster and sealy Posturepedic Crown Jewel mattresses.
One coupon per pun:hase. Void if copied, transferred and where prohibited by law.
Any other use constitutes fraud, Cash value 1/20 cent @2001 seam, Roebuck and Co,
SaUsfactfon Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Sales Associate: please collect this coupon, If unable to scan, manually enter the coupon number.
Valid May 1 - September 30, 2001 .
May not be used with any ottier coupon.
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SEARS
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0

Bt~nder ·
NJJcrowave

0
0

George Foreman Grill

Dinnerware/Flatware
Glassware

fleece/Vellux Blankets
Fleece Throws
twin Extra Long Sheets
Twin Extra Long Mattress Pads

0.-

Twin Extra Long Comforter/

0
0

Twin Vellux Comforter

0

Jumbo Pillows

0

0 stereo ,Syste.r n/Boom Box
Q . -Personal CD Player

Take 10% off any regular priced microwave, compact refrigerator, vacuum, home electronics or home office purchase.
Use this coupon on your purchases for college and if it's not
on sale ... you get to put it on sale!

,11111

Di~ing

Cordless Phone

I
1·-------------------~
10°/o off Shopping Pass
I

g-

Dartboard

0
0

0
0

Wheeled Backpack

Camera

Sheet Sets
Body Pillow

l)edre~ ."'

0

Ffoor Cushions

0

Aerobed

r-------------------~
I
$5 off
any $50 or more purchase of regular or sale priced bed
or bath items, housewares, luggage or
ready-to-assemble furniture.
Savings off regular, sale and clearance prices apply to men:handise only. Not valid on Exceptional Values; sears.com; outlet store
purchases; HomeUfe Furniture; catalog orders; fragrances; Caiphaion; JA. Henckeis; Bose; Maytag Gemini and Neptune;
Steams & Foster and Sealy Posturepedlc Crown Jewel mattresses.
One coupon per purchase. Vold ii copied, transferred and where prohibited by law.
Any other use constitutes fraud. Cas~ value 1/20 cent 02001 Sears, Roebuck and pa.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Sales Associate: please collect this coupon. If unable to scan, manually enter the coupon number.
Valid May 1 - september 30, 2001.
May not be used with any other coupon .
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Around Campus
Board of Trustees elect chair
and vice chair posts
The UCF Board of
Trustees elected Richard Nunis,
president of New Business
Solutions and a retired Disney
World executive, as their board
chair. They also elected Tom
Yochum, chairman and CEO of
SunTrust
Bank,
Central
Florida, as the vice chair.
Gov. Jeb Bush named both
to the new Board of Trustees
during the summer, in addition
to 11 other members of the
board.

ii

Homecoming activities to be
broadcast
FOX 35's "Good Day
Orlando" will do a weeklong
feature on UCF alumni, 2001
homecoming preparation and
faculty and student accomplishments during the week of Oct.

15.
The Alumni Association
was instrumental in reaching an

agreement with the local news
program to make UCF
Homecoming a weeklong feature on the show.
Research funding in record
levels
Funding at UCF totaled out
to $64.9 million which was a
record high for the schoo1.
Thirteen
researchers
received awards totaling $1
million or more in 2001.
This increase in funding
has jumped with a 73.5 percent
increase in the past two years.

CFF FILE PHOTO

Knightro takes part in Homecoming
celebrations each year.

Free gift for freshmen
Freshman can receive a
free gift on the patio in front of
the Student Union, Monday,
Aug. 20 thru Thursday, Aug.
23. This special gift has been
donated by people in the
Orlando community through

New houses to be added to Greek system
FROM PAGE A-10

from the previous year, and won
an award as the Best Chapter in
the Region (the state of Florida).
New Houses, House Additions
Though a final decision
about the construction of a second Greek Park on campus still

lingers in uncertainty, this summer two fraternities expanded
the unofficial off-campus Greek
Row by securing fraternity houses, and one sorority completed
an ambitious expansion to their
current on-campus house.
Beta Theta Pi fraternity,
only a year old at UCF, and Pi
Kappa Phi ·fraternity, just three

years old, both worked to lease
houses across the street from the
UCF campus, where five fraternities have already established a
sort of second Greek Row by
leasing out giant apartment houses. The Beta fraternity house features 12 bedrooms and a chapter
room, while Pi Kappa Phi's
house, just two blocks away, fea-

Campus Crusade for Christ.
Knightcast hosts party
K.nightcast, the online student run radio station is hosting
"Jip n' Skoot's Back to School
Dance Party" Thursday, Aug.
23 from 7 to 11 :30 pm at the
Wired
Cafe.

WNSC at Grand Opening of Welcome Expo
dining hall, CAB Meet'n
The UCF Welcome Expo
Greet
will be held on Friday, Aug. 24
On Wednesday, Aug. 22 from ·10 a.m. - 2 p.m. on "The
from 10
Green" (Near
noon,
the Chemistry
WNSC,
Bldg). Look
the student
for the tents
run
and
meet
station on
new people, win
campus cable channel
· great prizes and find out about
21 will help welcome back UCF's
organizations
and
UCF students and give away offices.
free prizes at the Grand
Compiled by Becki Panoff
Opening of the new Dinning
tures rooms for 14 brothers, as
well as a common room. Pi
Kapps, ambitious and excited
about this new opportunity, have
already constructed a fence
around the house, and plans are
underway to paint the exterior of
the house. These off-campus
houses, along with the other five
off-campus fraternity houses, are
all located off Alafaya Drive, to
the south of the university campus.

Futons, etc.

/

(407) 447-0638
4801 E. Colonial Dr.
Liberate yourself and do it for free by coming to
the Futon Outlet, by Futons, etc. Factory Outlet.
Here you will be educated on why futons spell the
wave of the future, especially for furniture
progressive individuals seeking a truer identity in
the new millennium.
What are we talking about? It doesn't matter. What does matter is
that the coolest places on Earth are sometimes hard to find; but
this place is easy to find.
The Futon Outlet is located on the corner of East Colonial and
Humphries which neighbors Best Buy and is right smack next to
Apartment Hunters.
What do we have? Futons and other dormitory and
small apartment necessities.

.Guaranteed Lowest

Prh~:es!

10o/o OFF

ANY ITEM
WITH VALID
STUDENT ID
,

•

Hall. Also on Aug. 22, WNSC
will be live at the CAB Meet 'n
Greet from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
Pegasus Grand Ballroom in the
Student Union. Students can
come and meet all the CAB
directors, and then stay for a
free showing of the Jason Biggs
movie "Loser."

Meanwhile, on campus,
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority constructed a massive addition to
their house that will be used as a
chapter room -complete with a
stage-while their current chapter room will now be used more
for dining purposes. The parking
lot in the back of the house was
expanded as well, and now features an additional entrance.

www.lfi
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Professors use tools such as WEB CT and other Internet resources
FROM PAGE
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they facilitate discussion among the students in a way that will not occur in the
classroom. Many students are reluctant
to speak up in class, but on the net, they
are much more expressive."
Lanier began using Web CT and
Internet resources in his upper division
undergraduate classes in the summer of
1998. He says his classes were somewhat different before he introduced
Internet tools into his clas'Srooms.
"I have basically taken my traditional courses and added value-added
elements to enhance the students learning experience," Lanier said.
Carole Adams, a history and
Women's Studies professor, also uses
Internet resources to teach courses like
Western Civilization, · Renaissance
History and Women in European
Society.
Like Lanier, Adams has been using
Web CT as a teaching tool in many of her
classes for more than three years.

Adams said, "Before Web CT, it was
harder for me to get documents and historical images and I didn't have a way to
see if students were learning in their discussions. Now it is posted on the bulletin
boards in Web CT.
Many students are also pleased with
the idea of Internet tools such as Web CT
because of the convenience it provides.
Senior Phung Nguyen has taken four
Web CT classes at UCF, including health
care and economics classes.
"Web CT was my life over the summer. I enjoyed taking Web classes so
much, I'm taking another one next
semester," she said. j'Using Web CT, my
teachers gave quizzes, instead of using
up class time for them which gave them
more time to teach in class. My teacher
kept track of every assignment I did
online and I could study at my own
pace."
Professors explain the disadvantages
that exist when using programs like Web
CT affect students less than they affoct
professors,

"The disadvantage I see with Web
CT specifically is that it is not all that
user-friendly from the instructors stand-

l"have basically
taken my traditional
courses and added
value-added
elements to enhance
the st~dents
learning experience.
i

-DREW
UCF POLITICAL SCIENCE PRO
iit/

point. But with training provided by
course dyvelopment and web services,
any instructor can learn to use it effec-

tively," Lanier said.
"I do not see any systematic disadvantages to students, provided that the
instructor does not exclusively rely on it,
because a course is more than its content," Lanier added.
Senior Gary Sheres disagrees,
describing his experience with Web CT
as a negative one in his cyber law course.
"I didn't learn as much as I could
have in this class because the way the
teacher set program up was confusing. It
was hard to get answers to questions I
had; the interaction through Web CT
isn't comparable to face-to- face interaction."
Nguyen agrees that disadvantages
do exist for students using Web CT,
despite her satisfactory experience with
Web CT courses.
"When the UCF server is down, Web
CT is too. And students who aren't comfortable using computers will find it hard
to do well in a class where most assignments and information can only be
accessed by using Web GT."

~

~

.
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Intramurals,
Greek life and
numerous clubs
among UCF
activities
FROM PAGE
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learn
more
about
the
University, leadership, and ultimately themselves. The program is open to all UCF students and consists of seven
workshops presented biweekly
throughout the fall semester.
The Campus Activities
Board (CAB) is comprised of
eleven student run and organized committees; cinema,
concerts, cultural arts, homecoming, popular entertainment:
video productions, speakers,
special events, public relations,
dance marathon and spectacular knights. Each committee is
responsible for various student
events throughout the year
including Homecoming, Dance
Marathon, the Mr. and Miss
UCF pageants, movies, comedians, poetry readings, concerts
and speakers. CAB will be
hosting a Meet-n-Greet on Aug.
22 at 8:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Pegasus Ballroom for
students who are interested.
All of the events from the
Office of Student Activities are
paid for with student activity
fee money. Which means you
are paying for it - so get
involved with what is happening with your money. Contact
the Office of Student Activities
at 407-823-6471 or check out
the web site at http:// www.
osa.ucf.edu.
There are also many other
opportunities to be involved
with other organizations such
as Marching Knights Band,
REACH Peer Education,
Theater, and writing for publications.

UCF is now '-!Sing an automated systerJl to detect
plagiarism. Be advised that any papers you submit to
cla&s can now be checked quickly and easily for
evidence of submitting · someone else's work~ For
more information, visit www.turnitin.com
A friendly reminder from

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES ·
Problems with?
• Landlords ,
• Name change
• Uncontested
Dissolution

Need?
• A will
• Insurance
• Contracts
• Police

Student Legal Services provides students with assistance in selected areas of law such as landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy, criminal, traffic, &
uncontested dissolutions. Qualified students can receive consultation and
representation free of charge,.

For information or an appointment
call 407-823-2538 or stop by the Student Resource Center, Room 155
Monday - Friday, 8AM-5PM
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/,..,stulegal
SLS is funded by Activity & Service Fees through the Student Government Association

..

PROTO BY JOE KALEITA

Construction workers labor over the addition to the Biological Sciences
building. This addition is one of the many new structures at UCf.

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
~"

tuition isn't one of the·m.·.

Hydraulics Lab, Air Pollution
Design Lab in Engineering II
Marty Wanielista.
The computer lab has softing contains 37 labs, seven ware and engineering design
classrooms and a computer lab .. programs for engineering stuAll engineering departments, dents. A webcam was also
including those in Research installed in the computer lab to
allow students to go online and
Park, will be housed there.
see
whether or not computers
The building contains labs
are
available.
such as: the Hydraulics Lab, a
The Health and Public
Rapid Prototyping Room, a
Transportation Systems Lab Affairs II is also opened to stuand an Many of the labs are in dents this fall, It contains the
partnership with companies Offices of Communicative
such as Lockheed Martin, Disorders, Health Professions
Compaq, Boeing, and Harris and Molecular/Microbiology.
Phase I of the Academic
Corporation.
Villages
also opened this fall
"We wanted everyone to
have an opportunity to work with the ability to house UCF
with us in creating new and students in on-campus housing.
The recreational center is
innovation tools for the
future,"
said Dean and - tentatively scheduled to open
Prof~ssor of Engineering in October.
FROM PAGE

Suref we'll have you climbing waHs. But if you qualify for

a. 2':' or 3..year scholarship, tuition's one obstac,le you won't
have to worry about.

Taf,k<to an Army ~OTC rep.

And get a

leg up on your future.

~

c

, .1fe&r tn9t¥l informatio
rt

M1Jbr CoEtdi .
{407f 823-5

ATTENTION
UCF FALL 200.1 GRADUATES!
SHOP & ·COMPARE before
you buy!
• JOSTENS Class
Rings $75 - $100 .
LESS than UCF
Bookstore!

PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS/DIP
LOMA FRAMES
o

• Get FREE CAP &
GOWN with ring
purchase! -

o
o

*FANTASTIC LOW pricing!
SHOP EARLY _
HUGE Savings!

IN PERSON
Knight's Corner
Bookstore
- Across from campus
- NW Corner of Alafaya &
University

- 8/21 - 8/24 from 10am
to 1pm AND 4pm to
6pm
•

What's New at UCF ·
• UCF housing at Knight's Krossing and Knight's Court
• Two new doctoral programs, bimolecular sciences and ·
texts and technology
·
•A masters degree offered in'Theater
il
• Two new undergraduate bachelor of science degree 1
programs are in information technology and digital
media, along with a bachelor of arts in digital media
• A UCF center in Deland
• A new instructional site will open in Kissimmee
lnformationfrom·ucF News web site

Parking garages built
to last up to fifty years
FROM PAGE

•

ONLINE

PHONE
Toll-Free

http://shop.jostens.cc;>m
Available 24/7
Do it YOUR way!

800-926-4343

OR
800-353-5299

A-1

A-3

warranty declares Courselab
Structures,
Waterproofing
Specialists, and Trim Co, Inc as
sub-contractors.
Building
Restoration
Consultants, who check them
on a regular basis to prevent any
deterioration, inspect all three
of UCF's garages.
Each garage is built to last
up to fifty years and twenty of
those years are spent paying off
the garage costs, including construction.
UCF has the best ratio of
student parking out of many of
Florida's university system. The
most recent count shows that

UCF has a ration of three to one
in parking. In other words, UCF
has approximately 13,000 parking spaces available.
Clark said, "with the continual net growth and population on campus, we're doing the
best we can to keep up."
Parking Services goal is to
maintain the status quo.
UCF has plans for two new
garages in the future, one locat- ·
ed in front of the Arena and the
other called the North Garage.
These garages, along with
the current three garages are all
uwier the same warranty.
Students and Faculty can expect
the same type of repairs in the
years to come.

Stem cell research
must continue
ANDRE ROMERO
STAFF WRITER

The issue of stem cell research
is so complex that it is difficult to
take a stand. The issue, which startscientific debate, has
ed out as
now developed into a political, religious and moral dilemma.
The science of stem cell
research is somewhat straightforward. Stem cells are cells that are
called blank, or uncommitted cells,
that possess the potential" to develop into any type of cell in the body.
Scientists theorize that stem cells
can be used to build healthy cells
by using various ingredients like
nutrients and small electric jolts.
These healthy cells can be anything
from muscles to repair hearts or
nerves that can undo spinal cord
injuries. There are multiple sources
of stem cells, from adult blood and
organs to umbilical cords and placentas. However, the cells that
appear to hold the most promise are
those found in embryos, called
embryonic stem cells. Scientists
have used embryos leftover from
in-vitro fertilization, aborted fetus,
and recently in Virginia, embryos
were created especially for research
from a donated egg and sperm.
This is where the moral and
political debate rages. Morally,
there are many objections to stem
cell research. Regardless of the
source of the cells, critics are wary

a

of the possibility of perfect human eye for an eye, a life for a life. In
clones developing from research recent years, the decision to take
into these stem cells. I think this lives in order to save· others was
fear is blown out of proportion, but made every time America sent its
at the same time does merit some soldiers out to fight for democracy.
discussion. We all know that well- According to Harry S. Truman, he
intentioned research can sometimes decided to drop the atomic bomb on
lead to unforeseen circumstances. Hiroshi~a, instantly killing 80,000
Even though the main goal of stem people "In. order to shorten the
cell research is to help the millions agony of war, in order to save the
of people who suffer all sorts of lives of thousands and thousands of
diseases, it may lead to entire young Americans." ·
Sometimes lives have to · be
humans being recreated, and maybe
even for spare parts. I have to draw sacrificed in order to save many
the line at research into creating more lives in return. I think stem
new cells and tissues that can help cell research, including embryonic
cure diseases. Anything beyond stem cell research, has the potential
for helping millions. Therefore the
that is just way too creepy.
Aside from the possible unto- research into· valid cures must conward discoveries, pro-life activists . tinue, but the scope and timing of
are also unconvinced about the .the research must be regulated. Last
merits of discarding life in order to week President Bush allowed some
save lives. Embryonic stem cells funding for research into already
show the most promise, but their existing · stem cells, and further
sources are the most controversial. research on other sources like the
Using in-vitro leftovers, aborted placenta and umbilical cords. I
fetuses and donated embryos all think that is the right approach.
have one thing iQ common. They Initially, limit the scope to existing
are all associated with the taklng of stem cells, and focus on cures. If
a life. At best, it is a life already other sources yield promising
destined to be discarded, and at results then pursue them. _But when
worst, it is a life specifically creat- it is clear that embryonic stem cells
ed for the purpose for research. To can be the only source of treatcritics, it's unthinkable to destroy a ments, then some lives must be saclife (the embryo) in order to save rificed in order to heal millions of
other lives. But if you ask me, others. The possibilities for healing
haven't we been making the same people and saving lives are
trade-off throughout history? In astounding, so we cannot stop
biblical times, the trade-off was an stem-cell research.

President should exert as much energy
on education as he did on stem cells
LISA SNELL
REASON PUBllC POllCY INSTITUTE

President Bush struggled mightily with the "moral
dilemma" of stem cell research -- deliberating over the tough
questions about when life begins and whether or not we
should destroy potential life. But for some reason, Bush does
not seem to be struggling with the same type of moral dilemma over living children receiving a substandard education.
These children face a potentially debilitating future without a quality education, and they deserve as much contemplation over the hard questions as potential children. And this
shouldn't take a whole lot of contemplating kids need and
deserve a q~ality education. If their school can't provide that,
they sho~d be able to choose another school.
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Imagine what would happen if Bush took 10 minutes on
national tel~vision, as he did to announce his stem cell decision, to explain why he thinks it is important for poor _parents
with children in failing schools to be able to choose a better
school for their kids. He' could explain why he wants to give
poor parents the same opportunities for their children that his
children enjoy.
The polls would show astronomical support for the plan
because parents from every walk of life, regardless of political affiliation, would welcome the chance to give their kids a
brighter future.
It is long past time to give parents a shot at improving
their children's education Why do parents have so many
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Bass blaring, drug
abusing neighbors
get the broom
hors sometimes wor}<.s.
Run the vacuu:rp and hammer away at those little
STAFF WRITER
plant hooks so you can
Just imagine: it's 2 hang stuff from your ceil- ·
a.m. and you are desper- ing and, oh, make sure it's
ately trying to sleep so at night.
You can also take
you can force yourself to
wake up at 6:30. The only advantage of 'the office
problem is that you could that swears they are there
swear the neighbors to make your stay pleasupstairs are throwing fur- . ant. I have had to comniture around. What are plain about the noise and
they doing up there?
It
is
rather
annoying when you
are trying to watch a
movie, eat dinner or
read when you hear
an incessant boom
from upstairs. The
radio has apparently
ceased to play music
and only plays an
irritating monotonous bass._ And if it
isn'rbad enough, the
pungent smell of
marijuana has managed to seep through
the air vents in the
t
bathroom and i~ filling your apartment.
Time to call the realtor.
I wasn't the only one.
Really, don't people Apparently, the noise
have anything better to doesn't just go downdo? Obviously, some peo- stairs. Of course, I don't
ple don't, but why must I want to be one around
suffer because others feel when the neighbors find
they , must share their out someone has commusic, drugs and Lord plained. In any case, comonly knows what else? I plaining to the office did
can put up with the occa- just what I thought it
sional party, but the would do: nothing at all.
chronic noisemakers have Personally, I like to just
avoid them all. When it
got to go.
· _Some friends have comes to druggies and
suggested I beat the ceit- · chronic noisemakers, -it
ing with a broom. Getting ~eally is time to call the
out of bed at 2 a.m. to get real tor.
That's what I -did. I
the broom only to stand
staring up at ceiling and moved. Now I've got
hit it doesn't sound very neighbors that have taken
appealing. My favorite to occasionally what
solution is "two can play sounds like dropping
at this game." You play dumbbells on the floor. It
your music loud, I'll play is impossible to get away
my music loud and I'm from the noise, but the
sure you won't like it. best consolation is knowGiving "get a life" looks ing that yes, your lease
when you see your neigh- will expire.
DARCY ELENA
RODRIGUEZ

· Run t'he vacuum
and hammer
away at those
little plant
hooks so you can
hang stuff from
your ceiling and,
oh, make sure
ifs at nigh3 JJP''
~«
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Scholarships revoked
because of missing
paperwork
MICHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

Not jvst anyone can be responsible for territory like this.
Then again, not iust anyone can be one of us. But if you're
exceptiona/fy smart, tough and determined, then officer
Candidates School (OCSJ will be the place you con prove

whether or not you're a Jeoder ofMarines. It's a career that's

'it

, Filled wilh unlimited opportunities, pride and honor.

.MariIJes

If you want a career that's o world aport from the ordinary,
Tbe Few. The Proud. see if you've got what if takes to lead in this company.

MARINE OFFICER

Visit Captain Jackson Reese or GySgf Jomes Colemon
at the South Patio/Student Union on 20-23 August 01
from 10:00-2:00 or coll toll free 1/866/290-2680.

Are you a UCF Student Living
Off-Campus?
If your answer is yes, there is a place conveniently located on campus
named the Off-Campus Student Resource Center (OCSRC) designed
mostly to assist students who are living off-campus. The OCSRC provides
quality services to support the needs of the diverse off-campus student
population.
A few of the s~rvices provided by the Off-Campus Student Resource Center
include:
•Computerized local apartment listings
• Computerized roommate listings
• Computerized sublease listings
•Information on storage and moving
• Furniture and appliance rental listings
• Carpooling and transportation listing
• Landlord/student/roommate/parent complaint source
•Legal and mediation referral source
•Off-Campus monthly newsletter
• First time renter's workshops
• and much more ...

•

Additional information regarding services and outreach programming
opportunities may be obtained by contacting the UCF Off-Campus Student
Resource Center at (407) 823-6505 or by accessing the web site

http://pegasus.cc. ucf.ed u/-osrc

..

Location: SRC #140 (no appointment is required)
Hours:

•

Monday and Thursday
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday

8am-7pm
8am-5pm

With the increasing cost of tuition, scholarships are more nee- '
essary than ever for students. ·
In the past, academic awards had a basis of achievement and
ability, signs that a student would be successful at the university.
However, these traditions have been lost. Now scholarships are
just a tangle of bureaucracy and red tape, asking the financial
background of yourself, your father, your mother, your grandmother, your third cousin, your dog and then it will possibly look
at scholastic standing.
·
I say this because of a recent incident that occurred regarding
my high achievement scholarship. This scholarship was a result -0f
my academic record in high school. It is granted to students who
enroll at the university for 12 hours each fall and spring term and
did well in high school on both on standardized tests and grade
point average. The scholarship lasts for eight terms, and is available for summer terms at student's request. There·is also a requirement for a Federal Application for Federal Student Aid, or the
FAFSA. .
The FAFSA is a free form provided by the state government
in order to, as said by the UCF web site, "collect basic information
about the financial circumstances of the student and family so that
eligibility for federal aid programs can be determined." In other
words, it takes your parents financial information and determines
if you need financial aid or not.
According to the office of financial aid, it's required with the
high achievement scholarship in order for the state government to
compile a list of students who are receiving the award, so the
appropriate funding can be provided. The only students exempt
from filling out a FAFSA are national merit scholars.
This all seems very simple. You and your parents fill out the
form, and everything is fine. Unfortunately, in my case as well as
for other students in my situation, it isn't always this straightforward. At the time that the FAFSA was due, I wasn't exactly on
speaking terms with my parents, making the section requiring my
parents' financial information impossible to fill out. So I talked to
employees with financial aid, and they told me that my only
chance would be to talk to my parents, which wasn't a plausible
solution. I had some suggestions from friends to lie and fill out
anything at all, but I wouldn't have been able to do that. So I filled
out only my information, hoping they'd accept that.
They didn't,' however. I received notice that my scholarship
was being revoked due to my inability to fill out a form. I called
the financial aid office in an attempt to see if anything could be
done: the replies I received were disgusting. I was first told that I
should've lied and just filled out anything; already morality
should've been thrown away and any ethics I have should be discarµed. Then I was told that the form was a necessity and extremely important, and there were students behind me who needed the
scholarship and were waiting. It mattered more that they needed
the scholarship, not if they had earned it. Then there was the fact
that the FAFSA was more important than the grades I'd earned.
Is this what it means to get a scholarship now? No longer are
grades important, achievement, skill, or a hard work ethic. Now it
all comes down to a single, bureaucratic form meant to see the
financial information of your entire family. Need comes before
ability. This is what it means to attend an institute of higher learning: fill out large amounts of red tape, deal with the formalities of
·different offices that can't make any decisions at all, and get told
that mediocrity and need come before ambition and accomplishment. It begins to feel less like a university and more like a Joseph
Keller novel.
The university could learn to give a little more respect to their
students who are dedicated. If UCF is willing to take away years
of hard work and suffering because of a form, then maybe students
should start asking why they bother to put forth so much effort, or
why they do it at UCF. National merit scholars are not the only
students who work hard at UCF or deserve special treatment, and
shouldn't be the only ones exempt. There are two acceptable reasons for a student to lose their scholarship: a drop in their grades
or disciplinary delinquency. Not filling out red tape is a poor
excuse by UCF, and they should feel ashamed.
Of course, none of this will do me any good. My scholarship
has been taken away, and as the representatives from the office of
financial aid informed me, it will probably do me no good to
appeal, and my scholarship is more than likely gone for the
remainder of my years at UCF.
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No more sex in the parking garage
AMY PAVUK-EDWARDS
STAFF WRITER

On a recent night out downtown, I
realized, yet again, how tasteless Central
Floridians can be. It was during the early
morning hours when my friends and I realized men and women are not ashamed to
get-it-on in public.
Now, I'm not talking about the passionate make-out session or butt grabbing.
That, I can deal with. It's the man's hands
up the woman's skirt and her hands down
his pants that make me want to vomit. Not

to mention the moaning and yelling. It
makes me sick just reminiscing.
We were getting ready to pull out of
our parking space when someone noticed
the sex couple thrusting on the trunk of a
car. We don't even know if it was their car;
it was just an available car, which was
being balance upon. You know those situations when you don't want to look, but
when someone is yelling "Oh my gosh, _oh
my gosh, oh my gosh," everyone just has.
to get a peek? Well this was definitely one
of those situations.
So there they are, and there we were.

Opposite sides of the lane, but no more actually get in the car and not gross everythan 20 feet away from them. I'm not sure one else out? The garage was still full of
if they were just so caught up in the cars, which would signal to me that people
moment that they didn't notice eight loud are still out and haven't gone home. Which
women pile into an Expedition parked is exactly what they should have done
across from them, or what.
themselves.
Go home. If you are going to basicalBy this point we are totally mortified.
I'm not going into any details, but both the ly have sex in the parking garage, do it in
guy and the girl seemed to be enjoying . your car. Have a little taste, just a little. Is
themselves on the trunk of that poor, inno- that too much to ask? I understand the
alcohol combined with short skirts and hot
cent sports vehicle.
My question is: what would ·compel men can get steamy and passionate, but
you to do this-outside of your car? I mean, have some class. Please, no more sex in
if you are going to do it at all, can you the parking garage.

Dodging those perceptively challenged people
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

I know everyone wants my
life to be interesting and entertaining, and usually it is. I'm
just not so sure I want to relive
all that in a campus wide opinion column. I could use this time
and space to pursue other, more
important opinion interests, possibly discussing current world
events. Maybe next week. This
·week my purpose will be to educate and inform people on the
·gross injustices and the widespread ignorance that seems to
be plaguing American society as
I write.
Case in point: While walking across campus, and more
specifically the student union, I
noticed that people are almost
totally unaware of their surroundings. Let me explain. You
know the people, those people
in the hallway or in front of a
doorway who are facing the
opposite direction as you. They
are probably having a discussion
with someone else, cell phone or
otherwise. So you are minding
your own business, having your
own life issues and walking
towards their direction. They are
·not facing you, but rather walking backwards; arms flailing,
caught in a serious debate, totally oblivious to the fact that they
are about to tum around and
smack you in the face. What a
mystery. A certain catastrophe is
avoided, a near collision cleverly averted, and why? Because I
am paying attention. I am aware
of my surroundings. We have
the potential to ~e one of those
unknowing, backwards conversationalists. I will not run into
those people.
So do some people just lack
the necessary peripheral vision
to witness such events? Is it a
question of whether or not they
are intelligent? Or rather maybe
they are selfish and selfabsorbed; too involved with
more pressing or pragmatic .
details? For whatever reason,
people continue to miss blatant
signs or signals, of which usually affects the rest of us who are
paying attention.
I think this problem speaks
for much of the societal problems that individuals complain
about. Just think how the world
could grow from more obser-

vant people. Would a world full of
discerning individuals have
increased intelligence, or analytical skills?
Translate this idea or concept
to whatever you like. For
instance, can I just mention traffic

accidents for one moment? How
is it that some drivers can go an
entire life span with not so much
as. a dent from a grocery cart but
others are infamous for numerous
auto accidents-all seemingly
straight up from a lethal weapon

movie scene. Is this all just a mat~er of personal priorities or are
some people simply just perceptively challenged?
So I ask the question: Should
I, as a conscious and alert individual, compensate my life for these

perceptively challenged individuals? Will this positive attitude ini- .
tiate change or at least an individual cognizance? Probably not,
which really blows because I am
really over dodging randoms in
the student union.

Best Part Time Job in Town is Looking
for
YOU!!

Dialamerica Marketing

~100

SIGN ON BONUS!

..

I
•

Our Reps Enjoy working ·here because they take home Full Time Paychecks, but only

work Part Time Hours. They also enjoy:
Flexible Hours
Weekly Paychecks
Professional Environment

$8-$15 per hour AVG
Bonus Incentives
401(k) Plan

.

AND

BENEFITS NOW AVAILABLE
Call our offices today to set up an interview!
ORLANDO

WINTER PARK

4205 Vineland Rd. Ste. L3
@1-4 & E?Cit 32

3592 Aloma Ave. Ste. 6
@Aloma&436

(407) 649-9606

(407) 673-9700
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Fililing schools offer parents no 'refunds'
FROM PAGE
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choices when it comes to school
supplies but none when it comes to
actual schools? If you walk into
Target or Wal-Mart this month, the
"back to school" products are
everywhere. There is an infinite
variety of lunchboxes, notebooks
and backpacks. Whether soft-sided,
metal or plastic; Planet of the Apes,
Power Puff Girls or Power
Rangers, parents and children have
more choices than ever when it
comes to lunchboxes and notebooks.
But while parents can choose
the color, character and quality of
their child's backpack, they have little choice over the quality of the
school that their child will attend.
Most parents can afford to buy a
backpack that fits their child's
needs, but many cannot afford a

school that guarantees their child a
high quality education.
If a lunchbox breaks or a pen
will not write, parents can get their
money back or exchange it for a
better product. Failing schools offer
parents no exchanges and no
refunds.
The federal governrnent
spends more than $120 billion a
year, spread across 39 federal agencies, on hundreds of education programs. At $9 billion a year, Title I is
the largest program of federal aid
for elementary and secondary education. The money is used mostly
to provide intensive reading and
math instruction to low-inGome students. The Department of
Education's own Title I evaluations
demonstrate that after spending
more than $150 billion, the program has not improved achievement for disadvantaged students.

The
2000
National
Assessment
of
Educational
Progress (NAEP) test paints a bleak
picture for disadvantaged fourthgraders: 63 percent of black fourthgraders, 58 percent of Hispanics,
and 60 percent of poor children
scored below "basic" in reading -which for all practical purposes
means they cannot read. The NAEP
is considered the "nation's school
report card" and is widely viewed
as an independent measurement of '
public school achievement.
Since Congress will not vote
on Bush's education package this
surnrner, there is still time to reach
an education-choice compromise.
Even if the president cannot get
school choice passed for every
child who is attending a failing
school -- he could insist on a pilot
project.
In the same way that Bush is ·

allowing the 60 lines of embryonic
stem cell research to continue with
federal support -- he could choose
60 failing schools, or one city like
Washington that has a particularly
high school-failure rate, and allow
parents to choose their children's
schools.
At the very least, Congress
should immediately enforce openenrollment in the public schools
and allow parents to exchange a
failing public school for a betterperforming public school. A
parental choice· demonstration project would also allow researchers to
study the outcomes of a schooichoice program for parents, children and the public school system.
Next time you are debating
with your child whether to buy the
Scooby Doo lunchbox shaped like
the Mystery Machine or the morepractical Tupperware lunchbox

with multiple containers, imagine
what it might be like to engage in
the same sort of careful discrimination about your child's school.
Parents can only dream of the
day wheri they have as many choices for their child's schooling as they
do for their school supplies.

Corrections and
retractions
In the July 18 edition of The
Central Florida Future's Police
Beat, one of the articles was
titled "Drug Delivery Man."
However, the article had nothing to do with Jonathan Stern
delivering drugs. We apologize
for any inconvenience this
may have caused.
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CJm1'h ~SI at

Sunrise ~emelltary
From Alafaya Trial or Woodbuy Rold bead solltla to Golri.ay Blvd. Tum left and &O lo Cle
end of Colfway Blvd. Make a npl aad loop aroaad Lone Palm Orin, tkn turn npt oo
Lone Palm ROid. Yo• will • Su.rise Elemeallry oa the rlg•t.

Triumphant Living
Anointed Se11Vi~
6espd,Musk
Care~eups,

Youth MtniS~,
Drama Department

A new church in East Orlando
Bishop Wiley C. Wright

Come worship, and celebrate tbe Lord Jesus Christ with us in aa anointed
service. A life giving church where the Spirit or the Lord is available. to meet
your needs.
'

Service Times:
Sunday Mornings: Youth Bible Study (9:00 a.m.)
Adult Spiritual Development Sessions (9:00 a.m.)
Sunday Morning Services (10:00 a.m.)
Tuesday Night:

Prayer & Bible Study (7:00 p.m.)
Youth (Bible Study, Peer Sessions, Choir,
Dance, and Drama - 7:00 p.m.)
Singles Ministry (7:00 p. m.)

Thursday Night:

r~~ssroad
G lrCommun1ty church
CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
·MINISTRY

come and find your greatest joy and
satisfaction·in all that Christ is for you.
Sunday Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
, nursery & children's church available

_· %' Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass Sundays 8 p.m.
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie

Meeting at 9191 University Blvd.
a part of the distributed church of Northland

$

For more information contact:

Choir Rehearsal (6:30 p.m.)

Pastor Steve Surprenant: 407-207-6000
For prayer or more information call (407) 282-3310 or write us at:

I

(407) 657-6114 x226

. http://pegasus.cc~.ud.ei:l,u/-ccm

Triumphant Uvh1g, lllC. P. O.Jlox 780358 Orlando, FL32878-0JSS
Email tnlive@bellsooth DCt

S.

ls:xc~attdicCh..rch
4301 S. Chickasaw Trail
Orlando, FL 32829
407-249-0906

St. £u(r.'s £utli.tran
Cliurcn aniScfioo{
2021 'W- State !.!«Jal 426
OVietfo, !J{orU!a 32765
cJiurch Office PFume:

t

TD LUTDJlAN CBUJlCBMISSOURI SYNOD

WooJ$ui.y

9'w8~tet.ian.

eAutca._

~cJ'6 £ave in dctictt

1501 Woodbury Road
(l/2 mile East of Alafaya,
112 mile south of East Colonial)

407-365-3408
{.£.ocatttf on Statt !Rpatf 426 (.Afmna.) oetWee.n 'Mitcftefl
!Jla.mnwck anti Cliapman !%atfS]

Mass Schedule
English

Spanish

Montfay: 7:00 PM

Weekdays

8:15 a.m

English

JilJfuft 'Uucation Classes: 9:30ani11:00 .PIM

Reconciliation

Saturday 4 - 4:45 p.m

Sunday

Praise and Worship - Sundays 10:45 a.m.

'Worsliip Seruia Scfiduk

5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m
12:30 p.m

Satwday

Informal Worship· Sundays 8:15 a.m.

Spanish
English
English
English·

Suniag: 8:00, 9:30ani11:00 .PIM

Cftiiifren 's Suniay Scfioo{: 9:30 ~

I.m Undediil1

~

J
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0

~

Visit our website:
OrryFmiRd.

j

*

~

www.stlukes-ovledo.org

~
d
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St. Isaac Jogues

Located between the Greenway arid Goldenrod Road,
1-112 mi. south of Curry Ford Rd. & Chickasaw Tr.

"We proclaim Jesus Christ so that all may know
God and grow In faith toward Him
and In love toward one another."

Coffee House March 17 at 7:00 p.m.
For more information call
(407) 282 - Love or visit
www.godslove-woodbury.com
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

In Person:
Cash, Check or Money Order
By Phone:
(407) 977-1009
By Mail:
Send copy along with check

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

FUTURE

Address
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

CLASSIFICATIONS

Deadline

Call or E-mail Today!

Noon on Friday prior to publication

. (407) 977-1009

How fo Place an Ad

Telephone Hours

THE central florida

General

Classifieds@UCFfuture.com

The Central Florida Future is

One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:

the Student Newspaper
serving UCF since 1968.

How to Write a Good Classified Ad
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Personals

Services
Events
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous

I

HELP WANTED
NEED AN ATTORNEY?
Landlordffenant Disputes •All types of
Accidents and Personal Injuries •
Workers Comp • Contract and Business
Disputes • Insurance Disputes •
Harassment and Discrimination •
Debt Collections • and Many Others
Call today to discuss your rights.
The Law Office of Piercy J. Stakelum
(407) 246-7040.
Top Kids Academy 1912 N. Dean Rd. Day
Care, Pre-K, 6:30 am to 6:30 pm. Need Part
Time Assist. 407-340-4221.
In Exchange for Room & Board - Female
College Student wanted; PT housekeeping &
PT after school/evening childcare; one girl,
age 10. Must have own transportation.
References. Convenient, quiet, private,
Longwood home. Own room, own phone.
Non-smoker, no drinking/drugs. 15 minutes to
UCF. Call MC @ 407-696-4596.
PT file clerk for statewide law firm; filing,
copying, faxing & backup receptionist; fax

resume to 407-875-3401, Attn: Cathy.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri , 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.
Flower Girls Wanted - Part-time work/ Fulltime $.$. Work in Orlando's hottest nightclubs.
Great job for college students. Call
407-482-5253.

1. Start your ad witb the merchandise you are selling. Starting with the

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it easy tor readers to
understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you would like to
know about the merchandise for sale. Include information such as
brand names, color and other specific descriptions.

.

merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.
2. Always include the price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 percent bf
classified readers do not respond to ads that do not include a pri-Oe.

HAIR STYLIST WANTED!
Must be licensed for full benefits. Call Bonnie
at Hair Cuttery (407) 737-9978.
Eastwood/AJafaya area.
Drafter - Small Family Owned
Engineer/Architect firm looking for part-time
AutoCAD drafter. Fax resume to Stevens
Engineering 407-425-9930 Phone 407-422-6330.

Part-time or Full-time Kennel Attendant,
experienced preferred. Veterinary clinic. 45
Alafaya Woods Blvd. Oviedo 407-366-7323

FoRRENT

CLUBS

Computer - emachines Monster 500a. Pill 500
MHz, l3GB hard drive, 196 MB RAM, 8x
DVD ROM, ATI Rage Xpert 128 GL AGP
16MB, 56K ITU V.90 Data/Fax modem,
10/lOOBaseTXLAN, Windows 98 SE, Sun
StarOffice 5.2, Microsoft Works 2000. $350.
407-977-0369.
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5 year
warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full $95,
Queen $115, King $165. can deliver
407-354-0069.
Software - Windows 98.2 CD-Manual-License
Full DSP Version $89. 407-977-0369.
King-size motion free waterbed with six
underbed drawers. $300.00. 407-823-7405
(evenings or leave message).

Looking for mother's helper 6-9 hrs/wk, PM
hours. References required. $8/hr. Please call
407-681-9786.

Bed - l Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

Babysitter: 3-yr twins. Hrs M-F 7:30 am 6:30 pm $300/week. Non-smoker; Safe driver.
Phone 407-365-8295. Tuscawilla near Oviedo.
Will consider live-in.

(Charges fisted above include an ad
of up to five fines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

Looking to earn money for your organization
or yourself? Try Fund-U, a no cost fundraising
program that's easy and reliable. Call
1-866-48-FUND-U or visit www.fund~u.com

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848

Bookstore Clerk, Part-time, Student Preferred,
No nights or weekends . Apply in person,
Textbooks Plus, 5720 Old Cheney Hwy,
407-249-9616.

Bolding:
$0.75 extra
Large Headline: (9pt) $0.75 extra

1987 Acura, Integra
4 dr, auto , cold air, I 20k miles, $2,800, obo.
Call (407) 366-8611 or (407) 592-7992.

FOR SALE

Civil Engineer - Site Dev. Co. seeking
Projects Eng. to coordinate multiple jobs
simultaneously. Responsible for ordering
material, permitting, scheduling work & meetings with contractors, municipalities & engineering firms. Degree required. No experience
necessary. Salary $3lk, negotiable if experienced. Fax resume to (407) 321-3983.

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad

Babysitter needed afternoons in the
Tuscawilla area for 3 school-aged children. 5
days and/or 3 days 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Wednesdays 2:30 pm - 5:30 pm. Must have
own car. Please call 407-366-1539 after 6 pm.

RM for Rent - Red Bug Rd. - Pvt. Bath - W/D
use $450.00/month . 40)-679-4040.

Teen Pregnancy Prevention Team Leader PT position for school-based abstinence education program. Using a specific sexual abstinence curriculum, the team leader teaches 6th
grade students at various middle schools in
Seminole County. Candidate must have excellent communication and organizational skills
and the ability to train volunteers. Hours are 9
am - 4 pm on Thursdays and Fridays @
$10/hour. Fax resume to: Seminole County
Healthy Start Coalition (407) 830-8493.

"

1996 Chevy S-10 King Cab
5 speed, cold air, 63 k miles, bedliner, only
$5,500. (407) 366·8611.

Room for rent, female nls in 4 bedroorn/2 bath
house. 10 min to UCF, own phone line, w/d a
clean home in quiet area. $395 month w/util
included. Please call 407-657-7134.

UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union

MISC.

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATE NEEDED
A responsible, clean, quiet and study-oriented
individual, either male or female is needed for
a 2/2 apartment within walking distance from
UCF. You will have your own bedroom &
bathroom. No pets, parties or loud music. You
will need to pay your bills on time. Can move
in mid-August. Rent is $250 + 112 utilities.
Deposit = $250. Leave a message with your
phone # and best time to call
Byron777@excite.com

Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com
SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

SERVICES
AFFORDABLE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Call Sylvia at 407-325-6354.
Custom Maid for you. Customized cleaning
service to meet your needs. Weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, affordable, reliable and thorough.
Call Leigh at 407-739-5344.

Welcome Back UCF students, ra·cuttv and staH!
Got s~mething to sett?
Use.the CFF CtassiDeds! Ontv $6 per issue!
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401·365·1656 Or classilieds@UCFtuture.com
• «CfiStflDES . 3

floral Garden of Winter Park .__
·

Watczrford Lakes
"A Full Service'F-/orist"

15% Discount with UCF
. Stude~~ or, Facult~_ ID!

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

1.0069 Univ€rsity Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wire service or Delivery availabre
over phone with major Credit Card
(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

... .
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MANAGE A 6+ MILLION DOLLAR BUDGET
"LOBBY LEGISLATORS
REPRESENT Y ·
~
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Electio·
n nformation:
, Petition Piek-Up: Sept 4- 12 (9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. SG Office, Student Union Room 214)
Dec~ of Candidacy:

Sept 10- 12 (9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.ro.)
Active Campaigning: Sept 17- Oct. 3 (beginning at 8:00 a.m.)
Candidate Forum/Meet 'n Greet Sept 19 (11:00 am.- 2:00p.m. SG Office, SU 214)
Elections: Sept 24-26 (voting ends at 5 a.m.)
Run OffElections: Oct 1- 3 (On line - if necessary)
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20th - First day of cla~
22nd - CP..B Meet ·n Greet at the PegaeuB Grana BaHroom DEF. 6pm
24th - Welcome Expo on the Chemif;try Green, 10am - 2pm
25th ~ Welcome Concert on the Chem$try Green. _ ~· . .
Featuri11e: 11 Red Apples, Utr5Ulf6 Zerc¥, 5tand6ti/J
29th - ActMty Expo at the 5U South P!!tfo~ 1tam - 2pm
Emerging Knig~ "Leaderehip 5tyle6., Se5t5fon - 6U 21&5. 6pm

WEDNESDAY AUG. 22nd
Hl~pan.ic Amer'l(;iim

Student. ~i9tion

CAB Meet and Greet
in the Pegae;u5 Ballroom,

Ht6panlc Awarene6:; Month 9114 .. 10114

Stuaent Union

7

Labor Pay

SU South Patio,

Hplf(Jay

12-Zpm

11

9

t2

13 -

Emerff"B Kt!Jeht5
s~~Jc~nt .
~r~&Tlme
O.an Setzler
~r~g~j
from ~ Rulcjj
5e%ion

re.A

16

6pm
Free movie afterward5!

Volumeer Expo

17 ~ 18
Comed16n
1'fm Youn13
Lccot1. f)pm

14

Home Game V9.

12-1;Wptn

6pm CitnJ9 Bowl

f'~oo~ ~. '1>pm

19 "DoYour

I

UL-Ul~ette

. 20

Own Thft10" 1"our
fri.c 5.appt:rff>tor1
. f'eqtlfXJt; tJallro0m

7:XJpin

UCP6flr5t

Kiet-off Ceremoey
00 fr"Otft. f'atio.

22
-

2f

5eret1Me Under

'TheMxm
SO North F~~.

UCF

Welcome Concert

on the Chemi~try Green

Featuring: f1 Keel.Apples,
Unsung Zeros, and

'

6t'andstill .

4pm

C~Sponsored by URSA

&.W-9-.;30pm

Mr. UCF Auditions
For more Info~ come 1'y the Off!ce of
Student Aativltie6# 208 5tudent Union,
or cat! 407-828.6471

Sept. 12 and 13th.

4-8pm
Call for more info:

407-825.6471
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Countdown
to kickoff
UCF football hopes for a

breakout year against a
very tough schedule

- - - - 2001 Offensive Preview

Young talent hopes to
score points in bunches
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER
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DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER
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To say that this is an important
year for the UCF football program
would be a vast understatement.
Not since 1998, the senior year
of one Daunte Culpepper, has UCF
had this kind of opportunity to
make itself known on a national
stage. In 1999' the schedule was
tough enough, but the team was
stuck in a rebuilding year. In 2000,
the upset of Alabama got Golden
Knight football a highlight on
ESPN, but it was only a passing
mention.
This year, a difficult slate of
major
conference
opponents
affords UCF a chance to make
some serious noise. Starting the
year at Clemson, a potential Top-10
team and ACC title contender, puts
the Golden Knights in the same sit~
uation they were in last year - with
the opportunity to knock off a
major opponent on the road in the
first week of the season and gain
immediate national respect.
This is the third consecutive
year in which UCF has started out
against a very tough opponent. In
1999, it was Purdue and Reisman
candidate Drew Brees. In 2000, it
was Georgia Tech in Atlanta. This
year, it is Clemson, and the game
will be played in one of the toughest home stadiums in all of college
football - they don't call it "Death
Valley" for nothing. The Tigers also
boast a Reisman Trophy candidate
in Woody Dantzler, an athletic
quarterback much in the mold of
former Virginia Tech star Michael
Vick. Dantzler has a rifle for an arm
and can run better than mbst running backs.
The UCF defense will be tested
right away, but the challenge won't
stop after the first week. Then it's
off to New York to take on the
Syracuse Orangeman, a Big East
opponent just two _years removed

•

•

•

•
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Date

Opponent

911
918
9115
9/22
9129
10/6
10/13
10/20
10/27
11/3
11/10

at Clemson
at Syracuse
UL-Lafayette
at Tulane
at Virginia Tech
UAB
Liberty
UL-Monroe (H C)
at Utah State
Akron
at Arkansas

Time
1:00

Noon
6:00
3:30
1:00
6:00
6:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
2:00

Offense is an aspect of UCF football that is
quite often taken for granted. Coach Mike
Kruczek was a quarterback in college and the
NFL, and runs an offensive system that would be
a dream for any quarterback - wide open and pass
happy.
But this year, the real story could be the running game, which will benefit from what is probably the most talented trio of running backs in
UCF history. Redshirt sophomore Corey Baker
led the team in rushing last season, and enters this
year as only the third-team running back. Ahead
of him are senior Terrance Williams, who is pen-

DAVID MARSTERS

ciled in as the starter, and redshirt freshman Alex
Haynes, who is running a close second.
Kruczek has said over and over that.Haynes
has NFL potential, but the main question surrounding him is whether or not he can learn the
offense well enough to get on the field. Baker
knows the offense, but troubles in the classroom
put him in the doghouse. Williams is a wild-card,
a player who redshirted in 2000 but was the
team's starting running back in 1999. He has the
talent and knows the offense, but has been very
injury prone.
Last season, the Golden Knights ranked
107th in the nation in rushing offense, averaging
just 78.73 yards per game on the ground. In contrast, UCF was 12th in passing offense, throwing
for an average of 295.18 yards per game. This
year, Kruczek would like to balance that attack
some, establishing a running game to set up the
passing skills of sophomore quarterback Ryan
Schn~ider. If the Golden Knights are able to
become a respectable running team, opponents
could have a very tough time keeping them out of
the endzone.

STAFF WRITER

joining MAC isn't
necessarily best
moveforUCF

QUARTERBACKS
The starting quarterback job rests solidly in
the hands of sophomore Ryan Schneider, who
made a name for himself last season after Vic
Penn went down with a shoulder injury in the
fourth game of the year. Schneider completed
177 of 286 pass attempts for 2,334 yards, 21
touchdowns and 11 interceptions. He threw for
more yards in_a little over half a season than
Daunte Culpepper did during his entire freshman
year. Schneider also proved to be a winner, at one
point guiding the Golden Knights to four straight
wins, including engineering a last-minute drive
that set up the winning field goal against
Alabama.
Schneider's one drawback, however, is his
work in the classroom. He was placed on acade-

-·

Last week, the Orlando
Sentinel reported that UCF had
been offered a provisional bid to
join
the
Mid-American
Q:mference for football, and that
the school would accept the bid if
all the conditions were met.
UCF will .be able to join the
MAC if Marshall, who Conference
USA is attempting to lure away,
stays put. That would make the
Golden Knights the 14th team in
the conference, resulting in two
seven-team divisions. If Marshall
leaves for C-USA, then that would
leave the MAC with 12 teams and
no need for an uneven 13th. So it
seems that after over a year of trying to sell itself into a conference,
the search is over for UCF.
Unfortunately, the buyer was
Wal-Mart, not Saks Fifth Avenue.
Make no mistake - the MAC is
a very low on the football conference totem pole. Other than
Marshall , who has dominated the
conference for three years and
gained some national respect, the
MAC's powers consist of Western
Michigan, Akron , Toledo and
Ohio. According to The Sporting
News college football preview,
only the WAC and the Sun Belt,
from whom UCF declined an offer
two years ago, ranked lower.
Those making the decisions
·- -1 about this issue are selling
the Golden Knight football
program short.
UCF has a nearly infinite
' amount of potential - a highprofile coach, big television
,j market, playing in the state
· of Florida, and a huge stuj dent body. The Golden
1 Knights play in a 76,000-seat
J stadium, which dwarfs any
· other stadium in the MAC.
Without having ever been in a
conference, UCF is ranked
higher than almost all MAC
teams in most of this year's
college football preseason
magazines. Joining the MAC
is not a step up - it is a step
sideways, or perhaps even
down.
Recruiting could take a big
hit if UCF joins the MAC.
Last season, a member of
UCF's coaching staff said that

I

Picture Perfect
Offense
Quarterback Ryan
Schneider (right)
and the UCF
offense hope to
improve on a
solid effort in
2000. This
year's Golden
Knight
offense
features a
lot of
young
talent.

CFF FILE PHOTO
GRAPIDC BY ADAM SHIVER
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Golden Knight football has team loaded with talent
FROM PAGE

B-1

from the reign of current NFL
quarterback Donovan McNabb.
Tough road games are a staple
in the 2001 schedule, as the
Golden Knights also travel to
Conference USA member
Tulane, Big East power
Virginia Tech, SEC school
Arkansas and far-away Utah
State.
The home games are a tad
bit easier, with UCF taking on
Louisiana-Lafayette,
Louisiana-Monroe,
Liberty,
Akron
and
AlabamaBirmingham (UAB). Both
Louisiana schools consistently
rank near the bottom of the
national power rankings - the
two combined for a 2-20 record
last year, Liberty is a Division
I-AA school, and Akron is a
MAC school who the Golden
Knights would love to demolish
after an embarrassing road loss
to the Zips in 2000. - Those
games should provide UCF fans
with plenty of Golden Knight
firepower, but not much in the
way of opposition.
The game that isn't getting
much attention, but could be

the best game of the year, is the
contest with UAB. UCF vs.
U AB has gotten lost in the slew
of tough road games everyone
is talking about, but should not
be suffering such a fate. UAB is
a member of Conference USA
and, like UCF, an up-and-coming Division I-A program. The
Blazers had the No. 2 defense
in the nation last year, and
return 10 defensive starters.
The winner of this game will
take a higher spot on the ladder
of growing national respect,
while the loser will fall a few
notches.
The 2001 schedule could
end up being a curse or a blessing. If the Golden Knights pull
a few upsets and win the games
they are supposed to win, they
could be bowl-bound for the
first time in school history. But
a grueling road schedule and no
bye week could leave the team
with a number of injuries and
frustrating losses. An 8-3 or 9-2
record against this schedule
would be hard to ignore come
bowl season. But this UCF
team could just as easily go 6-5
or 5-6 and still be one of the
most talented squads t.o ever

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

The UCF running game should be the strongest it has been in years with the
talented trio of Alex Haynes, Corey Baker and Terrance Williams.

..
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The UCF defense will need an excellent performance against Clemson on Sept. 1 to give the Golden K11ights a chance
to win.
The secondary is also occupied with one more class of Division
don the black and gold.
experienced
players, I-A recruits. Will that improved
Speaking of talent, the by
Golden Knights have a lot of it. anchored by two-year starters talent show in the win-loss
However, much of that talent is Ricqt Joseph at free safety and record? That remains to be
untested. Quarterback Ryan Travis- Fisher at cornerback. seen. A win at Clemson could
Schneider was remarkable last · Only the strong safety position, vault this team to a level where
year as a redshirt freshman, but currently occupied by Albert no other Golden Knight team
will he suffer a second-year Snyder, will begin th.e season has ever been. But a tough loss
jinx like Vic Penn did before with a player who didn't make a in the season-opener could send
him? The top two running start last season. The defensive UCF reeling, much like last
heartbreaker
at
backs on the depth .chart are line has a combination of youth season's
Terrance Williams and Alex and experience, but not much Georgia Tech did. It took
Haynes, neither of which depth. Defensive end Elton ·almost a month for the team to
played a down for UCF last Patterson and tackle Josh recover from that loss.
~ast year,
the Golden
year. The wide receiver posi- McKibben are ~xpected to be
tions could be occupied by a rocks for UCF, and the combi- Knights won four of their last
number of players - Jimmy nation of Jake McKibben and five games, including an hisFryzel, Thad Ward, Tavirus Larry Brown should make for a toric upset win at Alabama. The
Davis, Doug Gabriel, Ivery solid effort at nose guard, but only loss came to Virginia Tech,
Gaskins, Luther Huggins, the right defensive end posi- a Top-10 team. The UCF footTavaris Capers, Jimmy Johnson tion, the one that rushes the ball program has some definite .
and Britt McGriff to name a quarterback's blind side, is up momentum, and a solid season
few - but none has ever had to · in the air. Sophomore Brent this year could finally get the
deal with the responsibilities of Bolar, who defensive coordina- Golden Knights the conference
being a featured receiver. Mario tor Gene Chizik called "unde- bid they have waited so long
Jackson brings stability to the pendable" is listed as the for. But a disappointing year
tight end position, and Michael starter, while little-used Wazell could set the program back a
Gaines brings a world <;>f talent, Underwood, his backup, left the long way in the eyes of conferbut hasn't played football since team at the beginning of fall ence officials.
·What is in store for the
his senior year of ·high school. camp. Other players who could
The right side of the offensive see action on the line are 2001 installment of UCF footline is solid, with seniors Willie Freddy Saint-Preux, Thomas ball? That is the question on the
Comerford and Steve Edwards Andrews, Boma Ekiyor, Craig mind of every UCF fan. Th~
throwing around a considerable Russell and recruits Mike Golden Knights finally got over
amount of weight, but the cen- Lynche and Rashad Jeanty. the hump with the upset of
ter and left side will be occu- That group combined for a Alabama last year, and now
pied by a number of inexperi- whopping nine tackles last sea- will expect to beat the tough
son. The academic casualties of teams instead of just hoping to.
enced players.
On defense, experience is a Don Page· and Chris Weeks will Confidence is everything in
strength at linebacker, where really hurt this unit's productiv- football, and the UCF program
is gaining it.
the 'starters are seniors Elliot ity.
An outstanding season this
Will this team be better
Shorter, Tito Rodriguez and
Willie Davis. The depth behind than the 2000 Go~den Knights? year would give the Golden
them, however, is as green as Almost certainly. Each year the Knights the right to be downthe starters are experienced. UCF talent level will improve right cocky.
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Men's basketball goes
· 5-1 on European tour
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Following a disappointing
2000-2001 season, the UCF
)llen 's basketball team appears to
turn things with a solid performance on its 2001 European tour.
The Golden Knights won five of
their six games, including .four
straight, the team's longest winning streak since the 1998-99
season.
The tour began on Aug. 10 in
Berlin, Germany, where UCF
beat Rat Gusseldorff 94-74. The
Knights got ahead early and went
into halftime with a 42-33 lead.
Al Miller and Stephen Graham
led the attack scoring 16 points
apiece. Miller also handed out
eight assists.
Next on the trip was
Rhondrof, Germany on Aug. 12.
Miller scored 16 points, had six
assists, and totaled four steals as
the Golden Knights defeated
Rhomdorf BBC 94-78. Miller
was one of five UCF players to
score in double figures. Stephen
Graham had 15; Paul Reed
scored 12 points and grabbed 10
rebounds; and Joey Graham and
Beronti Simms both added 11
points.
From Germany, UCF traveled to Belgium, and played three
games. The first was on Aug. 14
against Blankenberge, which the
Golden Knights won 97-76. For
the third straight game, Miller
scored 16 points, this time adding
eight assists. Evandro Moretti
also scored 16 points, while Joey
Graham added 15 and Stephen
Graham had 10. Josh Bodden led
the attack on the boards, grabbing
nine rebounds.
Next up in Belgium was
Vilvorde on Aug. 15, where the
Golden Knights finally ran into
some competition. Miller scored
16 points for the fourth time in
four games, but Jason Thornton
scored nine of his 15 points in the
last three minutes to put UCF
ahead. The Knights won the
game 79-74.
Joey Graham added 14
points and three steals. He hit two
key free throws and a dunk in the
last six seconds to seal the victory. Bodden scored 10 points and
pulled down 9 rebounds, while
Moretti had nine points and seven

boards.
On Aug. 16 in Mons,
Belgium both UCF's tour of
Belgium and its four-game winning streak came to an end. Mons
of Belgium defeated the Golden
Knights 95-76. Stephen Graham
scored 40 points, making16-22
field goal attempts, in the losing
effort. His total would have
ranked him eighth for points
scored by a UCF player if the
game counted for NCAA purposes. Paul Reed scored 10 points
and grabbed seven rebounds,
while Marius Boyd pulled down
nine boards.
UCF wrapped up its
European tour in London,
England on Aug. 17. The Graham
brothers combined for 35 points
to lead the Golden Knights to an
88-71 victory over London
Towers. Joey Graham nearly had
a triple-double in the game. He
scored 20 points, pulled down 11
rebounds and handed out eight
assists. Stephen Graham added
15 points and seven boards.
Early in the game UCF
trailed by as many as 11 points,
but a 35-7 run in the middle of the
first half gave the Golden
Knights a 44-34 halftime lead.
Reed nearly had his second double-double of the tour, scoring 13
points and grabbing nine
rebounds. Simms and Thornton
each added 10 points.
The European tour seems to
have served as a breakout time
for Miller and Stephen Graham.
Miller scored 16 points four
times in six games, but only averaged 4.6 points per game last
year. Stephen Graham only averaged 3.6 points and 9.2 minutes a
game last year, but scored in double figures in five of the six
games on the tour, including his
40-point performance in the lone
loss.

Lee disqualified
· The UCF basketball team
will play this year without guard
Kevin Lee, the team's third-leading scorer last season. Lee failed
to qualify academically, and will
have to earn credits in a community college first if he plans to
return to UCF in 2002-2003.
In 2000-2001, Lee averaged
9.1 points and hit a team-high 53
three-point baskets.
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From the Sports Desk
COMPILED FROM S'IAFF
AND WIRE REPORTS

Holcomb quits UCF women's soccer team
Freshman midfielder Randi Holcomb,
considered the jewel of this year's women's
soccer recruiting class, will not play soccer at
UCF. Holcomb, who had been given a full
scholarship, called UCF coaches the day
before she was to report for fall practice and
told them she was not coming. Instead,
Holcomb will enroll at Valencia Community
College and may give up soccer entirely.
In 2001, Holcomb scored 31 goals and
had 30 assists for Lake Howell High School,
earning her the Orlando Sentinel's 2001
Central Florida Player of the Year awartl.
UCF volleyball voted second in A-Sun
preseason poll
MACON, Ga.-The UCF volleyball
team was picked second behind Georgia
State as voted by the coaches in the AtlanticSun preseason poll.
The Golden Knights garnered two first
place votes in the poll and finished a mere
three points behind Georgia State. Last season, UCF finished tied for first after posting
an 8-1 mark in the Atlantic-Sun and a 19-12
overall record. UCF fell to Georgia State in
the Atlantic-Sun Tournament Championship
match.
Head Coach Meg Colado returns six
starters and nine letterwinners to the 2001
squad, including three 2000 All-Conference
honorees; Piper Morgan, Leyre Santaella '
Sante and Lindsey Whalen.

The Golden Knights begin the season
with the UCF Fall Opener the weekend of
Aug. 31-Sept. 1 at the UCF Arena. UCF will
take on Appalachian State, Florida
International and Air Force in the roundrobin tournament.
UCF hires Conway as Head Athletic

Trainer
Darryl Conway has been named the
head athletic trainer at the University of
Central Florida, Athletics Director Steve
Sloan announced last week. Conway will
oversee the. day-to-day operations of the
Golden Knights sports medicine department
while also serving as the head athletic trainer
for the school's NCAA Di.vision I-A football
program.
Conway comes to UCF after two years
as the Director of Sports Medicine at the
University of Northern Iowa, where he was
responsible for the overall operation and
administration of the sports medicine department. In addition, he served as the head athletic trainer for football and men's basketball.
Prior to his position at UNI, Conway
was head athletic trainer at Morgan State
University. He also worked as an assistant
athletic trainer and assistant professor at the
University of Delaware and an assistant athletic trainer with the New York Jets of the
National Football League.
"We were fortunate to hire Darryl especially at this time of year," said Sloan.
·"He brings a lot of experience, character and
expertise to our sports medicine program."

A 1993 graduate of the University of
Delaware with a degree in physical education studies, Conway also holds a master of
arts in physjcal education from Adelphi
University.
Arnold fires no-hitter for Class-A Yankees
WINOOSKI, Vt. - Former UCF AllAmerican pitcher Ja5on Arnold threw the
first no-hitter in the three-year history of the
Staten Island Yankees minor league club July
29 at Centennial Field in Winooski, Vt., as
the visiting Yankees shutout Vermont
(Expos) 8-0.
The 22-year old Arnold was one walk
away from a perfect game, as he issued a free
pass to Anthony Carraciolo in the third
inning. Following the walk, Arnold struck
out 12 of the last 20 batters to finish with 15
strikeouts on the night.
The no-hitter marked the breaking of an
unbelievable streak concerning·UCF pitchers
in the college or professional ranks. Prior to
Arnold's gem, no UCF pitcher in college or
professional ball had thrown a no-hitter since
Pete McLaughlin threw one for the Golden
Knights against Columbia in April of 1973.
"My first reaction was wow! That's
awesome!" said UCF coach Jay Bergman.
"It sure is a great way to get your professional career started. It's not surprising that Jason
threw a no-hitter with the talent he has. I'm
very proud of him and wish him the best
throughout the rest of this season and his professional career."

UCF announces 2001-2002 men's hoops
schedule
The UCF men's basketball team will
open the 2001-2002 season at the UCF
Arena vs. Puerto Rico Mayaquez on Nov. 16.
The 2001-2002 schedule will feature home
games versus state rivals FAMU (Dec. 8)
and South Florida (Jan. 29).
''This is another competitive schedule
for this basketball program," said UCF Head
Coach Kirk Speraw. "It features 20 conference games and a challenging non-conference road schedule with trips to Hampton,
Marist and East Carolina; and South Florida
comes back to our campus in late January."
The schedule features non-conference
games at Hampton (Nov. 19), East Carolina
(Nov. 24) and Marist (Dec. 22). Conference
action· begins on Nov. 29 with Jacksonville
visiting the UCF Arena. Highlights of the
2001-02 schedule features UCF's first-ever
conference meeting with Belmont on Jan. 17
at the UCF Arena and defending Atlantic
Sun Champion Georgia State will visit
Orlando on Jan. 7.
In addition, UCF hosts the Atlantic Sun
Tournament at the- UCF Arena for the first
time since 1995. The tournament will be held
Feb. 28-March 3 with the winner advancing
to the NCAA Tournament.
UCF cross country named Academic
All-American
The UCF women's cross country team
recently earned its third consecutive
Academic All-American with Distinction
CLINARD, Page B-7
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Women's basketball
undergoes summer
changes
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Change has been a recurring theme for the UCF women's
basketball team during this offseason.
The Trans America Athletic Conference changed its name to
the Atlantic Sun Conference and added Belmont to bring the
number of teams to 11. The Golden Knights also experienced
some player/personnel changes. Junior guard Diana Hill transferred and Assistant Coach Christie Martin left the team. The
final change came in the form of a new NCAArule allowing colleges to pay for incoming freshmen's summer school.
This rule change made it possible for the new Golden
Knights to get to know and play with the veterans before classes start. While the coaches were unable to participate in or watcn
any workouts or scrimmages, UCF Coach Gail Striegler says she
heard the scrimmages went well.
The team will spend the first week of classes lifting weights
and will start on its conditioning program. After Labor Day, the
NCAA allows coaches to work with the players in groups of
four. Striegler said this will be the first time she gets to see the
progress her players have made in the offseason.
One pl_ayer's progress Striegler will not get to evaluate is
Hill's, who transferred to Washington University in St. Louis.
The 5' 10" guard averaged 4.6 points and 1.7 rebounds in 12.4
minutes a game.
"(The loss of Hill) hurts us, because she was an experienced
player coming back that gave us good, quality minutes last year
and she woultl have given us good, quality minutes this year,"
Striegler said. "In the same vein,_we're not a really young team.
We h_ave only three new players coming in. So we do still have
quite a few returners coming back that know the system and we
have a pretty good group of kids coming in. So, yes, she will be
missed, but hopefully we'll be able to fill the void with a couple
of the new kids and some of the older kids will continue to step
up."
One void that has not been filled yet is .that left by Martin.
Assistant Coach Maureen Smith has taken over Martin's respon- ·
sibilities, but Striegler has not yet announced a replacement to
take over Smith's responsibilities. Martin had been in charge of
scouting, ·recruiting, and on-the-floor coaching of the guards.
UCF is now in need of an assistant coach to fill Smith's position,
which involves on-court coaching, on-campus recruiting, film
exchange, practice times, public relations and community service events.
The addition of Belmont to the newly renamed Atlantic Sun
Conference has its adv_antages and disadvantages, Striegler said.
"It's a plus and a ~nus to us," she said. "It makes it easier
for us to schedule because it two games less that we have to
schedule and they are a pretty good team. The thing that I don't
like about it is that it gives us less chances to play better teams
outside of the conference."
Striegler said that playing teams like the University of
Florida and Florida State helps to prepare the team for the conference schedule and this year UCF has had to drop Florida from
the schedule in order to make room f6r Belmont.
Preparation for the upcoming season involves as much mental coaching as physical coaching. Striegler said that right now
her players are at the point where they feel they can play with
the other teams in the conference, but her goal is to have them
believing they can beat all of their opponents.
"I think that it's going to be a very even conference from top
to bottom and that anyone can take it," said Striegler. "It
depends on who stays injury-free and who plays good at the
right time."
Injuries have been a problem for the Golden Knights in the
past, but Striegler hopes to have everyone back a full force by
the time the season starts. Sophomores Nicole Dunson and
Adrienne Billings both had offseason surgeries, senior Khaliah
Guillory recently injured her knee back at home in Texas, and
senior Kristy Colligan just underwent an emergency tonsillectomy.
Both Dunson and Billings have recovered from their operations and are able to play. Dunson had surgery on her shoulder,
an injury that bothered her the second half of last s~ason.
Billings had surgery on her hip. It unknown at this time the
extent of Guillory's knee injury.
In the offseason, Striegler brought in an experienced point
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assistant golf professional for swing guru
Hank Haney in McKinney, Texas, to help
Honor from the United States Cross Country support his playing ambitions.
''I'm really excited for the opportunity
Coaches Association.
Teams must have a cumulative 3.00 to coach at UCF," Clinard said. "This is a
grade-point-average to qualify for All- great city for golf and with all Orlando has to
American status and those teams with offer, it makes a great base for recruiting.
received a 3 .25 or better are bestowed hon- Brian (Craig) left a young and talented squad
ors "with distinction". The Golden Knights that nearly missed the NCAA Tournament
earned a collective 3.34 GPA ranking the last year. This year, I'd like for us to step it
squad 40th in the nation along with five other up. My goal is for UCF to make the NCAA
Tournament."
schools.
The 1995 cum laude graduate of Wake
The 2000 cross country team finished
fourth at the Atlantic Sun Conference meet Forest University was a member· of the
and placed two members on the All- 1993-94 Demon Deacon squad that was
Conference team while ten earned·places on ranked second and finished 11th at the
NCAA Championships. During his senior
the conference all-academic team.
The 2001 Golden Knights open their yeaJ, Clinard was named team captain and
season with the UCF Invitational on Sept. 7 capped it with a degree in Speech
at the UCF Arena. The first race begins at 6 Communications.
Prior to Wake Forest, Clinard played his
p.m.
freshman -season at Southern Methodist
University and was named to the AllClinard named new men's golf coach
Freshman
team in the Western Athletic
Athletics Director Steve Sloan
announced Aug. 3 the hiring of Nick Clinard Conference.
During t~e winters and off-season,
as men's golf coach, replacing Brian ·Craig
who left UCF for the head-coaching job at Clinard strayed from professional golf to
take on a teaching role helping the Future
the University of Kentucky.
"Nick is a bright young coach with and Collegians World Tour, the second largest
extensive background in teaching and an junior golf tour in the nation, conduct junior
uncommon knowledge of the golf swing," golf tournaments.
Clinard attended Ashbrook High School
commented Sloan. "I think he'll do a fine job
in Gastonia, N.C., where he was recruited as
here at UCF."
Clinard, 28, played professionally for- the Top Player in the state. The Rolex Junior
the past five years on the NGA/Hooters Tour All-American won seven AJGA tournaand the Teardrop Tour. Clinard was also an ments, the North Carolina Junior
active participant in the Nike Tour. During Championship and many other regional
his professional years, Clinard served as an events.
FROM PAGE

DAVID MARsTERS
STAFF WRITER

UCF alumnus Gert Garman has been
hired as the school's new Sports Marketing
Director, replacing Suzi McAuliffe, who
was let go after holding the position for the
previous school year.
Garman, a 1987 graduate of UCF, previously held the title of Director for
Membership and Marketing for the UCF
Alumni Association. She began her duties
as UCF Sports Marketing Director on July
2.
Garman plans to implement a number
of programs to attract the attention of students, whom she says are her most important target audience.
"It's a cycle, and it starts with the students," she said. "I think once you get students excited, then the alumni get excited
and the community gets excited. The students are the ones who become graduates
and then want to be donors and season ticket holders."
As part of her plan, Garman, with the
help of an ad agency, came up with the
theme "Bring It" for· the 2001-2002 UCF
athletics program. Garman says the goal of
this program will be getting more fans in the
seats at all Golden Knight sporting events.
She hopes to average 30,000 or more people at home football games.
"Once people get excited about sports,
people get excited about what is going on at

the rest of the school, and the great things
going on in the research and academic programs at this school," Garman said. "It's got
to start with sports. I don't know if that's
right or wrong, but that's the way it is."
To go along with the attendance drive,
Garman has implemented a rewards program for UCF clubs and organizations. The
club or organization that brings the highest
percentage of its membership to UCF athletic events in the fall semester will win a
catered party in a UCF Arena skybox at a
men's basketball game. Along with that,
during halftime at basketball games, UCF
fraternities and sororities will take part in a
series of short 3-on-3 basketball games.
And on Sept. 12, she has set up a T-shirt
exchange in which students wearing shirts
from other colleges will be offered the
opportunity to exchange them for one of
1,000 UCF T-shirts.
One of Garman's pet projects is the
UCF Pride and Tradition committee, which
will be formed by UCF students, alumni,
faculty and staff and will attempt to instill a
sense of pride and tradition on the Golden
Knight campus. The committee will have its
first meeting, which is open to anyone, on
Sept. 5 in the Student Union.
Garman's influence has already been
felt on UCF's annual football Media Day.
She changed the day from a media-only day
to a fan event called Fan Fever Day. This
year, along with the media, about 500 fans
showed up.
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UCF baseball restocks
roster with transfers
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

UCF baseball has once
again strengthened its roster
with transfers, bringing in 10
new players fro~ other
schools for the 2002 season.
The pitching staff will
receive the most help with the
additions of Nick Whidden
(FSU) ,
Mark
Michael
(Kentucky), Lincoln Mincks
(Iowa
State),
Bo Hall
(Daytona Beach Community
College) and Andrew Daly
(Indian River Community
College).
Michael is perhaps the
gem of the group, as he spent
the summer dominating the
Cape Cod League, one of the
top summer leagues in the
country. His pitching in the
Cape Cod League was a big
step from his sophomore year
at Kentucky, where he went 23 with a 5.93 ERA in 17
appearances. He made six
starts, pitching 57.2 innings,
striking out 40 and walking
31.
"We
saw
(Michael)
through a video," said UCF
pitching coach Craig Cozart.
"We like his arm action, liked
his body, liked what we
thought he could- develop
breaking-ball-wise, and I
think he's a guy that we hope
to step into the rotation."
Whidden spent the past
two years as . - - - - - -.....
one
of
FSU's top
middle
relievers,
and could
be placed in
the
same
role at UCF.
As a fresh' Whidden
man,
he
went 2-1 in
26 appearances, compliling a
1.60 ERA and 38 strikeouts in
33.2 innings. As a sophomor~,
he went 1-0 with a 3.54 ERA
16 appearances. He struck out
16 batters and only walked
four.
"He's
got
several
options," Cozart sa.id. "We're
not locking him into anything
right now. He could possibly
start, but he's been a very successful middle reliever. That's
always been a pr~blem for us,
and that's always going to be a
college problem, so we'li get
him in both areas there."
Mincks was a starting
pitcher
at
Iowa
State
University, but had to find a
new place to play when the
school's baseball program
folded. Last season, he went
4-6 with a 4.67 ERA in 90
innings against tough Big 12
competition.
"He was a starter at Iowa

quick," he said. "We've got a
State, and
lot of good arms, a lot of guys
we anticithat have had a lot of success,
pate
him
but there's a lot of work ahead
doing that
of us. We've got quite a few
_here,"
arms to mix in right now, so
Cozart said.
"We'd like
it's going to be a fun fall."
Transferring
pos1t10n
to see him
players include INF/OF David
get into the
Mann (Lake City Community
rotation, but
Mincks College), OF Ryan Bear (Gulf
that remains
Coast Community College),
to be seen."
Daly comes to UCF after 3B Nathan Kragt (Manatee
on.e year at Indian River Community College), OF
Community College. He Fritz Reichardt (Sante Fe
pitched middle relief last sea- Community College) and SS
son, compiling and 5-0 record Kyle Erwin (Georgia State
with a 3.34 ERA and 25 University).
.
Mann came from the same
strikeouts in 35.2 innings. His.
lone start of the year came in high school as Chicago White
the state playoffs, where he , Sox star Frank Thomas, and
threw a two-hit shutout. He hit .383 with one home run, 35
was drafted in the 48th round RBis, 26 stolen ·bases and 11
of the 2000 MLB Draft after doubles last season at LCCC.
his senior year of high school. Bear hit .402 with seven home
"Andrew impressed us runs, 40 RBis, 49 runs, 13
last year in the Florida Juniot doubles and three triples last
College All-Star game as one year at GCCC. Kragt is a
of the top · three pitchers to defensive specialist with good
throw in the game," said UCF speed, hitting .310 last year
assistant coach and recruiting with four triples,. leading the
coordinator Greg Frady. "He's state. Erwin, from Atlantic
a strong right-hander with Sun foe Georgia State, saw
good breaking stuff. There's a only limited action at shortgood chance he will come in . stop last year, hitting .217 in
next fall and make an immedi- 28 at-bats. ·
ate impact."
Reichardt may get a look
"He's not an overpower- at outfielder and first base for
ing arm, but he's a gqy that UCF next season, and also
knows how to locate, knows pitched in junior college.
'He's an outfielder/first
how to pitch, has a little sink,
and has a good breaking ball," basema~, we'll just have to
Cozart said. "So he may be a wait and see," said UCF
surprise."
Coach Jay Bergman. "He'll
Hall is a multi-position get an opportunity to play
player who _will likely pitch both positions. Big, strong
and play middle infield for · player and his father was a
professional player for 13UCFthi~ year. As a catcher at
Daytona Beach Community years in the b~g leagues. He's
College, he hit .355 with two a kid who played basketball
homers, 45 RBis and 52 runs . all of his life; really just startscored. He was only called on ed playing baseball when he
to pitch in his ~ophomore got into junior college. He has
year, when DBCC had prob- a lot ..of potential and three
lems finding good pitchers. As years of eligibility left."
This marks the second
a senior at Seabreeze High
School, he went 13-1, losing straight year that a number of
only
in
the
State important roster spots will be
occupied by transfers. Last
C~ampionship game.
"(Hall) didn't pitch at all season, two of UCF's top hitas a freshman," Cozart said. ters, Jeremy Kurella and Chad
"He caught mast of the time, Ehrnsberger, outfielder Jason
and last year, (DBCC) strug- Graham and pitcher Brad
gled enough on the .mound Busbin were all transfers.
where they had to give him Bergman attributes UCF's
another shot, and he ended up success with getting transfers
finishing 6-0, and I think he to being a quality baseball
only had six starts. He looks program in the state of
and acts a lot like Justin Pope Florida.
out there on the mound; he's a
"It's a warm weat]ler clibulldog."
mate," Bergman said. "ACC
Combining those trans- and SEC rules prohibit a lot of
fers with returning players inter-conference movement
like Burt Clark, Paul Lubrano, from school to another, so
Brad Busbin, Justin Cerrato, those players have d.esires to
Von Stertzbach and Zack move have almost drifted to
Sutton will be a challenge, us, which we have no control
says Cozart, but fall practice over. But (being a quality prowill determine who will pitch gram in the South) with an
in what situation. ,
open-door policy has made it
"It works itself out fairly a lot easier."
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PUTTING THE

TOGETHER
Last year, the Golden Knights
took steps toward becoming a
Top 25 team, going 7-4 and
upsetting Alabama. This season,
Head Coach Mike Kruczek hopes
to guide UCF to a bowl game
with a quality record against a
very tough schedule. This interview will be published in two
parts, with the second installment coming in next week's
Future sports section.
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Q: What were your objectives
during spring practice, and what

A: I think that the biggest
objective in spring is to find out
about the young kids that redshirted during the fall, and find out just
how good those kids are, how
much they can learn, bow fast
they can learn. I thought we came
out of the spring with a lot of
those questions ~nswered. We've
got quite a few young guys on the
offensive side of the football,
especially in the skill positions
and on the offensive line that I
was fairly impressed with.
Overall, as you look at things, I
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Orlando's Best Aerobic Instructors· over 50 classes per week
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---+-*-------+--- e
WORLD GYM

Alafaya Trail
407-365-8444

·~

t-

UCF ·

Mike Kruczek

did you find out about the team
during those workouts?

Over 30,000 Square Feet
of Fitness Featuring:

University

Q&Awith
think that we go into this season fairly well prepared with a
nucleus of the team that has
game experience against quality football teams. And that's
important, particularly going
into the season we've got this
year, with the month of
September that we have with
Clemson, Syracuse, Tulane
and Virginia Tech. It's going
to be a difficult start.
Q: You open the season
with another road game
against a tough ACC opponent
in Clemson. How will you
prepare the team for challenge
they will face in that game?
A: I don't think
that the preparation,
is any different
than it was in the
past. We have opened up the
last couple of seasons with
very tough opponents, and our
· kids understand our situation
as being an independent and
having to play these great
teams early, unlike most conference teams. I think they relish the idea of starting the sea. son that way. It seems to .be a
bigger rhoti vational factor for
these kids to get ready and
prepare quicker and focus
more intently during the summer months to get ready for
· the season. I think we're
going to be right where we
need to be. They know that
Clemson is that "hostile
venue" that you go into, but
our guys have done a pretty
good job of doing that in the
past, and I don't see that
changing.
Q: How have the summer
strength and conditioning sessions gone, and who are some
players who have gotten considerably bigger and faster
because of this training?
A: I don't spend a lot of
time back there, but I do talk
with
(Strength
and
Conditioning) Coach (Reese)
Bridgman about people are
giving the great effort and
people that aren't. From the
reports I've got, it's probably
been the best summer as far as
mental focus on what they're
doing in the weight room. I
know I've been through this,
you go in the weight room and
your mind's a long way away
on something else and you
really don't put the effort
forth. They're mental reps as
well as well as physical reps
when you're weight
training, and Reese
indicates to me the
guys seem to be more
0
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New quarterbacks coach, run productivity on coach's mind
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focused on what they're doing
in that weight room than
they've ever been. And he takes
them out and conditions our
guys; our guys have always
been as good a condilioned
football team as there is in the
country, and we're going to
need that.
Q: Once again, you play a
very tough schedule without a
bye week. How will playing 11
straight weeks affect the team?
CFF FILE PHOTO

A: Eventually it's going to
Kruczek has a 20-13 record in three seasons as the Golden Knight.head
bite you. Last year, we were
coach.
very fortunate not to have too
many injuries that were serious
to some critical players. Tyson But what are the chances of that brings tremendous experiHinshaw got hurt, but he was consistently staying healthy ence to the coaching position
, able to play through the pain. year in and year. out? This is here. He's worked with quarterIt's kind of rolling the dice about the third year in a row backs for the last 16 years at
when you line up 11 weeks in a we've gone 11 weeks in a row, two very reputable I-A programs at Wake Forest and Penn
row, particularly with who we so it gets to be a tough thing.
State. Neither of which were
have to lineup with early, that
Q:
You
have
a
new
quarterknown
for their tremendous
you don't get hurt in critical
throwing
ability, although he's
backs
coach
this
year
because
areas. We're critically low at
had
some
great quarterbacks of
the
departure
of
Darin
some positions, and we can ill
Kerry
Collins
(at Penn State),
Hinshaw.
What
does
Dr.
afford to lose a great player
who's
in
the
NFL
now, and he
UCF
proBarressi
bring
to
the
simply because the talent level
gram,
and
how
will
he
be
able
of
guys
at Wake
had
a
number
drops off because of youth in
Forest
that
-were
very
produc.
to
make.
the
transition
to
the
some areas, and that's what
tive throwing the ball. He
scares you about having to play offensive system here?
brings an expertise in recruit11 straight weeks. If you stay
A: Jaime Barressi's a guy ing, which ·is critical for us.
healthy, it's probably a benefit.

He's coached quarterbacks for
16 years, which lends me to
believe he knows what he's
doing. We sat through the interview process and he convinced
me he knows what he's doing it's just a learning process for
him the last eight weeks to try
and pick up this offense. He
seems to have gotten along with
the quarterbacks this summer,
they seem to enjoy him. I don't
know that I'd totally ever give
away the quarterbacks to anybody, I structure the offensive
gameplan, so I'm constantly
with those people, and Coach
Barre~si understands my fit
with the quarterbacks. I think
he's a very welcome addition to
this staff. Everything at this
point seems · to be working out
very well.
1Q: Last ye~r; you set a goal
of improving the running game,
but it was not accomplished.
Does that goal remain the same
for this season with what could
be the most talented group of
running backs evec at UCF?
A: I would love to balance
up our run productivity with
our throwing productivity. The
unfortunate thing is, it doesn 1 t
really make a difference how
talented your running backs

are. Those offensive linemen
have to hat people up and we
have to re-establish the line of
scrimmage on the defensive
side of the football, and I don't
think that we did that very consistently and I don't think that
our running backs ran very hard
last year. We had smallish running backs that didn't break a
lot of tackles, not a lot of YAC
(yards after contact) yardage.
That's something that we're
striving for this year. If we get a
hat on everybody, we should
have four yards a carry. You
shouldn't come down with a
hand, and· that's where Alex
Haynes steps in and becomes a
key player in the game, because
he is a strong kid and he runs
extremely hard and fast. We're
looking for a bruiser up in
there. We haven't had one for
some time, we've had finesse
runners. And there's nothing
wrong with those, it's just that
your running game is going to
suffer to some extent because
of the lack of power. You can't
win the . real close games on a
consistent basis always having
to depend on throwing the ball.
Yes, our objective is to improve
the running game. We'll find
out in the fall -what our best formation is for running the football and try to go from there.

Shooting guard Hill
transferred to Washington
University in St. Louis
FROM PAGE
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guard in order to strengthen a position that gave UCF some
problems last year. Jessica Scala is a junior college transfer from
Palm Beach Community College.
She averaged 14 points, five assists, and four steals a game
last season and was named Honorable Mention All-America.
Scala was first team All-Confe.rence both years at Palm .Beach
CC. Her team was ranked No. 11 in the nation and No. 2 in the
state last season.
"She is going to help us quite a bit," said Striegler. "She did
a great job for her junior college. She played the point and the
two. She can handle the ball very well, distributes the ball very
well. I'm expecting great things out of her. · She's going to give
Yvette (Ash) and Molly (McGrift) a lot of competition."
With a little more experience and hard work in the offseason, Striegler is hoping for the Golden Knights to improve upon
its 10-18 record last season and to become even more competiti ye in the Atlantic Sun Conference.
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Talented group of quarterbacks,
running backs to lead UCF offense
FROM PAGE
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mic probation during the Spring
2000 semester, and was only
allowed to take part in UCF
spring practice on Saturdays.
Still, Kruczek says that Schneider
was extremely sharp in those
practices, even though he couldn't suit up during the week.
"I was astonished that he
could just come out on Saturday's
(and be successful), because he
wasn't allowed to go to meetings," Kruczek said. ''The only
thing he did during the week was
study hall here when we were out
at praotice during the spring. We
put in a lot of new concepts .and
coverage keys and readings that
should make us more efficient,
and he picked up on that on the
·run and did extremely well. I
know that if he did his schoolwork as intently as he .did his
football, then he'd be an "A" student, because he does study the
game. It's important to him. I see
him being dramatically better,
which would be amazing."
At the end of the spring
semester, Schneider was academically disqualified, and was
forced to finish an incomplete
and take summer classes to be
reinstated. He did those things,
and will be eligible for the fall.
"We got a big scare back in
May when he was disqualified,
but he made up an incomplete did very well - got an "A" in the
incomplete, and has shown a dramatic attitude change toward academics, which had to happen,"
Kruczek said. ''He understands
that his success a~etically
depends on his success academically, at least I'm hoping that's
the way it is."
Backing up Schneider will
be fellow sophomore Brian
Miller. Miller has a prototypical
quarterback body (6-foot-5, 225
pounds) and a cannon for an arm,
but has yet to turn his physical
talents into success on the field.
Miller played only one half of
football for UCF last year, as he
spent most of his practice reps
missing open receivers. But
Kruczek says that Miller
improved dramatically during the
spring, and strength and conditioning coach Reese Bridgman
has indicated that Miller was one
of UCF's most dedicated workers
in the summer conditioning program.
Also in the quarterback mix
is redshirt freshman Jon Rivera,
who ran the sco~t team offen~e
last year after being heavily
recruited by the UCF coaching
staff.
"At the quarterback position,
I think we're fine," Kruczek said.
"Ryan Schneider has turned the
comer academically, and Brian
Miller had a lot of reps in the
spring and got better. I think Jon
Rivera's going to be a very, very
quality quarterback, a very competitive kid and I look for great
things from him to compete for

the job once he learns the system."

BACKFIELD
UCF once again has a
crowded backfield, with Terrance
Williams, Alex Haynes and
Corey Baker fighting for playing
time. Golden Knjght running
backs coach Alan Gooch says
having so much talent at the position is both good and bad.
"It's really been kind of a
blessing and a problem for some
time," he said. "We've had some
very talented backs. It helps raise
the level of the backfield because
of the competition between those
guys. They're all players that can
play and deserve time on the
field. It's just difficult when
there's· only one football."
Entering fall camp, Williams
(5-foot-10, 190 poup.ds) was listed as the starter, but Gooch says
that is only because he is the
senior and was the team's starter
in 1999. Williams ran for 369
yards and two touchdowns that
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year.
''Terrance Wtliiams will start
it off because he's a senior and
really was the starter his junior
year and then redshirted last year
because of an ankle injury," said ·
Gooch. "But he hurt himself
again in spring, so he's provenhimself, but has also spent a lot of
time in the training room."
Redshirt freshman Alex
Haynes (5-foot-11, 220 pounds)
is listed as the backup, but he may
end up being too good to keep off
the field. Haynes, like Ryan
Schneider, could only practice on
Saturdays during spring, but
wowed the UCF coaching staff
with his combination of strength
and speed.
"Alex Haynes had a good
spring when he was able to be out
there," Gooch said. ''He is very
physical with the football in his
hands. He's probably the
strongest, fastest combination of
the three, but that doesn't always
mean you're going to be the guy
unless you can pass protect, pick
up the blitz, catch the ball and run
routes, and run the ball as well."
Baker, who probably knows
the UCF offensive system better
than either of his two counterparts, bas been relegated to thirdteam running back after starting
some in 2000. His fall was partly
the result of a poor academic performance, which also forced him
to take summer classes to remain
eligible.
"(Baker) needs to make sure
he stays on track with. everything
off the field," said Gooch. ''That
is the only thing keeping him
from doing everything that I think
he can do. He's got to be as
enthusiastic about everything off
the field as he is on the field."
Gooch has indicated that he
would like to have one running
back will the job outright so that
the need-to platoon more than one
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.Wide receiver position deep but inexperienced
Ward right now are the top three. But once
those other people, the Doug Gabriels and
the Capers and the Huggins's and the
player is averted. The only role-playing he
Gaskins learn the system, they'll fit, and
mentioned was the idea that Baker could bi
they'll fit pretty quick. We use multiple
a tlllrd-down back because of his ability to
receiver
sets and will give these kids plenty
catch passes and make defenders miss.
of
opportunity
to go out and show what they
"We'll try to go with one guy if we can
can
do.
It
all
hinges
on what happens in the
because it's something you'd like to do,"
fall,
but
I'm
really
excited
about going out
Gooch said. "You'd like to get that guy so
there ao.d seeing these guys lay it on the line
that he is getting the reps in practice and he RECEIVERS
The wide receiver position is occupied and play. I look for these guys to step up pretfeels comfortable with what:s going on. It's
more difficult to get in the flow of the game by a ton of talent, but most of it is unproven ty quick."
Despite the lack of experience at the
when you are rotating with other backs. We and inexperienced. The Golden Knights lost
will rotate if we need to, but we'd like for it starters Tyson Hinshaw and Kenny Clark to position, Kruczek is pleased with the depth.
graduation, leaving a group of receivers
"I'm real pleased about our depth at
to be one guy." ·
Regardless of who wins the job, howev- behind who ·have never had to be featured wide receiver," he said. "I see that as a
er, UCF has emphasized the need for a better receivers. Hinshaw, a tremendous possession strength for us."
receiver, and Clark, the team's top deep
At the tight end position, UCF has never
running game.
threat,
combined
for
120
receptions
for
1,563
been
stronger. Junior Mario Jackson is listed
"You just can't win football games
yards
and
17
touchdowns
last
year,
numbers.
as
the
starter, and'will also play some H-Back
unless you can move the ball on the ground,"
that
will
be
hard
to
replace.
as
an
extra
fullback in run situations. Jackson
said Gooch. "As much as we like to throw
Entering
the
fall,
junior
Jimmy
Fryzel
came
on
at
the end of last season, showing
the football, and we're going to throw the
football, you can win some games with the and seniors Thad Ward and Tavirus Davis are great hands and athletic ability making two
forward pass. But everybody knows, until listed as the starters, but in the wide-open diving grabs against Alabama. Backing
you drastically change the rules of the game, UCF passing offense, it is likely that a num- Jackson up is former Crimson Tide player
you have got to be able to establish the run to ber of players will catch passes for the Michel Gaines. Gaines is regarded as one of
win. We've got to work as an offensive line Golden Knights this year. Transfers Doug the highest-profile players to ever sign with
and a backfield and the tight end position to Gabriel (junior college) and Ivery Gaskins UCF, and was forced to sit out last year
(Grambing) offer size and athleticism. Britt because of NCAA rules. After seeing him
make that happen."
After fall two-a-day practices, Haynes · McGriff and Jimmy Johnson bring a tremen- play in spring practices, Kruczek says that
has emerged as the starter and Baker will be dous work ethic. Redshirt freshmen Luther Gaines is the real deal.
"We finally got to take a look at him,
the backup. Williams will also be in the mix, Huggins and Tavaris Capers possess tremendous
speed
and
great
moves.
and
he's
everything we thought he was going
but hip and knee injuries have hampered him
"You've
got
to
go
with
the
guys
who
to
be,"
Kruczek
said. "He just needs a lot of
and caused him to lose his starting job.
have
been
a
part
of
the
program,"
Kruczek
reps.
People
forget
that he hasn't played footWhichever running back is carrying the
ball will have the benefit of following a pure- said. "Jimmy Fryzel, Tavirus Davis and Thad ball since his senior year of high school. So
FROM PAGE
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blocking fullback in junior Sean Gaudion (6foot-2, 240 pounds). Dwight Collins, a converted tailback, was UCF's fullback for the
past two years, but never quite adjusted to his
blocking role. Gaudion relishes it, loving any
opportunity he gets to hit someone. Backing
him up could be incoming recruit Dee Brown
or walk-on Chris Burden.

· ~·~.
PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

Quarterback Ryan Schneider will have a number of different receivers catching his passes
this season.
he's very young in his football career and
learning process, but he's going to be a great
tight end for us."
OFFENSIVE LINE
The key to the success of UCF's passing
and running games is the play of the Golden
Knight offensive line. If that unit doesn't
P3:8S block, then whoever is playing quarterback is destined to end up with a concussion.
And if they don't run block, UCF won't be
able to control the line of scrimmage or the
OFFENSIVE, Page B-16
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Offensive line must replace three starters, junior college transfers key
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win the time of possession battle.
Offensive line coach Robert McFarland
is now in his second season at the school, and
is being challenged right away. UCF lost
three offensive line starters to graduation last
year, including four-year starting center
Chris Lorenti, quick guard John Beauchamp
and quick tackle Kurt Baumann. The Golden
Knights do have an experienced strong side
of the line, however, returning strong guard
Willie Comerford and strong tackle Steve
Edwards, whose combined weight is 670
pounds.
''We lost three starters from this past
season, so we've lost a major part of our
offensive line,'' said McFarland. "Having
Steve and Willie come back is a major plus
for us. They're guys that'll bring in experience, and having been through those wars
and been through the big games for us.
They're going to be on the right side of the
offensive line, so we feel strong over there
with those two guys playing."
To fill the gaping hole at center left by
Lorenti, the Golden Knights signed junior
college transfer Mike Mabry (6-foot-2, 280
pounds), who will compete with redshirt
freshman Travis Muse (6-foot-6, 320
pounds) for the starting job. Though listed as
the starter, Mabry got hurt in fall camp and
the UCF coaching staff was forced to move
Comerford to the starting center position.
Mabry is currently listed as questionable for
the Clemson game.
"Center position, we're kind of wide

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

Backup quarterback Brian Miller made huge strides in the offseason and has been very impressive in fall practices.
·
open," McFarland said. ''We have Travis
Muse, who we signed last year and redshirted, so he's green. And we signed a junior college player, Mike Mabry, who's here working out this summer. Between those guys,
we're hoping to get that center position solidified."
Kruczek said he was impressed at the
improvements made by Muse during spring
practice.
"Having never played the position, I
thought (Muse) did remarkably well considering the responsibilities that the center carries in this system, having to make blocking
calls and get people in position to make the
play successful," he said. "He's still got a
long way to go but I thought he did a fine

job."
On the left side of the line, junior Taylor
Robertson (6-foot-6, 310 pounds) is expected to start at quick guard, and junior Brian
Huff (6-foot-7, 290 pounds) is expected to
start at quick tackle, protecting Ryan
Schneider's blind side. Both players saw
action in all I I games last year, with Huff
getting three starts, one at quick tackle and
two at strong tackle. This year, McFarland
says Huff has been preparing exclusively as
a quick tackle, one of the toughest jobs in
football.
"He's going to be on that left side over
there and protecting the blind side of the
quarterback," McFarland said of Huff. "One
thing we've done is that he's always going tg

be on that side, so he's constantly working
that stance and working that angle and trying
to get used to that side. The one thing Brian
needed to do was get stronger, and I think
that's the one thing he's addressed. It's no
longer going to be a spot relief thing, it's an
I I-game season, and he needs to be there all
1I for us."
Two other junior college transfers will
also fight for time on the left side of the line,
tackle Alex Mendez (6-foot-6, 305 pounds)
and guard Johnovan Morgan (6-foot-4, 272
pounds), who originally played tight end at
Alabama. Morgan made it into camp and is
practicing with the second team, but Mendez
needs one more class to qualify and will
enroll at UCF in January as a blueshirt.
"(Mendez and Morgan are) two excellent football players who we are excited
about getting in here," said McFarland.
"Hopefully everything will continue with
their degree and they'll finish up and be here.
They'd be very valuable to us this system."
Also competing for playing time will be
junior John Wimberly · (6-foot-7, 290
pounds), who is Edwards' backup, and junior
Garrett McCray (6-foot-4, 315 pounds), who
started one game last season and will play
behind Comerford, the team's offensive captain, this year. If Comerford is playing center,
McCray will start in his place.
McFarland says his goal is to challenge
his unit to get bigger, more aggressive and
more physical. All of these- factors should
help improve run blocking, says McFarland,
something that was sorely missed last season.

Become part of a winning tradition,

·J oin UCF Crew
No Experience Needed!!
MEN &WOMEN

1998, 1999, 2000, & 2001

STATE CHAM~IONS

For more information, please come to our 1st meeting:
Wednesday, August 29th
5:00 p.m.
Wayne Densch Sports Center, Room 122
Or Call: Coach ·chris Deatrick at 823-3558

·cdeatric@pegasus.cc. ucf.edu

ROWFORUCF!
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Are You. Dro~ning In Debt?

Recruiting could get
tougher if UCF joins MAC
FROM PAGE

We are a local non-profit agency that can
help you ...
-Stop collection calls
-Avoid bankruptcy
-Lower Interest rates on your debt
-Consolidate your debt into one payment
We offer FREE personalized coµnseling in
person or by telephone.

Consumer Debt Counselors, Inc.
222 ·s. Pennsylvania Avenue, Suite 100
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-'599-0057 or.800-820-9232 ext. 203
Hablamos Espanol
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joining the MAC would be
terrible for recruiting. He
gave the example of a player
he was recruiting asking him
if they were going to join the
· MAC, implying that if that
happened, the player would
stop being interested. For the
past few years, the Golden
Knights
have
attracted
increasingly better players
with the promise of the program's potential and the ability to schedule big-name
opponents. UCF had finally
started to beat Top 25 teams
for players, and has become a
much more talented team
because of its recruiting suc-cesses. Now, UCF coaches
will have to se.ll Florida high
school players _on playing
conference games against
Bowling Green, Buffalo and
Eastern Michigan in coldweather climates on artificial
turf. Artificial turf, by the
way, is a leading cause of leg
injuries among football players - not something that a
player who wants to play in
the NFL would necessarily
want to hear. Arid not too
many Florida boys want to
play in 40-degree weather.
Along with those reasons,
another disadvantage to joining the MAC is it puts UCF
behind rival South Florida ~in
the race to become Florida's
fourth football power. Right
now, UCF has a far superior
team to South Florida, but
South Florida is going to
become
a member of
Conference USA in . 2002, a
conference that has far more
potential than the MAC.
When that happens, UCF and
USF will be competing for
players, and USF will be in
the more attractive conference. Falling behind South
Florida is not something UCF
wants to do.
Unfortunately, this may
be the only option for UCF. It
is becoming increasingly difficult for the Golden Knights
to schedule games with quali-

ty Division I-A opponents
because of the reputation
UCF has for giving good
teams a scare. The upset of
Alabama may have sealed
UCF's fate in that department. In order to stay in
Division I-A, the school has
to play a certain number of
games against Division I-A
opponents each year, something that is becoming
increasingly hard to do without a conference affiliation.
No other conference seems to
be interested in UCF at the
moment, and who knows how
long it could be bef~re another one is. So by default, it
seems that the Golden
Knights must join the MAC.
This could still work out
for the better, and UCF players and coaches will certainly
try to make the best of it. The
ideal situation is for Golden
Knights to duplicate what
Marshall did by joining the
league and then becoming a
power in it. Now, Marshall is
a hot commodity for other
conferences that want to add
another quality team. A few
years down the road, bigger
name conferences like CUSA, the Big East and the
ACC may be looking to
expand, · and dominating the
MAC might be the springboard UCF needs to get its
feet into one of those doors.
For now, however, it seems a
bit hard to swallow that a program with as much potential
as UCF is joining the MAC.
UCF football players and
coaches have worked very
hard · to gain respectability in
the short time the school has
been Division I-A. Getting
Daunte Culpepper was a step
in the right direction. Hiring
Mike Kruczek was a step in
the right direction. Playing
high-profile opponents was a
step in the right direction.
Beating Alabama was a big
step in the right direction.
Joining the MAC is not a
step in the right direction - it
is just a step in the only direction available.
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Intramural Sports is ready to get started with
its most diverse program ever, and the 20012002 brochures and pocket schedules are now
available. These publications can be picked
up at alf of the following locations:

presented by

~

Intramural Sports Office
UCF Swimming Pool
Student Health Center
Multilingual/Multicultural Studies
Student Government Kiosk
Millican Hall (Administration) Information
Education ·Information Center
Apollo Housing Center
Lake Claire Housing Center
UCF Credit Union
Counseling and Testing Center
Student Union Information
Student Government Ticket Center
Loco's (S.U~)
Student Activfties
Student Government
campus Ministries

RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA

407-282-4000
Across from UCF - Open 11am-4am
(11am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

Coed Soccer, A-on-4 Flag Football,
Dodgeball, and 5-on-5 Basketball highlighting the
JEFF DOLNACK
schedule. Intramural Sports also now has a new
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
website, www.imsports.ucf.edu, and all entries can
now be taken online! Simply click on the "Play"
Welcome Back!!! UCF Intramural Sports is button, and then pick the sport of choice. Enter all
set to offer its most diverse program ever for the required information on the online entry form, hit
2001-2002 school year! Over 50 sports will submit, and you're all set! If it is a team sport you
offered, including brand new events such as are signing up for, you would then have to attend
Ultimate Frisbee, the 3-Sport Challenge, Fishing, the Captain's Meeting to select your playing day.
and a Sports Trivia Contest. Old favorites such as And make sure you don't miss out on the early
the Basketball Bonanza and Disc Golf have also entry deadlines for Flag Football and the Golf
returned. And the Summer program has almost Scramble, which are both on August 30th! Let's
' oubled the. amount of events being offered, with t_;ake this the most enjoyable Intramural year ever~

--

<.

Schedule can also be viewed online at the
new home of Intramural Sports:
www.imsports.ucf.edu

Don't miss out on the early entry deadlines.

Fantasy Football - 8 / 29
NFL Pick'em - 8/30
Golf Scramble - 8/30
Flag Football - 8i30
Sign-up for all sports online at
www.imsports.ud.edu, or call the main office
\. at 823-2408 for more information.
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HURRY&SAVE
Your On-Campus Bookstore.has·
the "Lowest Price Guarantee~' on
your textbooks! *

•

•

'I

•

i

•

• Save 25% off the price of new textbooks
when you buy used textbooks.
• One-stop shopping for all your school
supplies.
• Check out our reading book selection.
• Enjoy specialty drinks in the cafe.
• ·Browse our merchandise section for ·
. clothing and gift items.
- *Lowest Price Guarantee·See an associate/or details.
Applies to competitors' in stock book prices.

·ucF
CHECKOUT
KNIGHTWEAR

•

'

INTHE

Bookstore

..

Your 01H_:ampus Store

UCF Bookstore • Alafaya TraJI • Or1ando. Florida • 32816
Phone (407) 823-2665
Fax (407) 823-6282

•

(407) 823-3201

•

•

STUDENT UNION
FOR ALL
YOUR ATHLETIC
APPAREL NEEDS
AND MORE!

_______ ____

....___

_.........

___,

.

~·

. . . -r=;:._. =:::...-==-...:::::::=-==-:::;=-==-=::::,-This certificate good in the following rounties:
Brevard, DeSoto. Hamee. Hernando, Higblan~.
Hillsborougb, Indian River, Manatee, Orange, Osceola,
Pasro. Pinellas, Polk, Sl Lucie, Seminole and the following cities: Busbnell, Clennon~ Deltona, Sarasota

(" I

Excludes alcohol, tobacco, gitt certificates, money orders,
postage stamps or Lottery. Good through September 30,
2001. Limit one certificate per family per omer. Must be .
presented at time of purchase.
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No lie, this is what a female preview
attendee sitting adjacent to me said once the
lights were raised after watching Ghost
World, and for arguments sake let's just say
she was no more than eighteen years old:
"Like, what was up with that? I thought this
was going to be a horror movie, where were
all the dead people?" Oh boy. Now by illustrating this bubbly little morlock's inept
lament about what she had just seen you
could at least fathom the assumption that
Terry Zwigoff's near gem of a movie, Ghost
World, didn't accomplish what it set out to
attain. But then again assumption is the
mother of all screw ups, and anyone else
thinking along those lines would inadvertently fall into the same embarrassing trap as
the little blonde twit did. In living color it
do~s just the contrary. And diabolically,
Ghost World has, in a way, proven a rather
dispirited point while making you laugh like
a Tourette stricken hyena. Underneath all of
it's layers of intellectual brevity, it's just a
coming of age movie a:bout teenagers that
really tries to speak to teenagers that most
teenagers will likely fail to understand while
viewing.
I don't know whether it is the John
Hughes in our blood or the American Pie in
our faces, but wondering why this movie is
too smart for it's own good do~sn't seem so
esoteric. Teenagers still know what's good
for them, d,on't they? Although I wouldn't

bypass that and churn yourself out into the
workforce. In Rebecca's case it's a little
easier; she knows where to start her future,
she's looking for an apartment and she has
a job. In the eyes of most parents she's batting 3 for 3. Enid on the other hand is stuck
in a purgatory state of lameness. Needing
one art credit to officially graduate, Enid
grows more contemptuous over the summer. She is the superego next to Rebecca's
id.
Enid's outlook of disdain goes
unscathed until a prank the girls pull backfires and they end up meeting the loner
Seymour (Steve Buscemi). Seymour is a
nostalgia buff with an inner catechism of
'78 blues vinyl recordings and an innate
contempt for anything modern. The attraction between the two moves further since
they both feel a loss to humanity, and they
share a recognition of the generic environ- .
ment in which they live in. Enid and
Seymour are what they would describe as
just being "here" with no ambition and consumed by loneliness. It is heartwarming to
. see the two open up to one another and
equally as such when Seymour finally finds
the same joy in dating as he does in reruns
of "Laurel and Hardy" episodes. But Enid,
without sharing Rebecca's brighter disposition, fails to really attract her secret crush
(Brad Renfro) by allowing her sardonic

look to the Billboard charts for the answer to
that one, I still want to believe they do.
Pointing out the film's authenticity above
being just another product would be too simple-ostensibly since the majority of movies
dealing with young adults forbid you to
think-and for that matter, that feeling is
resonated as soon the opening credits disappear. Besides, "teenage art movie" sounds so
oxymoronic it is hardly worth mentioning,
but here is proof that it can be done, well
even. It would be a shame for it to be at a
cost of segregating it's primary audience.
The "adults" looking at the film with the perspective of that-should've-been-me-in-highschool are going to get all the laughs. If the
ages can agree with anything found in Ghost
World, they would unify the picture's
Warholian message that in today's culture,
consumerism is revered as more American
than the power of individual thought.
The title does not refer to a tainted orb
comprised of unhappy spirits, but rather how
one aimless, young girl's perception of her
tiny point of reference spawned her own
self-imposed alienation. To Enid (Thora
Birch), the world she sees is not made up of
real people and places but only by apparitions of former selves. Upon high school
graduation, with her best friend, Rebecca
(Scarlett Johansson), the two girls find
themselves at that transitional phase of life-the crossroads of growing up suburbia.
Should you follow the lead into college or

personality to supercede her large heart.
Based on a graphic novel by Daniel
Cloves, who adapted his own work into a
screenplay with Zwigoff, Ghost World is
more than a witty diatribe about how peo.ple can't seem to connect. Those films have
been done before and usually the outcome
is resolved between two individuals.
Zwigoff's take concerns more than five
separate relationships. Hardly sexual, it
centers by losing daily facades and not just
going about life with a face value attitude.
The humor is born out of ironic truth with- ·
out sparing the feelings of people who just
because they analyze something are therefore better; losers and geeks are not shown
as the good guys but as extroverted pseudoBohernian jerkoffs. Just because someone
is smart does not exclude them from being
completely full of sh*t. And with the writing of the film sp sharp about people, interpersonal relationships and failed attempts
in sharing, it also has somet~ing to say to
the society that contains those people (such
as "People still hate each other. Now they
just know how to hide it better"). Zwigoff's
direction (this being his first fiction film)
compliments Cloves's words with ease in
the entire production. They came together
with a fantastic group of actors to ideate a
different ·way we (especially the younger
we), could interpret our daily lives. Let's
just hope the message doesn't fall on too
many pairs of apathetic ears.
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This is a column dedicated to the local music
of Orlando and the surrounding areas. Its purpose is to give you the readers a peek into what
our town has to offer to the music buffet and to
give you a little information on the bands you can
see in our own little comer of the world. Along
with my 'opinion of them I will also try to give a
little information about their sound and their perfonnance so that even if I don't like them, you
might get an idea of whether or not you will.
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I caught these guys at the Kfr Kat Club on
Friday night, and I have to say I definitely liked
what Theard. With.quite a
sizeable. following of
groupies~ they ca0,1e out
rocking and didn't stop
throughout their set. The
bulk of the group was
formed at our very own
house of higher learning
UCF. Three of the guys
lived in the Lake Claire
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COMING SOON - Fall 2001
Kirkman· Commons
Metro West, Orlando

COMING SOON - Fall 2001
1720 W. University Ave.
Gainesville

Tiiuana Flats Owned by a UCF Grad, Run by UCF Students, Enioyed by ALLI
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CbEERS, ~CF

Orlando can seem
like an overwhelming place
for incoming freshmen.
Perhaps the most important
decisions you will make here
is where you will eat. A lot of
the restaurants· on University
Blvd. are the same ones you
know and love back home.
One of everybody's favorites
is Bennigan's, an Irish
bar/restaurant that offers an extensive amount of
fatty foods and appetizers. The selection is good,
and the prices are decent for our college budgets.
Definitely start out with an appetizer;
Bennigan's is known for having the best
appetizers of any restaurant around, with the
exception of the Orlando Alehouse's chicken
nachos. The Southwest Sampler, which sells
for only about eight dollars, includes quesadillas, egg rolls and nachos. This sampler is
so good that it can be eaten as a main course.
Another tasty choice is The Best Sampler,
which includes a collection of crispy cheese
and bacon potato skins, golden fried cheese
and Buffalo Wings. Have a party of three or
more? Order the Get Together Best Sampler, \.
a bigger version of a normal sized Best '
to
Sampler.
t
After an appetizer, you're going to want a
main course·(if you're not already full). I definitely recommend one of Bennigan's sandwiches. Perhaps the most infamous of these
sandwiches is the Monte Cristo, a combination of ham, turkey, Swiss and American ~
cheeses on wheat bread that is battered and J:.i
fried. It's the sandwich that Bennigan's
claims to be the "sandwich all others aspire to •. j
be." When served, it looks more~·: s 1

Another great choice as
far as sandwiches go is the
Bacon and Cheese Chicken
Sandwich. This consists of a
chichn breast topped with
melted cheddar cheese,
bacon, mayonnaise, lettuce,
tomato and red onion. You
can choose either a wheat or
white peppered brioche bun.
Of course all sandwiches are
served with seasoned fries and a pickle spear. Even
with these extras, most of the sandwich platters
sell for fewer than ten dollars. Bennigan 's main
courses aren't as strong as their sandwich
"' selection, but they are still worth checking
out. Try the Classic Seafood Platter. This
includes golden-fried shrimp, a deviled crab
cake, and lightly fried North Atlantic cod
served with jalapeno tartar sauce and cocktail
sauce for dipping. Watching your weight?
Bennigan's offers Health Club selections,
including Stir Fry. A mixture of vegetables
and Asian ~auce, the course only contains 24
grams of fat.
After dinner, there are .a few '~O'Yummy"
desserts to consider. The White Chocolate
Chill Out is your best bet. Bennigan's combines White Chocolate Almond ice cream and
Vanilla Chocolate Chip ice cream with crumbled Oreos and places it on top of an Oreo
cookie crust. The dish is severed with hot
chgcolate sauce for dipping. Now that you're
hungry and you just have to get there,
Bennigan's is located at 11650 University '"!
Blvd. between Applebee's and Paner·a Bread.
You will get your money's worth as far as t
service and food, so it's definitely worth
checking out.

STUbENTS!
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KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER

of fried chicken than a sandwich, especially
because it comes with raspberry dipping sauce. If
you order this, I would advise you to fast the day
before. Even then, you will still have leftovers.
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Now· HIRING!:
Energetic Cooks
and Servers
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•
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Publix Shopping Center
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---- ------NO
COVER
w/ this coupon before 10

Corner of Lockwood~ 419

IMMEDIATE ·IDRING
Apply M-F 2-4 pm
1817 E Broadway St.
Oviedo, FL

407-366-2333
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MATT PHIPPS

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Dressed in what looked like sparkly blue hospital scrubs, he had
the crowd pumped as the opening act for Sugar Ray August 16 at
Hard Rock Live. After 13 years with the Kid Rock camp, Matt
Shafer (better known as Uncle Kracker) has spread his wings to
deliver his blend of Detroit rock/rap. He did not let the crowd forget
wliere he started by dedicating a song to the passing away of Joe C.
With high energy, humor and fancy footwork, Sugar Ray's Mark
McGrath kept the Hard Rock crowd on its toes. As an added surprise, McGrath went up to the balcony and sat on the edge during
''Fly" and even drank a fan's beer.
Part of the stage set included Ray's Bar, where McGrath told of
his girlfriend calling to break up. After declaring that Orlando can
lift his spirits up, Sugar Ray launched into "When it's Over."
Right in the middle of their set of punk, rock, hip hop and reggae tinged tunes, McGrath appeared dressed as a cheesy game show
host and picked two kids out of the audience to partidpate in a "Say
What Karaoke"-like game. McGrath appeare~ impressed with their
renditions of "Rollin'" and "Butterfly."
McGrath and his DJ had the audience laughing at their butt slapping, pelvic thrusting rendition of the· Bloodhound Gang's ''Bad
Touch."
Sugar Ray took it all back to the beginning by performing their
first single, a song only an original fan would remember, the punk
infused "Mean Machine." McGrath jokingly said the song was written about Hard Rock Live.
Having tpned things down and focused more on vocals since
those punk rock days, Sugar Ray also perfonned the hits "Someday"
and "Every Morning."
Bouncing from one end of
the stage to the other, frontman McGrath and the rest of
Sugar Ray proved that they
have exceeded their 15 minutes of fame. They show no
signs of slowing down.

The last days of summer have faded away and a
new year of ~chool begins. Of course every student
has just one thing on his mind: scholastics, scholastics, scholastics. Yeah right! We want to know where
to have fun now that the monotonous days of school
are back. Well, that is where I come in. Here's your
guide for a 3-week preview of music events and
venues around the town.
8/24 Agent Felix, Resident Weirdo and Tune in
Tokyo at Back Booth: $3 for 21
and $5 for 18 to 21 - Local punk
bands play cheap show a block
away from UCF. Can't get
much better than that.
8/26 Jessica Simpson and
Eden's Crush at House of
Blues: $24.50 floor, $26.50 balcony - If you like these bands
then go! HOB is a good venue
and my advice to you is that if
you' re claustrophobic, pay the
extra two bucks for the balcony. It will be packed on
the floor.
8/29 Precious and Pilots vs. Areopl~es at House
of Blues: $3 - Local indie rock
8/30 Counting Crows at House of Blues: $29.50
floor, $32.50 balcony - If you're thinking of seeing
this show theri my advice would be to run to the UCF
ticket master booth in the Union and _slap down the
cash. This show will be sold out fast.
8/31 Saves the Day, No Motiv, Dashboard
Confessional, Hey Mercedes at House of Blues:
$12.50, 8 p.m.
9/01 1st Annual Reggae Music Festival at Hard
Rock Live featuring Yellowman, Peter Metfo, Cupid,

Viper, Buju Banton and 'more: I saw Yellowman and
Peter .Metro last year at the Bob Marley Reggae festival they were great. If you like Reggae then I would
have to say that this show would be a good one to see.
916 Strike Anywhere, Fair Weather and New
Mexican Disaster Squad at Sapphire: $5 - Cheap
punk at a great club, 6 p.m.
917 The Crystal Method at House of Blues:
$27.50 floor $30.50 balcony, 8:30 p.m . .
917 98 Degrees at Sea World:
$31.75 - No comment.
9/8 Cowboy Junkies and Over the
Rhine at House of Blues: $17.50 ·
floor, $19.50 balcony, 9 p.m.
9/10 Hot Water Music, Mike
Park, The Eyeliners and more
"Plea for Peace Tour" at
Sapphire~ $15 - This should be a
great show. Good bands and a
great cause, 7 p.m.
If you read the list and thought
to yourself, ".What a rip! There isn't crap to do in this
town!" I have one thing to add: this is just a preview.
Not everything in Orlando would fit on this list so
here is a broad overview of some clubs that have
things happening every night:
For break beats, house, Latin and dance, try Tabu,
Cairo, Roxy, Icon, Club Alpha, The Blue Room or
The Groove.
For industrial gothic check .\:mt The Ha~en or
Barbarella.
For retro '80s, new wave and progressive go to
Sunday nights at Cairo for "Alternation."
For spoken word/op~n mike poetry try Borders
and Stone Soup Collection.
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THAT'S A GREAT IDEA ,

Shop us ontine atwww.LNT.com
or calf 1-800-568-8765 for the store nearest you.
300 STORES IN THE U.S.A. AND CANADA.
OUR GUARANTEE: If you find a lower price on the same.
item anywhere •.. EVEN ON SALE, we II match 1t. .
We \VJ
.. e t g • orof?.~titor's coupo!l on comparable items.

OVER
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All American Sauerkraut Yellow or Spicy Mustard
ViennaDttf

Dog $2.09 • Basket $3.49

Popeye Chopped Fresh Spinach Sauted In Garlic & Oil

\.

letl•1t11tl!1tt1J)I

Dog $239 • Basket $3.79

HOT.DOGS

Dog $2.29 •Basket $3.69

y

0

Atomic ·. Jolapeno Peppers, Salsa &Monterey Cheese
Pizza Red Sauce & Melted Mozzarella Cheese
Dog $219 •Basket $3.59

Taco Lettuce, Tomato & Sour Cream
Dog $209 •Basket $3.49

Sargent Slaw Cole Slow, Mustard & Relish
Dog $2.09 •Basket $3.49

Wisconson Swiss, American or Munster Cheese

V.1enno.Beef

Dog $219 •Basket $3.59

Greek Greek Olives, Feta Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Oil & Vin gar

Hours

Dog $2.19 • Basket $3.59

Mon - Thurs 11 am to 8pm
Fri & Sat llam to 9pm
Sunday 11 am to Spm

Dog $259 ·Basket $3.99

Ruben Sauerkraut; Swiss & Thousand Island Dressing

Godfather Roasted Peppers, Mozzarella Cheese, Tomato & Onions
Dog $229 •Basket $3.69

New York

Our Special Onion Topping &Spicy Mustard

Dog $209 •Basket $3.49

Italian Stallion Provolone, Sundried Tomato In Garlic & Oil
Dog $2.49 •Basket $3.99

Fax Orders 407.281.9905* Phone 407.2819971
www.allamericanhotdogs.com
Visit our website for money ·saving coupons!

FREE Delivery $10 aiiaum enlerwllllln 5mh radius

Chile Hot Chile with Melted Monterey Jock Cheese
Dog $2.29 •Basket $1.69

B.B.Q. 8.8. Q. Sauce, Grilled Onions & Melted Cheese
Dog $2.09 •Basket $3.49

Chihuahua Row Onion, Spicy Mustard·& Pepper Cheese
Dog $2.09 •Basket $3.49

Served with Fries, Pickle Slice & Choice of Side:
811 B;aSketS
u
Coles/ow, Macaroni Salad, Potato Salad, or Baked Beans

««
Chicago Mustard, Relish, Onion, Tomato, Pickle & Sport Peppers
Dog $229 • Basket $J.5~

Polish Sausage Yellow Mustard, Sliced Pickles, & Grilled Onions
Dog $249 • Basket $J.89

Kernel The Kids Favorite -A Corn Dog On A Stick

Pizza

Soups

Personal Pan Pie 7 "
Cheese .•...•................ $2.99
Pepperoni •..........•..••. $3.25

Soup of the Day
Broccoli &Cheddar
Chili Without Beans
Cup S1.79

Dog $1.99 •Basket $J.J9

Bowl S2.69

Bagel Our Best Dog Baked In A Real Bagel
Dog $299 • Basket $439

Porky Bacon, Cheese &Onions Raw or Grilled

Kids Meal

Dog $239 •Basket $3.59

-

Plain Hot Dog Just a hot dog, a plain 'o/e hot dog

- Italian Beef Sandwich

Two 3" Mini Hot Dogs

Dog $1.99 •Bosket $3.49

Bow Wow Dog Italian Beef with Melted Mozzarella Cheese
Dog $269 •Basket $4.09

or a CornDog with ·French Fries,
Italian Ice &Toy

Served With Hot Gravy &
Grilled Onions & Peppers
$3.99 or in a basket for $5.49

$2.49

B.l.T Dog Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato
Dog $2:S9 •Bosket $3.$9
1)

Fir~ Dog
Dog $249 ·Basket SJ.s9

Spicy Polish Sausage with Yellow Mustard,
Grilled Onions &Pickles

'We Also ca'1:.feedless Buns

0

·Gyro's Served with Lettuce, Tomato,

s2.s9 ·Basket SJ.99

Onion and White S ce

... ---·-- Tossed Salad ............................................... $2.29

Greek Salad ................................................ $2.99
Caeser Salad ......;....................................... $2.99

Side Orders
Super Soft Hot Pretzels .............«••••••••••••••• $1.49

French Fries ................................................ $1.49
Cheese '' Z'' French Fries ....................... $1.99
Chili Cheese French Fries ......................... $2.89
Beer Batter Onion Rings ··················'"*······ $1.49
Cheddar Munchers ................................... S1.49 , L
Potato Salad ............................................... $0.69 X
Macaroni Salad .......................................... $0.69
Coleslaw ...................................................... $0.69'
Baked Beans .....................•........................ $.069- Potato Chips .............-.................................. $0.69
Nacho's ..... ~ ................................................. ·$1.49
Nacho's w/Melted Che~e ........................$1.99
Chili Nacho's w/Melted Cheese ...........•.. $2.79
Beef Tamale ................•.....................•......... S1.00
WE FRY IN 1000/o PEANUT OIL

*
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The computer/video game industry is just like
entertainment business. Most of
any other sort
the time, companies create games that utilize many
of the ideas that made past titles successful. This is
no( to say that the games created by these companies are bad, but rather that they lack in.Qriginality.
Every once and awhile, however, then~. is a game
that breaks thfQugh these concepts, being both original and incre~ibly fun at the same time. Max
Payne, the new third-person shooter created by the
company Remedy, is just such a'game. The question
may be asked, what exactly drives Max ,Payne up to
such a high status? The answer is a combination of
unique game. play mechanics, immer.sive story,-..
great control and detailed graphics and sound.
To start things off, the story of Max Payue is one
of the darkest and grittiest to ever coibe out of tJ:i~
computer game indust+Y· Tbe closest 1t-0niparis'ol ,
would be to a film such. as Memento, althOugh Max
Payne is stylistically more polished at time~. The
main char~cter~ M~x Payne, is a ~urn~ out cof
whose fanuly was.killed by drug addicts three years
ago. Now he is working undercover, qeepiy
immersed in a mafia ·ring. However, things gd
wrong and after the death oLhis partner. Ma~· goes
on a three-day tour of revenge ~against the c!ty~s
organized crime. .In qther words, the plot ·of Max
J;>ayne is one of revenge, wit~ the player controlling ·

of

back

·

Payne as he ices one scumbag and goes on to the
next. Eventually, the plot thickens and things
become more than they seem, but it never becomes
corny or laughable. The character of Max Payne is
one of the most detailed ill the history of games, so
much so th~t after playing for a while the game
becomes more like an interactive movie. The player
becoming Max Payne.
The classic elements of film-noir and detective
fiction are all present as well. During the course of
the game Max Payne will deliver a monologue
t~Iljng tbe player his thoughts, not,unlike old detective films such as The Maltese Falcon. Also, adding
to the gritty $tyle, a. large majority of the story is
told through box:ed sti1ls, reminiscent of comic
books. If one.has ever ready Spawn or the Batman:

Dark Knight series they will instantly recognize the
style used.
As far as graphics and sound are concerned, they
are definitely on par with the story of Max Payne.
All the backgrounds look murky and dark, much
like you would expect them to be in a comic book.
The character animation is almost too good to be
true. The character Max Payne in particular is beautifully rendered, with fluid movement to boot.
Sound-wise, everything is crisp and clear; from the
explosions to the voice acting ~here is nothing to
complain about.
The game play of Max Payne; more than anything else, is what sets it apart from the rest of the
pack. The control is set up very similar to games
such as Quake and Doom, with the mouse control-

30%

to

school

off list price

year round
student & instructor
discount·
l.D. required ·some exceptions apply

Zipper Portfolio
23"X31"X1"

List $43.00

sa1e

.s19ss

Art Box
List s12.oo

Sale

$749

Prismacolor Marker sets
sets
List
12 Colors
24 Colors
48 Colo.rs

$40.19
79.99
160.99

Prismacolor ·Pencil sets
Sets
List
12 colors

$13.79
27.49
54.79

24 Colors
48 Colors

Sale Price
$24.49
47.99 100.00

sale Price

•Artist's Materials
•Paints
•Brushes
•Pencils
• Drafting supplies
•Board

•canvas
• Decorative Paper
• Foamboard
•Art Papers
• Portfolios
•Markers

$9.80
19.50
39.00
Seminole.

Arches cover
22"

x 30"

Buff or White
List $4.20
Black
List $5.59

Sale

s1ss

Newsprint Pads
Size

List

18" x 24"
24" x 36"

$7.95
14.85

Sale Price
$4.49
8.49

Logan Mat cutters
Model
#301
#3015

List
$109.95
134.95

"Ask us for a FREE Flax #1 knife with
a purchase of $30 or more"
Special prices cannot be combined with 30% student Discount.
No Rainchecks. sare ends September 30, 2001

Sale Price
$68.99
98.99

""'Valencia
•

-

Wesl

SAMFI.A:X

ART & DESIGN SUPPLIES • PICTURE FRAMING
UNIQUE GIFTS • DECORATIVE PAPERS

1401 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE (ONE BLOCK EAST OF MILLS>• 407-898-9785 •OPEN 7 DAYS
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'ling th~ aiming while the keyboard controls movie or The Matrix will probaSly know
most of the functions. Therefore, the play- about bullet time. In those films, the action
er has to use both to play the g~.me effec- goes into slow motion during the fights as
tively. Instead
the hero/heroine dodges. bullets left and
of being firstright. In Max Payne such an option
person
like
exists, as well. On the bottom of the
. the previously
screen while playing there is an hourmentioned
gla~s present. Activating Bullet Time
games, Max.
will cause everything to go in slow
Payne
is
motion except for Max'Pay11e, allowing
third-person,
the player to dOdge enemy bullets
meaning you
while shooting at them in real time.
view Payne
After the hourglass has depleted Max
from behind
comes out of Bullet Time (or until you
instead
of
turn it off). There is also an option
"through his
called Shoot Dodging, where the player can use a little bit of Bullet Time for
eyes."
Anyone who
a roll or lunge to get the drop on one or
has ever played Tomb Raider will be famil- two guys. A small sacrifice since killing
iar with this, since Eidos practically invent- enemies is the way you gain more Bullet
ed the style. Typically with third ;person, Time.
the camera angles are terrible, making it
Not~ing in this world is perfect and
hard for the player to tell where they are or likewise Max Payt,le is nota flawless game.
e'is wa.y"to6
more importantly1 whatis shooting at them. ;• One tl),i.aor g;ripe is. ~<J;tth
None of these problems am present in Max sho'.rt. · f'gr die-hatd player$ Jt will take
Payn¢, 'for it seems Remedy recognized the aboUt'l 5 hpurs to finish (which isn't long).
flaws beforehand and polished the game as Also~ 't here is very little r~play value since
much as they could.
there is h6 tnultiplayer mode. Then again,
As far as enemy A.1.~ th~y are surpris- eigb~ e~lv gQing at jt 'in &.fuw motion
ingly intelligent. he way the,, game wo:rks
, almosthnpossil>futy as far as
is thatJhe better the p1ayer1s doiqg, tl\e
b.ttcenJ;e<:l.1'';;
of .hard·
smarter lPd hard,er ..the enemies boo~me.
ly'' other glip~
ti1H~tder to
Vice versa if the player is doing poorly; At .n:m,J >t:rwe&ol'JJ,e ga111.e, '9'o'Q: need a pretty
their most intelli,gent; enemies will try to high...e,~d system.. we~re talking about a 32
flank you, th.row grenades and even run for
video card and a fast processor, too,
cover. Considering this, the game would
E>espite these smaU technicalities, Max
becowe almost impossible if it wasn't for '['ay:tie is not to be Jb.i.sseo~ .If your system
one extremely innovative game play ·~.~~ ~u~ ~t~t~en defini~~ly (>911side~",the purmecbanjc, Bullet Time.
cfiasel· ~pu will npt be dj~1ll?pomted.
,
Anyone who has seen a. John Woo
·
··
id t~~"
~
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.Local
Talents Have
Split CD
MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

Around December of last year I went and saw a concert at D.I.Y
(when D.I.Y was still around). I walked up to the door and paid my
three dollars to get in. As I waited for my change I saw the first band
tuning up and getting ready to play. The name of the band was Polly
Esther, a local pop punk band. ·I would have to say that was one of the
best local shows I've seen in Orlando (right up there with Hollywood
Beach Brian). They played a great set and afterwards I bought the two
EP's that they had for sale as quickly as possible.
Polly Esther's newest CD, Wish You Were Here (off of Missing
Words Records) is split with another band by the name of Standstill who
are from Gainesville. The CD starts out with Polly Esther playing the
first five songs. In my honest opinion I like all five, but if I had to
choose favorites they would
have to be the tracks "Ballad" pt1Jly~r·l struidsritt
and "Hester Prynne." The dis·.
~
tinct sound of this local pop
punk band will have you hooked
just like that first concert that I
saw. The latter half of the CD
contains Standstill's five ~acks.
Favorites from them would have
to be "Pistols at D~wn" and
"The Long Way Home."
Where can you get this fine
~lt~Pll~hrni...
CD? Check out Polly Esther's
website at www.pollyesthermusic.com Go to the link "merch," and order yourself a copy. You'll be
glad .you did. Also, check the link "live," and go see them live. The
shows are cheap, you're supporting local talent and you'll see a great
show. So, if you want to hear some true talent from Florida this is definitely the CD to buy.

Top SMyths about
Knightfs Krossing & ~hC'~·Cou:t
40·7.380.5807

W: 40Z38'4i6800

Myth
1 No consuming alcoholic
beverages on property

@

'

Fact
, . You nNd to b• 21 yeors old to

drink alcohol anywh•,.,~ wh•t'-r it's
on property or at Church Str.et
.2 You decid• when you want to go

3 Knight s Krossing & Knight's
Co·urt are "bunking up beds"
1

4 You must be a good student
to live here

home.
3 You decide if you share your

be~

4 You must be a student to 'live here
SRA's will be in your face
ancl all ov•r your p•rsonal
space

C~ec~ us out online!!

S. Our RA's are the.-. fOr

you decide

you when

(

I

High prices. Long lines.
Sound familiar?
ecampus.com knows you're broke and
. strapped for time. That's why we make
shopping for textbooks and stuff as easy,
fast, and cheap ~s possible. You'll find what
you need and you'll get it up to 50% OFF.
Plus, you'll experience convenient online
shopping 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. N~
lines. No waiting.
Want more cash back? Sell your books to ecampus.com
and watch for the check in the mail. We'll give you 50% back on
the new book price for the Top 50 buyback books. That's half back!
You don't need basic college mathematics to know that's
a lot of cash.

SHOPPING FOR TEXTBOOKS
SHOULDN'T B.E ASORE SUBJECT.
Shop online at www.ecampus.com or call toll free 1.877.ecampus.
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COUPON

Save money on booKs
Book Finder
~ Find the LOWEST PRICES on new &used books!

Search 35+ stores.
~

II

Check out its unbiased reviews &coupons.
~

Compare prices b.efore you buy!

Image: "In a warm, sunny sea, a pod of playful
dolphins" .
Message: Connecting to spirit.
Emotional wisdom, psychic impressions and a
sharp rise in creativity can be expected early this
week, Aries: remain open to flashes of insight or
sudden intuitions. Some Aries natives may also
encounter a strong desire to begin new educational projects, life goals or spiritual research.
After Wednesday watch for intriguing discussions with friends or co-workers. Workplace politics, romantic misunderstandings or the motivations of mutual friends may be on the agenda.

Taurus (April 21-May 20)
Image: "At the eye of a storm, small droplets of
water"
Message: Tempered wisdom.
Early Tuesday, Taurus, a close friend may ask
for your assistance planning a social event or
group gathering. All this looks pleasing, Taurus,
but may also be confusing and mildly irritating.
Avoid acting as social instigator this week, if at
all possible: planetary alignments suggest that
one-to-one relationships will bring greater
rewards. Respond openly to new invitations but
don't be drained by group dynamics .. A subtly
demanding week, Taurus: don't probe for final
answers.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image: "After 5 cups of coffee, an all-night janitor dances a jig"
Message: Alert awareness.

@

www.campusi.com

New inroads to career advancement may arrive
early this week, Gem: watch for unusual proposals or revised information frbm authority figures.
Over the next 12 days business partners, bosses
and mentors will ask for added information in
order to evaluate your potential. Comply quickly
and allow others to appreciate your talents. After
Thursday watch for a refreshing phase of romantic interest and social belonging. Enjoy yourself,
Gem, stress has been high.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Image: "In a crowded court room, a young
lawyer making notes"
Message: Exploring the truth.

F EE* DE IVERY

TAKE-OUT

( 407) 482-1900
12090 COLLEGIATE WAY
COLLEG ATE SQUARE BEHIND APPLEBEE'S

15 FLAVORS OF JUMBO WINGS
CHICKEN FINGERS
APPETIZERS

SANDWICHES
SALADS
DESSERTS

Deep thoughts and important romantic discussions will have a strong appeal early this week,
Cancer. Beginning early Tuesday, and lasting
over the next 3 days, watch for a unique window
of opportunity to sort out misunderstandings and
re-establish feelings of love, respect and shared
honesty. Don't shy away from difficult questions,
Cancer, and others will respond \vith respect or
encouragement. After Friday concentrate on
practical duties: minor errors will not go unnoticed.

Leo (July 23-August 22)
Image: "A tiny mouse darting across an open
field"
Message: Courage revealed.
This week. Leo. your business expertise may be
put to the test. Watch for ne\v snags in work projects or sudden miscalculations. Authority figures may be now evaluating your potential or

reviewing your progress: tay alert to ubtle
changes or communication . After Tuesday a
new friendship may become suddenly demanding or overly complex. Avoid dividing your loyalties or entering into unproductive gossip, Leo:
outside influences and social politics will be
strongly felt.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)
Image: "A large crowd, a nervous politician and
a throng of frantic reporters"
Message: Testing your skills.
A new partnership, educational program or
financial proposal may arrive early this week,
Virgo. Over the next 9 days many Virgos will
discuss valuable income sources or new life
directions with loved ones. Realize, however,
that promising ideas will take time to be established: stay focused and perform added research.
After mid-week focus on inner thoughts and
social insights to improve your judgement:
friendships or family relations may need attention.

Libra (September 23-0ctober 23)
Image: "At the center of moon, shifting slabs of
rock"
Message: Reacting to pressure.
Working environments may now be mildly
stressful or riddled with miscommunications.
Wait out the complications and ask others for
more clarity, Libra: tempers may be high. After
mid-week business confusion and wrongful
financial information will slowly fade. Remain
cautious, however, and expect ongoing tensions
over the next few days. Thursday through
Sunday watch also for minor digestive ailments
or skin irritations. Inner stress is changing,
Libra: be patient.

Scorpio (October 24-November 22)
Image: "In Oz, Dorothy's hot air balloon slowly
lifting off the ground"
Message: Goi11g back.
Early this week a potential lover or close friend
may reveal a previously hidden attraction or
offer an unusual romantic proposal. Emotions
are extremely unstable at the moment, Scorp,
before Thursday watch for dramatic statements
from ]overs or friends. Be diplomatic: others
may be vulnerable to your actions and reactions.
Late Saturday past memories will also be vivid:
expect old ideas, lovers or emotional debts to
now return. A demanding few days, Scorp: stay
balanced.

Sagittarius (November 23-December 20)
Image: "Behind a plow, churning dark rows of
soil"
Message: Breaking new ground.
Parent/child relations or delicate home discussions may captivate much attention this week,
Sage. Before Friday a clear statement of intentions may be necessary. Some Saginarians may
also be required to explain the emotional rules of
an intense relationship. Remain balanced and as
detached as possible: progress will be slow.
After Saturday rest and discuss long-term career
or financial plans with trusted friends. ew
ideas will be helpfuL Sage: stay receptive.

HOROSCOPES, Page C-14
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Pushing through a sea of
Stetson (both the rodeo cologne
and the many ten-gallon brims
perched just above my epic
5'9") I managed to make my
way towards the ring. Stuck in a
biz~o world mosh pit with
pointed sh*tkickers all moving
in a line, I finally got a glimpse
of the squared circle in time for
the "quadruple snatch match."
Imagine four woman throwing
gloved punches, padded head-

be honest, I would be lying if I were to try call what took place lems with them in theory, and I am sure many people are perfectly
between those ropes boxing, but it was really, really funny. Round happy to go to them and have fun when they do; it generally isn't my
after round of drunken locals pummeling each other using anything type of place. But the fight nights have changed my opinion on the
they could to beat their opponent into unconsciousness and failing . matter (although, to be fair, I would frequent any place that gave me
miserably with their overstuffed "safety first" gloves. There were a few beer and bloodshed for mere pennies). Another plus was that inexceptions where one of the fighters would really knock the puss out between the fights and the electric slide there was a pretty good rotaof his ringmate and those were a good change from the Special tion of songs that someone without chaps on could enjoy and even
Olympics matches that came before. As good as they were though, a dance to. There is plenty of room on the dance floor when these beats
are pumping so knock yourself out. Cowboys is located on classy
real boxer was few and far between.
As if that weren't good enough, the ring girls were imported from Orange Blossom Trail just south of the 408. The cover is only $5 for
Fairvilla as a living sponsor billboard. An added bonus was that the 21 and up and $7 for those over 18. If you go on fight night, you will
ring attire was actual merchandise from the sex shop. Now, I must reit- undoubtedly see me in the front row, but only on fight nights.
erate that I have never been a fan of the country bar. I have no prob-
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Breakfast, LUi,Ch and Dinner Served Around the (/otk
FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WRITER

butts and mouth guard thwarted
bites at each other with raging
gynopathic fury all to the sweet
lullaby of "free beers till midnight" echoing in the background, this was Saturday night
fights at Cowboys!
Three Saturdays out of the
month the country bar Cowboys
teams up with WJRR's Crash,
Fairvilla
Me gas tore
and
Budweiser to bring the people
of Orlando an incredible combination: beer, women and boxing. When it was suggested to
me that our weekend excitement would consist of going to
a country bar, my initial
response was to start my search
for some new friends to go out
with but my fears were somewhat allayed with the mentiqn
of free beer. I was further
enticed (and dare I say
intrigued) by the prospect of the
amateur boxing bouts that were
going to be put on.
What I got was well beyond
my expectations. Free Bud and
Bud Light long necks from 10
p.m. to midnight for starters,
and it only got better from
there. After I had put a nice
glaze over my consciousness,
the club began prepping the ring
for the fights and the first paif
of crimson-necked bruisers
stepped onto the mat. To call it
boxing would be to. . . Well, to

~__,.,...U_n-iv-e-rsity
1228~ E. Colonial Drive (1 /2 mile E. of Alafaya)

Voted "Best 3AM Omelette!"
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Today was stressful, you just failed the third Organic
Chemistry test in a row, it is hotter outside than Kirsten
Dunst in a Catholic schoolgirl outfit and to top it all
off. .. they gave James Belushi his own sitcom. Talcing all
this
into
considerati on,
one
can easily
see
why
people
burnout and
breakdown
every day.
Students do
not
have
many means
DAVID TAYLOR
to get out
STAFF WRITER
the frustrations caused
by the problems of everyday life. This leads to even worse
grades, a terrible social life and the aching in your stomach
that only goes away with "the pink stuff." Sure there are
sports, but if one is a couch potato, athletics cause even
more stress. With the logical alternative eliminated, what can one use
to overcome this stress? The
answer is simple: video games.
While some more conservative
elements in today's society claim
video games cause violence, on the
flip side of the coin, it can also be
argued that it deters it. Games give
people a "safe outlet," enabling
them to remove their frustrations of
the day. With this in mind, one·can
easily see the validity of playing
games not only for fun, but also as
form of therapy. Here is a list of
stress-relieving, quality games to
look into purchasing. However, it
must be noted that most of these

games are fairly violent, which ironically enough, provide
the best therapeutic experience.
1) Doom - According to Ford, the best never rest, and
indeed this statement rings true when
applied to Doom. This game
ushered in the genre of firstperson shooters and is still
one of the most fun to play.
Sure the graphics are dated,
but hey so is Sean Connery,
and he is The Man. Doom
provided an outlet for people all through the '90s and
is still worth a try today:
That's right, the concept of
killing demons from Hell
never gets old and considering that is what the game is
based around, it is a wonder
why it didn't get more support from reli- ·
gious groups. The third game in the series is
coming sometime in 2002.
2) Tetris - For those out there who can't
stand the sight of pixilated blood, Tetris is a
good alternative. Along
with nuclear weapons,
Tetris was one of the largest products
to come out of Russia during the late
'80s. The popularity of stacking
blocks appealed to game players
around the. globe and now different
versions of Tetris come out daily for
home video game systems. Look for a
Gamecube and Game Boy Advance
version in the next couple months.
3) Serious Sam- Doom with a pulse
is the best way to describe Serious
Sam. This game would make the NRA
proud with its selection of weapons,
the mini-gun being a personal favorite.

The
Compu•erized
s•ressRelieYer

Not much in the way of plot corning from this game, but
then again when it comes to a stress-relieving experience,
most people aren't looking for the video game equivalent
of L.A. Confidential.
Adding to the overall
flavor are .great graphics and huge monsters
to kill. An interesting
side note, this game
was developed by a
company
called
Crotea;n,
out
of
Croatia. This game
retails at around $20,
making it a fairly inexpensive purchase.
4) Super Bomberman
Heading up the
Most Overlooked category
is
Super
Bombehnan , hands
down the best party
game ... ever!
The
premise is fairly simple, blow up you opponents with bombs, and
the last one alive gets
to gloat to their friends. This game is most fun with 3 to 4
people playing, meaning that the game is home console
material. There have been different versions on different
systems over the years, the best being Super Bomberman
2 on Super Nintendo. However, 13omberman 64 and th_e
Saturn version also have their moments. An online version
is coming out for the Dreamcast in November.
5) Bubble Bobble - Those fortunate enough to have
played this on the original Nintendo know the timeless
gem that is Bubble Bobble. The premise is simple; control
a little bubble-blowing dragon around a series of stages,
destroying enemies with ... bubbles. That's right, the bad
guys get trapped in bubbles and you pop them, sending
their corpses into oblivion. That's gameplay for you!

II.

•

®

Blackstone LSAT Prep, Inc.
·lf.rovidmg Excrusive LSA. Expertise for Over 25 Years·

Offers you a FREE

. Intro Class and Practice Exam

UCF Student Union Building
We uncondit10nally guarantee that
if you do not achieve
your desired score on
your first try we will work
with you until you do!
Comphrehensive 10-Session Program
• Over 1,000 pages of Materials
• Unlimited Repeat Class Instruction
•Complete One-Time Fee is $675

1·800·881·LIAT
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~ieha~I ~rrad's N~

Chroniel~s

Book
1980s lndi~ Roek

CHUCK KLOSTERMAN

TMS
As a rule, people who
like rock music the most
tend to adore bands that

one else has.
That sentiment became particularly true during
the 1980s. Although Reagan-era cultllre is mostly
remembered for its most commercial musical genres
(New Wave, hair metal and hip-hop), the post-punk,
pre-Grunge years between '81 and '91 also spawned
what has become commonly known as indie rock:
regional bands that released underproduced records
on independent labels for almost no money.
Thirteen of these bands are profiled in Michael
Azerrad's new book, Our Band Could Be Your Life
(Little Brown, $25.95), a fascinating--although sporadically frustrating--chronicle_of the 1980s pop
underground.
_
Azerrad (whose 1993 Nirvana biography Come as
You Are stands as the definitive portrait of Kurt
Cobain) begins with seminal forces in the hard-core
scene (Black Flag, Minor Threat) before meandering
through the New York art movement (Sonic Youth),
the mid-'80s Minneapolis scene (the Replacements,
Husker Du) and the pre- "Nevermind" Pacific
Northwest (Mudhoney, Beat Happening). As is his
style, Azerrad exhaustively researches all of his subjects and talks to virtually everyone involved; Paul
Westerberg and Calvin Johnson are the only major

CAMPUS

player_s from the '80s underground who declined to
be interviewed for Our Band Could Be Your Life.
What might be most interesting about Our Band is
how it illustrates the way mainstream acceptance of
new ideas inevitably begins with experimental artists
doomed to achieve no fame whatsoever. Musical
approaches that have become common--such as
melody colliding with distortion and industrial rock
with menacing intentions--were refined by bands like
Mission of Burma and Big Black, groups that had
never really been written about before Our Band.
"The history of music is marked by an increasing
tolerance for dissonance," Azerrad said in a recent
phone interview from New York. "Beethoven was
considered heretical in his day, mostly because he
had so many chords that were perceived as dissonant.
Early rock 'n roll was thought to be utter noise; Little
Richard was thought to be a cacophony. So in that
sense, a band like Mission of Burma was way ahead
of its time ...
"It's just criminal that these bands have been
ignored. There is an entire generation of kids who
know that Steve Albini is supposed to be cool, but
they have no idea why. (Albini's band) Big Black is
the reason."
Because Our Band illustrates that kind of contemporary pop history, it's an essential read for anyone
intrigued by the motivations that drive earnest rock
music. Particularly with groups like the Minutemen
and Minor Threat, Azerrad's book almost feels like a
philosophy text (at one point, he suggests that Henry
David Thoreau would have made a good manager for

CHEAP GUYS
COMPUTERS

Fugazi).
However, that's also what makes Our Band a little
off-putting: The more you learn about these artists,
the less likable they become. Particularly when reading about Black Flag's Henry Rollins, Ian MacKaye
of Minor Threat and Fugazi, or pretty much any
member of Sonic Youth, it's impossible not to detect
a sense of elitism and the underlying suggestion that
what they were doing was ridiculously important.
I brought up that argument several times with
Azerrad during our interview, and--predictably--he
disagreed. Part of our disagreement is we see rock 'n
roll in completely different ways. However, it might
also be a product of how Azerrad reads the aesthetic
message of a band like Fugazi.
"You aren't going to catch any of those bands badmouthing Aerosmith or Genesis (for being popular),"
Azerrad said. "Ian MacKaye never said 'This is how
you have to live your life.' That's just how he did
things. If I may play devil's advocate, any perception
of elitism might just be feelings of insecurity by the
people who are perceiving it. These bands were just
doing the things that they believed to be right."
Well, perhaps. But I got the impression that
MacKaye was doing what he thought was right
because he somehow believed that everyone else was
wrong, a close-minded perspective that contradicts
the whole premise of punk rock. But my dispute with
Azerrad on this issue is part of what's great about
Our Band Could Be Your Life: At long last, the rest
of the world can discover these bands and decide for
themselves.

LONGWOOD HWY 17-92 & HWY 434
407-379-0080
MON-SAT 10AM-9PM
WEST ORLANDO NORTH LANE & PINE HILLS RD SUN 11 AM - 6 PM
407-299-9943
1-Sn-99-CHEAP
SOUTH ORLANDO JOHN YOUNG & AMERICANA AMO~
-""-407-447-1429

.

ALL AD SPECIALS EXPIRE 07/28/01

Ill

"THE MONGOOSE 950"

~-

POWERFUL AMO ATHLON THUNDERBIRD 950 MEGAHERTZ CPU, 128
MB PC133 SDRAM, 20 GB ATA-100 HARD DRIVE, SOX IDE CD-ROM, 56K
V.90 MODEM, 10/100 NIC, MIDTOWER ATX CHASSIS, 300W P. SUPPLY,
ECS K7SEM MAINBOARD, 32 MB SHARED 128-BIT 2D/3D GRAPHICS
ACCELERATOR THAT PROVIDES 1920X1200 16-BIT COLOR, 30 SOUND,
BALL BEARING CPU FAN, KEYBOARD, MOUSE, SPEAKERS, WINDOWS
Mr;;ro~ MEW/ CD & LICENSE, STAR OFFICE SOFTWARE BUNDLE
·

Pr~

I

ONLY $499.99
INTEL PENTIUM 3-1000
128 MB PC133 SDRAM, 40 GB ATA-100 HARD DRIVE, 8X4X32
CDREWRITABLE DRIVE, 56K V.90 MODEM, MIDTOWER ATX CHASSIS,
300W POWER. SUPPLY, ECS P61SA2 FCPGA MAINBOARD, INTEL 815E
GRAPHICS CONTROLLER, 30 SOUND, INTEL P-31000 CPU, BALL
BEARING CPU FAN, WINDOWS KEYBOARD, 3-BUTION MOUSE,
AMPLIFIEr> SPEAKERS, WINDOWS ME & LICENSE, SOFTWARE

Only $799.99

"THE_COYOTE GAMER 1333"
1.33 GIGAHERTZ AMO ATHLON THUNDERBIRD 266 BUS, 256MB DDR2100, 40GB ATA-100 HARD DRIVE,
12X10X32 CDRW, 10X/40X DVD-ROM, 56K V.90 MODEM, 10/100 NIC, MIDTOWER ATX CHASSIS, 300 WAIT
POWER SUPPLY, ECS K7AMA MAINBOARD, 64 MB Geforce 2 MX TRUE AGP GRAPHICS CARD, 30 SOUND,
BALL BEARING CPU FAN, WINDOWS KEYBOARD, MOUSE, SPEAKERS, WINDOWS MEW/ CD & LICENSE,
SOFTWARE BUNDLE!

ONLY $899.99
NEW AOC 15"
COLORSVGA
MONITOR
$129.99

NEW AOC 17" .27
COLORSVGA
MONITOR
$169.99

NEW AOC 19" .26
COLORSVGA
MONITOR
$249.99

NEW 15" LCD
FLAT PANEL
MONITOR
$399.99

NEW AOC 17" .25
FLAT TUBE
COLORSVGA
MONITOR
$219.99

NEW AOC 19" .26
FLAT TUBE
COLORSVGA
MONITOR
$299.99
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Haggling in the Information Hge
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

A variety of almost stereotypical. traits come $40 for a DVD or CD. T.he name of this messiah
along with being a college student. These include of savings is Switchouse.com.
everything from drinking more alcohol than Ben
At first glance, Switchouse appears somewhat
Affleck during a
·
similar to many other
post-Oscar celebrasites out there. People
gammg
tion
to
post items that they
enough weight to put
have for sale, often at
Marlon Brando to
very low prices. The
, , ?!( fi.t~m M<Wlt en T H~ Yw~"
shame. Perhaps the
savings one can yield
" wo Tm:ilills u~r
most universal of
from this is one of the
·~AH<iitutt ft'litt't!"
-1~these traits is that
largest appeals about
college students do
Switchouse.
Many
not have adequate
are
times
things
amounts of money.
priced at almost half
This lack of finances
of their retail value.
prohibits many stuFor
example,
a
dents from investing
Dreamcast game
in leisure activities.
called Shen Mue is
When a student does
sold at places like
buy say a DVD or
Best Buy for around
video game, they
$35 or $40. At
must be ultra-conserSwitchouse, one can
vative in regards to
easily find a used
the cost. After all,
copy for $20, many
one never knows
times in mint condiwhen the radiator in
tion.
their car will suddenJust like its Internet
ly· go like the
cousins , individuals
Hindenberg.
can also post items
f~t Because They Serve Yma.~.
Fortunately, the digithat they wish to sell.
l)Q>C$tt•t M¢'1ln Tlt!:!y UM You.
tal age has provided a
Say for instance, an
solution to this probunfortunate
soul
lem. Using the "internet" ~s these young whipper- bought a copy of Con Air on DVD and has been to
snappers call it, one can easily avoid paying $20 ·_ therapy, realizing their mistake. Well, if that trou-

...

,~ .... ~~·

~~-t<~~li

high-energy
pop alternative
from indianapolis

Sponsored by www.6oUCF.com

bled individual posted Con Air on Switchouse, an equally misguided person could give...them anywhere from $5 to $10 dollars for it (maybe even more, but then again it is Con Air). The
money from such transactions can then be either credited to a
Switchouse account, a credit card or directly deposited into a
member's bank account.
While these features are beneficial, they are hardly unique.
What really makes Switchouse.com stand out above the other
internet buy/sell sites is that registered users can swap items
with others. See, after registration users are given the option to
make a list of what items they want and already have. Using
this list, the user can make "switches" with other members.
Didn't like 12 Monkeys? Well, in just a few clicks one can usually find a member who is willing to swap their DVD of Dogma

for the film. If both members agree to swap an item, then the
deal is legally binding. Switchouse then sends the a~dress of
each swapper to the other and mailing commences.
The swapping S¥Stem is taken to the next level with
Quickswaps. These are pre-approved deals that members set up
so that no haggling is needed with other members. For example, if someone wanted to trade the DVD of Clerks for Fight
Club, they would set up a Quickswap with those parameters.
The offer is then out in the open and anyone who is interested
in the trade can take it. Note, however, that in order to be
involved in Quickswaps traders must be verified members.
This means putting down a valid credit card in case something
goes wrong. Whether or not one participates in Quickswaps,
becoming verified is probably a good thing to do anyw~y since
it lends to one's credibility.
While the ability to swap items is an awesome feature, it is
not hard to see the downside. One can easily be ripped off if the
member they are dealing with is not exactly the poster child of
honesty. Luckily, Switchouse has measures to help prevent
such fraud. Every user has a rating given by other members
they have dealt with in the past. If the comments under their
profile are resoundingly negative, then it is best not to deal
with them. Even with this system, rip-offs do occur, in which
case Switchouse is willing to refund a user's money, or in the
case of a .swap, pay for or replace an item. Another solution to
this is to only deal with verified members, which adds a level
of trust that would not be present with a mere registered user
with no transactions to their name.
Overall, Switchouse is an awesome service with a few pitfalls. These few problems are fairly common and would be
encountered on any other site of similar nature. Switchouse is
one of the more secure buy/sell sites and the only swapping site
that this writer has any knowledge of. Everything is free, with
one exception. Switchouse takes a small percentage of the total
when someone is selling an item. This is how Switchouse
makes its money. Considering the fee is about 14 percent, it is
nothing to worry about. It is definitely worth a look. The
address is www.switchouse.com, advertised as the No. I place
to buy, sell and trade movies, CDs and games.
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CAB

·---------------·
i
ONE FREE i
BREAKERS i Draft Beer !

Meet and Greet BILLIARDS ·---------------·
.& BAR
I
I
I

Expires 9-30-01

I
I
I

•

2987 Alafaya Trail, Oviedo
(one mile north of U.C.F.)

_COMPILEDBY LISA APPLEGATE

365-4503

STAFF WRITER

Interested in getting involved on campus? The
Campus Activities Board (CAB) is having their annual
Meet and Greet on Wed., August 22 at 6 p.m. It will be
held in the Pegasus Ballroom of the Student Union.
There will be lite refreshments and the opportunity to
meet (and greet) CAB committee members. The various
committees include Homecoming, concerts, speakers
and cinema (to name a few). Anyone can come to find
out more information about each of the committees and
how to help out. At 9 p.m., CAB will be showing the
movie Loser in the same room as the meeting. If your
schedule is too busy to do both this Wednesday night,
you are free to do either the movie or the Meet and
Greet, but if you have the time, stay for both!

with this coupon I one per customer
ID required

•

12

Regulation Brun1111iok Table1
Eleotronio Dart Board1

•

FULL LI UOR BAR
$.I.SO drafts • $6.00 pitchers
$2.50 Domestics • $3.00 Imports
Daily Drink Specials -

'

.

·JUKE BOX•VIDEO GAMES•BIG SCREEN
EVERY MONDAY & THURSDAY
$4.00 PITCHERS
FROM PAGE
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Capricorn (December 21-January 20)
Image: "In

d~ep

space, the Enterprise slowly drifting to a halt"

Message: Answering all stop.
Business communications will be unrealistic before mid-week:
expect colleagues and potential partners to present over-inflated
ideas or faulty goals. Although scattered and highly creative,
underlying ideas are sound, Cap: remain open to ongoing
changes and slow progress. After Wednesday offer assistance to
a friend or relative that may feel isolated or
misunderstood.Recently ended relationships may be a prime concern: expect complex emotions and fast ;ords.

EVERY TUESDAY
Ladies Plav Free •All Well Drinks $2.50
Open Every Day
4pm to ~am weekdays
&
6pm to 2am weekends

PIZZA
SNACKS
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

•

Aquarius (January 21-February 19)
Image: "At the bottom of a well, tangled roots and twigs"

•

Message: Hidden snags.
Remain sensitive to the moods of loved ones this week,
Aquarius: at present, others may be confused or in need of empathetic support. Acknowledge difficult emotional triangles, but
refuse to be drawn into negative thought patterns: over the next 9
days previously private social and romantic differences may rise
dramatically to the surface. After Thursday introduce fresh ideas
or suggest a new daily routine: loved ones will quickly follow
your lead.
Pisces (February 20-March 20)
Image: "In. a ripe cherry tree, a gathering of fledgling birds"
Message: Joyful acceptance.
Early this week, Pisces, be on the lookout for a rare workplace
opportunity or new contact in the areas of health services, management, publishing or advertising/promotions. Over the next 3
days, business luck, potential advancement or revised work routines will offer unusual rewards. After Friday spend extra time
with new or energetic friends: an infusion of social energy willnow help end several weeks of inward thought, restlessness and
low self-confidence.
If your birthday is this week ... new love affairs will be challenged by family and friends for the next few months. Key issues
may involve age differences, location or sudden life changes.
Watch for slow progress: before mid-November loved ones will
feel unusually protective of your time, energy and emotional
attention. Early next year a quick financial change may cause
important decisions. Loan applications, payment schedules and
financial agencies will take extra time settling claims or approving documents. After February 8th finances will steadily
improve: stay focused on long-term goals and wait for written
permissions.

Medical Coverage
Tuition Assistance
Savings Plan

!

,1

•
INCLUDES: Sofa, Chair, Cocktail Table, End Table, Lamp, Twin Bed
& Headboard, 4 Drawer Chest, Nightstand, Lamp, Chrome Dinette
(Table with 4 Chairs)

r---------------~

FREE Pizza!
~

i~~~ /"h):.o~O..

FROM DOMINO'S
Rent your furniture from Aaron
and the pizza and Coke's® on us.
Plus you'll get 50 % off your
first month's rent on a
3 month minimum contract.

.;.;--<-.•:-:;;;,;w,.~ ·.;;;$..;.,, · --~~=

•

Twin Sleeper

VCR

$12

PER MONTH

3.6 cu Ff
Mini Refrigerator

$18

PER MONTH

PER MONTH

$23

PER MONTH

PER MONTH

Aaronfs1zs
Furniture®

20"1V
wnH

$23

Remote
PER MONTH

Computer

Microwave

$13

$19

JVCMini
Compact Stereo

$129

Maple
Computer Desk

$99/month minimum rental required. Does not
include Clearance Center merchandise.
Large one-topping Classic Hand Tossed™ pizza
and 2-litm· bottle of Coke®. Limit one coupon
per customer. Not valid with other offers.
Must have valid student ID.

(DOES NOT INCLUDE CHAIR)

99LEASE
*
•
OWNERSHIP

$13

PER MONTH

Aaron Igtzs®Furniture

aaronrentsfurniture.com
McCoy Rd./Sand Lake
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1951 McCOY RD. ORLANDO

407-851-5810
1/2 mile east of Orange Ave. on
McCoy Rd./Sand Lake Rd.
Hours: Mon.-Fri.: 9-6 Sat.: 9-5

800-311-RENT
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E. West Exwv.

1002 N. SEMORAN BLVD.
ORLANDO

{;:[

E. Colonial Dr.

Jl

Price and selection vary by location.
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N

407-281-0100
Located on Semoran Blvd. just 1/8 mile
north of Colonial Dr., across from
Office Depot & Sports Authortiy.
Hours: Mon.-Fri.: 9-6 Sat.: 9-5
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NICK LOCICERO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

WNSC is proud to present its Fall
2001 Schedule. We have many exciting programs including some returning favorites like Noons and Spoons,
The Crazy CD. Show and The Ethan
Wall Show. WNSC also has new
shows that will add to the diversity of
programming already present at the
station. You will find something on
our schedule no matter what your taste
is. If you're wondering what type of
music a certain show plays, why not
visit our website at wnsc.ucf.edu.
WNSC not only prides itself as the
source for entertainment on campus,

but we are a university, so we try to
give you some useful information as
well. Just take a listen four minutes
before the start of each show, when
our staff will bring you the latest in
News, Sports, Campus Events and
WNSC announcements. And don't forget to tune into The Central Florida
Future's show every Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday at 11 :30
a.m. Also, every Friday at 2 p.m.,
WNSC takes down its informative
slide show and gives you some moving pictures to go along with that
audio. It's the WNSC Knightly News,
a complete news show produced and
hosted by UCF students.

If you want to know what is happening on your campus tune into WNSC,
UCF TV Channel 21.

If you are a UCF department or organization and would like to advertise
for free on WNSC, contact us at wnscam@ud.edu.
WNSC Upcoming Events:

Wednesday, August 22 - Live from CAB Meet 'n Greet with Interviews
and Music (6 - 8 p.m.)
Friday, August 31 - Women's Volleyball (7 _p.m.)
Wednesday, August 29 - "Party by the Pond," liye broadcast from the
reflection pond with musk: and prizes (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

,,,.

Starting$''
::~ess
FUTONS

~~~~:

sold
separately

Visit our Web Site at www.mattressdiscounters.com
0

H"t. ve

d night' sleep on us.®

1s;a1 IVISA' IEi3 I El I

MlTTRESS agDISCOUNTiilS®

THE LARGEST MAnRESS RETAILER IN· AMERICA, AND THE WORLD'S LARGEST SEALY RETAILER!

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS SUPERSTORE 445 State Rd. (Rt. 436), Suite 1041, between Checkers and Sound Advice .................. (407) 682-0507
EAST COLONIAL SUPERSTORE 3122 E. Colonial Drive, across from Fashion Square Mall and Sears Auto Center ....................... .(407) 896-5626
WEST COLONIAL SUPERSTORE 7332 W Colonial Drive, next to Bennigan's, near Chuck E. Che~se ............................................. (407) 445·9170
SAND LAKE SUPERSTORE 1355 Sand Lake Road, next to Gateway Country, across from Florida Mall ............................................. (407) 850-4666
SANFORD SUPERSTORE 110 Town Center Blvd., next to Don Pablo's, in front of Seminole Town Center ......................................... (407) 321-6016

*****

STORES ALSO IN TAMPA, ST. PETERSBURG, SOUTH FLORIDA & 300 STORES NATIONWIDE*

****

·-
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ACROSS
1 Early birds?
5 One of the
Florida Keys
1 O Adhesive strip
14 Small combo
15 In plain view
16 Pitcher Hershiser
17 Statuesque
18 Of Capitol Hill
20 Belly
22 Brief book
23 Sheldrake
25 Thread holder
28 Wallach or
Whitney
29 Pitcher Ryan
33 Marilu of "Taxi"
35 Take the odds
37 Food thickener
38 Break bread
39 "The Raven"
poet's initials
41 Sign of a hit
43 Keanu in "The
Matrix"
44 North Carolina
college
46 Fiie marker
48 Chinese, e .g.
50 Chase away
52 Grog ingredient
54 Banal

55
58
61
65
67
68
69

70
71
72

Zoo
Expunged
Achieve
Transverse
element
Mine entrance
Intertwine
Popped the
question
Dodge model
Wife/sister of
Osiris
City southwest of
y

York

73 Funnyrnan
Carvey

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24
25

26
27
30
31
32
34
36
40
42
45

DOWN
Kett of the comics
Snatch
Cover with gold
Wise king
Defeated rival
Even the score
S1impy's pal
Mamas of
mamas
Von Bismarck
and Graham
Matadors
Seed cover
Ring
Fitzgerald of scat
Hot chamber
Donnybrook
Clerical vestment
Transparently thin
U.S. family of
artists
In a dominant
position
Tropical porch
Representative
Hangman's knot
Fink
-la-la
utopia
Rome's port
Un~table foes

"

11>

•
A.

Hang out. Luck up with IFREEUPJ.
It's new, it's hot and it's only at
Verizon Wireless. Slick phones and
hip stuff Like Spk 'n Txt,

..

Join in.

with Voice Mail and Long distance
included. It's all UfPFRONTI so you
IREUPI when you want. IFREEUPI so
you can keep up.
A

A

I
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island
51 Allowsto
53 California city
56 Himalayan
country
57 Marsh grasses

58 651

N V

lj

59 S1retches of
hjstory
60 F-ocal points
62 Conception
63 Promised Land
64 Sicilian volcano
66 Just get by

Waterford Lakes Town Center

'·

721 North Alafaya Trail• Orlando • FL 3282.8
Phone: 407-482-3242 • Fax: 407-482·4liG1
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Lead Stories
-- A ruling last year by the Oregon
Supreme Court is finally having a major negative impact on police, according to a July Los
Angeles Times dispatch. The .court had ruled
that all lawyers', including prosecutors, must
obey the state bar association's nearly absolute
prohibitions against deceit, meaning that law
enforcement cannot engage in "undercover"
and "sting" operations (Which involve tricking
suspects). Already, one child-pornography
investigation has been shut down because prosecutors could not administer a case in which
police caught pedophiles by pretending online
that they were underage.
-- Film turned up in -July of tourist boat
operations near Cape Jervis (near Adelaide),
Australia, which ferried visitors so they could
stand on a dead whale and watch great white
sharks munch off the carcass; some tourists
even posed for vacation phot.os petting the.preoccupied sharks on the head (briefly). The local
environmental minister said he was appalled
and would ask for legislation "to protect people
too stupid to protect themselves." (Obviously,
News of the Weird is opposed to this type of
legislation.)
-- The San Francisco Chronicle reported in
July that the new dog catcher for San Mateo
County will be paid $250,000 a year, more than
twice what San Francisco's dog catcher
receives and much more than Gov. Gray Davis
or San Francisco mayor Willie Brown are paid.
Said a county executive, "I hope we have-the
happiest and healthiest ~nimals in the world
because that's an awfully heavy price to pay."

Overrreactions
In July, a man who has served time for
fatal bombings was convicted of attempting to
firebomb three Montreal coffee shops because
the owner refus~d to give them French names.
Protestors broke windows at the Tennessee
capitol in Nash ville in July, furious that legislators might adopt a state income tax. Three
New Mexico regulators reported receiving
death threats in May during the Public
Regulation Commission's deliberations over
whether to change the telephone area codes in
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.

Chutzpah!
-- The then-executive director of the
Tampa, Fla., Make-a-Wish Foundation pleaded
no contest in March to grand-theft charges for
misappropriating almost $20,000 that had been
donated for dying children; she served three
months in jail, and is now on house arrest, and
with an order to repay $6,500. In June, she
filed a lawsuit against the foundation demanding back pay and unused vacation and sick pay
dating from the date of her firing in June 1999
and demanded a court order restoring her as the
foundation's executive director. Her first name
is Delores, and she uses the surname of her
husband, the lawyer who filed her lawsuit, Jack
W. Crooks.
-- Sherman P. Hawkins' impressive application for the vacant position of director of the
Montana Department of Corrections was
turned down in July by the governor, despite
Hawkins' 28 years' experience in the depart.,.
ment and his master's degree in administration.
As the governor noted, however, Hawkins' 28
years were as "inmate," in that he is serving a
life sentence for murdering his wife.

URF

&

SKATE

ACROSS FROM UCF!

Latest Rights
-- Virginia Green, a patient in the August
(Maine) Mental Health Institute and who was
convicted of bludgeoning her 75-year-old
mother to death in 1996, had filed a lawsuit
alleging that the facility's 8 a.m. wakeup policy
violated her rights and ordering that the institute be instructed to permit her to sleep until 11
a.m. (In June, the Maine Supreme Court turned
her down.)
, -- In June, the Ontario Court of Appeal
reinstated DUI charges against Christopher
Dominski, finding that his right to be notified
that he can have an attorney present under the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms was not violated. According to court records, when a police
officer asked if he would like to call an attorney, Dominski responded, "Yeah, whatever,"
which a trial court thought indicated ambiguity
but which the appeals. court said was a sufficiently serious question and answer.
-- In June, the city education commission- .
er of Berlin, Germany, publicly suggested that
the pro soccer league bar players from spitting
on the field and especially their increasingly
popular habit of clearing a nostril by _pressing a
finger against the opposite nostril and blowing,
saying such behavior sends the wrong message
to kids. Several players immediately defended
the right to blow: Said one, "We can't carry a ·
packet of hankies on the pitch."

..

OfficeMax· at Wat:.erfo~d Lakes
Your Olos'est Office an.dSchool
• m ~upply~·superstore '.Po,: UCF-t
•

•

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
engineering • inspection • planning
·technoiogy consultants
Corporate Office
· ~

2203 N. Lois Avenue, Suite 1200, Tampa, FL 33607
P.O. Box 25261, Tampa, FL 33622-5261
Phone: 813/871-5331 Fax: 813/871-5135

Orlando Office
8529 South Park Circle, Suite 190, Orlando, FL 32819
Phone: 407/363-5225 Fax: 407/363-2936
Visit our web site at www.kcaeng.com
for current career opportunities.

. . . . . .. .. . . .. . •..

People with Issues

• Roadway & Structures Design

•Computer Consulting

Strongsville, Ohio, lawyer Daniel Todt
killed his wife and two children in June as the
government closed in on him for what prosecutors described as a series of outlandish attempted frauds. The Todts (both lawyers) were a traditional, middle-class, community-involved
family except for one thing: Todt believed that
in the 1940s, Mr. Thor De Allah Kahn from the
planet Atlantis ~et top Earth officials and left
with them securities (to impr?ve the planet's
welfare, in one instance for reconstruction in
the Philippines)' in. staggering amounts (e.g.,
$33 billion, $13 billion), which Todt very
I
earnestly and naively tried to present to many
banks in several countries for payment, even
after U.S. T~easury officials warned him they
were worthless. Todt had also painstakingly
explained his theory in various venues (e.g.,
local bar· association, the Securities and
Exchange Commission), usually to openmouthed silence.

•Bridge Inspection

• Environmental Documentation

• Construction Engineering
Inspection

• Civil Design Engineering

Least Competent Criminals
Detroit police arrested five suspects in
connection with the robbery of a McDonald's
restaurant in June, shortly after they made their
alleged getaway; they appeared to have
rehearsed the robbery, but inside the car, one of
the men discarded his bandana by tossing it out
the window, where it inadvertently snagged on
the radio antenna and acted as an identifying
flag for police chasing the car. And Elizabeth
McDonald, 24, pleaded no contest in June to
robbing the VFW hall in Medina County, Ohio,
where she used to work; she was wearing a
mask, but it did not disguise her waist-length
red hair, which was instantly recognizable by at
least one former co-worker.

KCA is an Equal Opportunity Employer

OVIEDO MOTORS INC.

"High Qu81ity, Low Pricesl"

Shop around first then come and visit us for the BEST PRICES IN TOWN!
Let us locate your car. Pay only $200 over wholesale cost.
We accept consignments. Financing available.
1

Visit our inventory online at
www. ovi ed om oto rs. com
UCF
~

for all students
and facuity with
_____________
valid student ID ..

.

(407) 366-8611•139 N. Central Ave.• Oviedo Fl . 32765
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MIKEY!
IT'S THE FIRST
DAY OF CLASS.
AND YOU'RE
GONNA BE LATEI

AAGGH· rM UPI
I'M UPI

•
•
•

•

•

MAD WAGON
your basic ride

For less than the cost of a textbook
or a night out partying, you can own a
Madwagon bike. It gets you where
you need to be. Life should be so
simple. Your basic ride.
Get one at madwagon.com
Use this sales code: F1CF1000

Student Government Senate Allocations
·111101to7131/01

Bill#

Organization Name

Amount

Purpose

Senate Working Fund

'

00-01

Brian M Bradigan

PY travel expenses

$0.00

OAF003

Cypress Dome Society

CDS Programming

$1,000.00

OAF004

SPR

SGA Trifold & Promotional items

$1,000.00

OAF005

UCF Dive Club

Open Water Class

OAF0079

SPIE - Student Chapter

Volley ball game

OAFO 1

Knightcast

webcasting licence

OAF02

Butokukan - Tae Kwan Do Club

Multi purpose room rental

$500.00
$0.00
$623.00

Total

•

Senate Working Fund

Cypress Dome Society

Office Supplies

$250.00

A0052

College Democrats

Office supplies to restart organization

$250.00

A0053

UCF Dive Club

Office Supplies for Running club

$250.00

Total

•

C & 0 - Office Supplies

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

7/31/0l

Welcome

$4,123.00

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A0051

•

$1,000.00

$750.00
Page 1 of2

Back
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Student Government Senate Allocations
7/1/01 to 7131/01

Bill#

Amount

Purpose

Organization Name

C & 0-Travel
Alice Uhlir
Anthony Rivera

Haiti Missionary

$0.00

Music Programme

$0.00

R33-46

Julie M. Simmons

Flute Master Class, 7/6-7/16/01

$500.00

R33-47

Janell Harhi

People Ambassador Programs, 9/7-9/15/01

$500.00

National Convention, 7/24-7/29/01

$300.00

National Convention, 7/23-7/30/01

$400.00

R3 3-3 7

•

R33-42

R33-48

•

•
•
•

Renee Fish

R33-49

Charles Cartee

R33-50

Lisa Tormarchi

R33-51

Bet.a Alpha Psi

R33-52

UCF Official's Assn

~
~"'-f:~~

"

$300.00

Am. Association
2001 Beta Alpha Psi Annual meeting

4th Annual Southeastern Reg. workshop

$1,000.00
$600.00

R33-53

Muslim Student's Assn

Islamic Soc. Of N. America

R33-54

David Schreier

Music Education

$300.00

R33-55

Roberto Champney

HCI lnt'l Conference, 8/5-8/10/01

$200.00
$734.00

$1,000.00

R33-58

Nat'l Soc Of Black Engineers

NSBE Leadership Retreat, 8/3-8/5/01

SB33-29

Soc of Automotive Engineers

Cpmpetit:ion for PY

$0.00

Total
7/31/0I

Your Club's Registration

Statu~

C & 0 -Travel

must be updated before you can use your funding
,.-

$5,834.00
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students,
faculty
and
staff!

. • Vibrating Battery
•Phone
• Car Charger
• Leather Case
• Earpiece
• Home Charger .
•Voice Mail
•Paging
• Caller ID
• FREE Long Distance
Anywhere in Florida

Omi
for s3999month !
(600 whenever, 2000 weekend)

UCF Store:
-Across froril
campus!
McCulloch & Alafaya
Next to 7-Eleven

}

407·977·9454

·i

